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Abstract
A thtoretica1 and experimental study was made 011 cycloiJal ProlM'lIcrs.
Experiments were done on 1\ model ~toChoidi\1 propeller with i\ pill-h raliu uf
2.924,," in a cavitation tunnel in the Institute for Marine Drmllllil"l'l (Nne). Proh·
lems which cauSt'd unreliable lesl results from 1\ previous eXp<'fimcnta! ~llld)" 'If 11,..
model propeller were examined. A mal-fundion~ torque transducer wa." rCI'I~("l'II.
Problems in the measurement of hydrodynamic torque Alld in calihration tc:;h; Wl~rl'
analysed and effective ways to solve those problellls were used in ~hc prC'S,~nt <'x·
perimental study. Reliable tcs~ results for this model were obtaillCl1 foJ' propdlcr
revolution speeds of 100,150,200 RPM.
J\Iendenhall and Spangler's discrete vortex method of ~LlldyilLg cycloid'll pro·
peller performance was modified so that (a) an angle of Iltlack method was 1IS1.'11 to
calculate effects of wake and other blades; (b) the modeling of dyuamic stall etf...'CL'I
were included; (c) three·dimensional effects of the blades were indmkd. Thl: lhl:O-
retical results were compared with the experimental data from the present l~b And
from publislled results for cycloidAI propellers with different pitch rAtios ArId numhcr
of blade. Il was found tha~ the three dimensional correction method improved thl:
predicted propeller performance at pitch ra~i05 greater than 1". The two lliml~1I5iollal
model using the angle of attack method gave better prediction of propeller perfor-
mance than other models at pitch ratios smaller than '11'. The errcctivcneis of 1I11!Sl~
mOOels is discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Description of Cycloidal Propellers
A cycloidal propeller COnSi!LS of a rotating drum and scveral hl:u]l's, 'l'1J(~ blade'l
are mounted ncar the outer edge of the face of the drum aud can hll cOlilrolll',j ttl
rotate about their own axes (see Figure Ll). When a free strC1l.I •• flows Lllrough "
cycloidal propeller, with drum and blades rotating abont their OWl! axes n~spccli\ldy,
the trajectory of a single blade is as illustrated in Figure J.2. Thrust and torllue are
produced due to the load on cach blade. A description and review of the work done
on such propellers is given by Lewis (1988).
1.2 History of Cycloidal Propellers
The cycloidal propeller, also called" vertical axi~ propeller", w<\.<; first df:i'll:rilwd
by Hunter in 1874 (U.S. Patent 150, 956). (lg crfectiveness wa." !lot accepled ulltil
Kirsten established the requirements for such a propeller to hf:comc competilivl~
with the conventional screw propeller. Taylor's model tests in 1922 (Kirsten 1928)
yiddcd extremely encouraging results and Kirsten and Boeing built and success-
fully demonstrated a small boat with this propeller. However, interest subsided
completely in the U.S. and did not revive unlil the dose of World War 11.
A variable pitch lype cycloidal propeller was invented in 1925 in Germany by
nn Austrian enginccr named Schneider. Up to the close of the World War, the
.J .M. Voith Company had built and installed aboul 500 propellers with a total of
400,000 hp in commercial vessels and in boats of the German armed forces. The
U.S. army and navy became interested in the cycJoidal propeller again and reslarted
the dcvdopll1ent in 1944.
Tile first mathematically derived cycloidal propeller was developed in 1920 by
F.I\. Kirsten. The CJrst comprehensive paper on cycloidal propulsion appeared in
1928 when Kirsten introduced "A New Type of Propeller" to the Society of Auto-
motive Engineer (Kirsten 1928).
1.3 Advantages of Cycloidal Propellers
Although the conventional propeller has a very high degree of effectiveness which
has often prevented the development of olher types of unconventional propellers
wilh favorable properties, cyc10idal propellers arc a propeller type wilh oulstand·
ing maneuvering capabilities. The system is besl suited for maneuverability, safety,
reliability and durability aboard tugs, double ended ferries, buoy tenders, mine
hunlers/swccpers, oceanographic vessels and other harbor and olTshore vessels reo
q liring precise and rrequent maneuverability in adverse sea conditions and areas
difficult for navigation.
Ship control in the conventional sense is achicl'ed by a comhination of ,!l·\,in·s
consisting principally of those which give control in olle .legrC(' of fTt..'(~dom (fore
and aft) and rudders which provide side forces to gencrat.: turning 1Il00'I'm"lltl<.
\Vhere sufficient sea room exits, this combination provides ;ull'qllall' conLrol for
most underway maneuvers, At low speeds autl when the ship is dC'ad ill till.' wall'r.
rudders lose their effectiveness,
The advantage of cyeloidal propellers lies in the fact that the projll'lll'r thrusL
can be used for sleering and stopping the ship without stopping lIll.1 changiug till:
direction of rotation of the main engine. This makes them eminently suitablc.' for tlw
propulsion of ships that operate in crowded Ilnd restrided wl\ll:rs. l',~cluirillg large'
sleering power at low speeds. The cycloidal propeller is a valuahll: propulsioll .I,·vin'
due to its unique maneuvering capability. The direction of the f('!lllltalit for,:c mn
be controlled and changed to any desired direction normal to the axis of IHol,cller
rotation.
1.4 Why Study Cycloidal Propellers?
There are three types of cycloidal propellers, Each of them is charactcri~ccl hy
its particular blade orbital path in the no·slip condition. These orbital pathN an:
called epicyc10idal or curtatc cyc1oidal; cycloidal; trochoidal or prolate cycloid (~Cf:
figure 1.2).
The commercial version of the epicycloidal propeller is known 1l.~ the Voith·
Schneider propeller and these have been fitted 10 many tugs, and vessels where
ma.ncuvcrability is imporlant. Cycloidal propellers, developed AS the Kirsten-Boeing
propeller, have been used on some vessels in the United Slates. Little work has
heJCn done on trochoidaJ propellers and ttl date the available theoretical methods are
illadcquatc for accurate performance prediction.
-Trochoidai- propellers belong to a commercially unexploiled area that special-
hllll in ship propulsion are becoming concemed with especially owing to their high
dlit:icncy at very high velocities. There is a lack of systematic experimental data
ahoul trochoidal propellers especially for lightly loaded propellers with high aspect
I'a~io blades. This is the main reason why the study of trochoidal propellers has
bt'ClI reviverl at the Memorial University of Newfoundland to provide propulsion
n~ light loading on vessels over a wide speed range. However in the application, a
disadvantage is that they may have to be mount.ed with their axis in a horizontal
Illane. If this happens, maneuverability characteristics are lost.
1.5 Geometrical Characteristics of Cycloidal Pro-
pellers
The blade angle linkage system is designed so that the blade center of rotation
traces a cycloidal path. The blade paths for zero slip are shown in Figure L2 for
three types of cycloidnl motion. The cycloid is generated by a circle of radius r
rolling with an angular velocity w along a surface, where the point of contact is
noted S (sec Figure 1.1). The cycloidal path is such that a. normal to the path at
;\IIY point passes through the point S. The point S is called the steering center of
a cydoidal propeller. In Figure 1.1, the blade is shown perpendicular to the line
connecting the blade rotl\tion asis to the stl..-cring center. The pilch mtjo or til<'
cydoidal propeller is determined by the radial location of the slet:rillg (I'lller; t.hus,
The blade angle is given by
p=:":'
Il
lantJ = fj.sinO
1+ 7lca"O
(1.1)
(I.')
The blade motion at a givclI instant can be considered the slim of i~ velocity
due to propeller translation and a velocity due to propeller rotation. Consider till'
propeller to be rotating at a constant angular ratew in a ulliform f101Y V. Tlw h];\{ll~
translation velocity is then wx it Relative to the blade, 1\ velocity I'Y occurs which
is the vector sum or wx Rand V. This velocity 1I1ak~s all angle 0 wilh lhe ilia' II'
chordline.


Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Experimental Studies
2.1.1 Tests on Cycloidal Propellers at the Netherlands Ship
Model Basin
Some research was done towards the expMlsion of knowledge regarding uncon-
\"cnlional propeller models in the Nethl!r1anlh Skip Model Basin (now MARIN) in
1963. Manen (Manen 1963) reported a systematic series of tests done with cy-
c10idal propellers. Thtsl! tests of low pitch ratio (OAO:r. 0.502', O.60K, O.7br, O.80K)
propellers were mainly to invl!Sligate (a) the effect of the type of blade movement
IIpon the propeller efficiency; (b) the optimlll position of the axis of the blade move-
ment; (c) the effect of blade number and tlie blade chord length; an4 (d) cavitation
phenomena.
Results show that for the range of propeller pilch ratios smaller than r.: (a) in
the r~ge of propeller loads that arc 0'£ significant:e for existing ships, the t)ptimal
efficiencies of cycloidal propellers are low, i'Ll'Ollnd 2[j,;JO% lo\\'l'r tholll IIll' 1't1111i!;\r;\hll'
efficiency values for conn'ntional screw propellers: (Il) the six-hlad,'tl Prolwlll'T 0P"11
water efficiency is superior to the four·bl~ded 011('; (e) the blade OIL ;\ four.hlad"ll
propeller with 11 chord lengthjblmle length ratio e/I = O..lI"ollJ.~ tn higlll'r dlil'i"lKil'S
than do the blades with a chord length/blade lellgth ratio c/I = 0,:1: ;11\01 (II) hi~l\l'r
blade motion velociLics cause serious cavitation.
Some tests were also conducted for 11 four·hladed trodlOidal pwpdll'r with Ilitrll
ratios of J.257T, 1.5011", 2.0011", 2.1511". From the tl'St rCllults, it ,'an Ill' illfl'm~,ltll;lt, f"r
pitch rn.tios ranging from l.50r. to 1.7511", a lIlaXillllllll emde11l:y 1){'I'llr,~ frollll).f;~J to
0.70. However this maximum is valid only for the specific propeller geometry ll'st,~d,
l\Ianen ah" pointed out that the extent to which the~>c propeller e!lici"lII'il's ar"
promising for the future applications of this propeller type ill tilt' lI.fl~a nf high shit)
speeds, cannot yet be inferred from the rcsults of this first ,~l'ri,~s of tests. All
extended investigation is needed of trochoidal propf'lIcrs, so as ttl lIlak,~ possihl,'
comparisons with other propl1lsh'e means for higher vdocitil'1i ill Tl'SI"'I:t both tu
cavitation and to propeller efficiency. The lack of systematic data for tlie trorhoidal
case did not allow one to infer general conclusions from this lest
2.1.2 Tests at the David Taylor Research Center
Tests in Open Water
Ficken and Dickerson(1969) conducted model tests for a series of cycloidal pro-
[0
pcJtcr.~ with piLch ralios ranging from OA7I' to 0.911" to investigate the performanr.e
awl stl.'Cring characteristics of these propellers. The major part of the lest program
\"'Il.~ rUIl with six rCl:Langular blades. Each of the six sets of cams, representing the
six pitch ralios (0.<111", O.,s:;-, 0.671', O.7'if, 0.811" and 0.911") was tested over a wide range
Ilf slL'Cring angles and speed coefficient. Test were also run with two and three blades
al1.cro sh~cring angle. Comparative results were obtained for C.il!" and O.S". pitch
They fOllnd that efficiency is low since the angle of attack of the cycloiJal pro-
peller hlades varies throughout the cycle between relatively large positive and neg-
ative values. Although the blade produces a positive thrust component at negative
a~ well as positive angles of attack, the lift-drag ratios suffer at very high angles
of attack. This effect is complicated by the fact that in the downstream quadrants
of the orbit, the blades pass through the wake of the blades in the upstream quad-
rants. The results suggestlhat this blade interference is considerable since the effect
or changing number of blades is much more pronounced than for a screw propeller.
With two blades, the peak efficiency with 0.871' pilch ratio was O.i9; this compares
famrably with screw propellers.
'I'ltr. effect of blade number was similar 10 the effect of changing the number
of blades of a screw propeller, but it was more pronounced. Specifically, the peak
cmcicncy of the cycloidal propeller with six blades was lO to 5 points lower than
the Troost six-bladed B series (Ficken and Dickerson 1969); with two blades, the
cycloidal propeller was very nearly as efficient as the two-bladed B series propeller.
The cycloidal propeller models were found to develop maneuvering and backing
forcCll that are mucb larger than those available rrom a screw propeller.
"Tests in Water Tunnel
Dobay and Dickerson (1969) conducted lc~ls to inQ'stigalll rydoillal Ilropl'lIt'f
performance at low cavitation numbers. Their lest resultli show till' (,lfl'I,ts 1I( Cill'i-
tatiol1 on a g·inch orbital <liamelcr l:ycloidal propeller in a ;?·l·inrh \'ariahk·pnossllrt·
waler tunnel. Six blades were uscu and the blade motion was (~picyd(Ji.lal with pitrh
ratios orO.ill' and 0.9/T.
The elfect of cavitation on the force coefficients of a cycloidal propl'll"T is 11Ut
unlike that for conventional propellers; however, there arc dilTt'rcncc.~. At 0.711" pil.-ll
ratio a <lecrease in tUlJnel cavitation number causes an iut're,lsl' ill lurqlll~ awl a
decrease ill thrust and in side force. This is not the cn.'iC for the 1J.!1l/' pitl'll mtio.
Here, over the significant advance ratio range, efficiency in<:rt'ases with dt'(:r('a.~illp;
cavitation number due primarily to the decrease in torque required. 'I'ht~ chilngc ill
forces is minimal.
The conclusions from their tests are as follows. The (hange ill pcrforllllllll:t'
characteristics of cycloidal propellers due to cavitation is Illlitt~ ~illlilar to that of
conventional screw propellers. In general, the available thrust decrea.'iL'lI and lhl!
required torque increases with decreasing cavitation number. There is a striking
improvement in performance of the 0.911" pitch propeller to that of the O.71r pitch
propeller at the same loading and cavitation number. Dobay and Uickcrson sug-
gested that further cavitation tests should explore this trend further, usillg higher
than 11" pitch ratios. Trochoidal propellers operate at optimum efficiency at hi~h
advance ratio values. Thus, they can be thought of as high-speed propulsion Ih~-
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vir!!!;, [f cavitation t(!sls prove them useful at low cavitation numbers, they would
bl: cumpetitive candidates for the propulsion of novel high-speed craft along with
lhf~ water jet and supcrcavitaiing propellers.
The type of cavitation on the propeller blades changes continuously throughout
I.'arh cycle of rcmlution. This cyclic loading could cause blade fatigue problems.
Dobay and Dickerson pointed out that blade force and fluctuating torque measure-
lIWllls should be made under cavitating conditions.
III the usage of cycloidal propulsion, the propellers may operate in a cavitating
('lIvironmcnl. Since there was a considerable performance degradation of the low
pilch propeller model, Dobay and Dickeson strongly recommended that cavitation
tt.'Sts be conducted of future designs for the better prediction of full-scale perfor-
l~rom this first series of tests, the actual test facility appears to have had a strong
ilillnelicc on the test data. It was recommended that the effect of the tunnel facility
nil propcllt'r performance be further explored, by representing some of these tests in
11. larger water tunnel or by comparison with open water tests.
Tests in a Towing Tank
The results of towing tank tests of cyc\oidal propellers of higher than It pitch
ratios were reported by Dickerson and Dobay (1915). The test results (rom Ficken
and Dickcrsun (1969) and from Dickerson and Dobay (1975) represented a systematic
(but incomplete) propeller series with cycloidal blade motion. These test data had
bccn obtained through a six year effort, beginning in the year 1964 and rontinuing
through to 1970. The pitch ratio ranges wcrc from 0..1", to o.!)", for low pitl'lL r.\tio,
and 1.429Jf, 1.66711", 2.00011" alll13.133lr for high pitch ratio.
The peak torque values at positive advance ratios increase with pitch ratio quik
consistently, up to the 2.000lr pitch ratio. There is a large jump ilL lIw torqut'
coefficient magnitude when the pitch ratio is increased to 3.:J33:r. This large illl"ft'lISt'
was not expected.
IL is noted that thrust coefficient at zero advance ratio dC("fCa5CS wilh incf<-'1l..~in~
pitch ratio when the pilch ratio is greater than 11'; there is it wide r.lngc uf adV;l.lIO~
ratio values at which high thrust values can be obtained witli thc high pitch pru-
pellers. This relatively nat portion of the thrust coefficient curve cnahles LIlt! lligh
pitch propeller to satisfy it wide range of operating conditions. Also, at dOSI: to op-
timum propeller efficiency the high pitch propellers develop roughly twit:.~ :11.: Lhrust
of the low pitch propellers.
The torque coefficients show it trend similar to that of Lhc thrust coclticicnts.
Much higher torque is required to drive a high pilch prolleller than to drive a low
pitch propeller.
In general, the high pitch propellers behaved ill a similar llIiUllicr to the luw
pitch propellers. They have excellent maneuvering capabilities and large thrllst~
are available. Even so, efficiencies proved to be lower than that of Lhe conventional
propeller due to the high torque requirement to overcome mechanical friction.
These test results indicated that high pitch cycloidal propellers may offcr an
alternative propulsion for high speed sudace craft. They provide an effccliVf~ way
to control ship-motion in the horizontal plane, at very high advance coefficiclll.1l.
The feasibility for high speed applications could not be completely established from
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the results of this rl'porl, since they were obtained at low forward speeds. The
performance of high-pitch propellers at low cavitation numbers should be evaluated.
2.1.3 Tests at Glasgow University
In 1!J8i, a mood of a three-bladed trochoidal propeller was designed and built.
']('sls were dOlle on this propeller model in the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of the
Ufliversity of GlasgolV ( Lai and Bose 198811., 1988b). The object of the experiment
was to asscss t.he characteristics and performance of the propeller. A sliding mecha-
nism in the r<.tary drum conL'vllcd the pitch angle of the blades such that the pitch
allgll~ followed the slope of a trochoidal curve. The maximum pitching angle of the
During the experiment, the actual driving torque was much greater tnan the
pre<!ictcd values, This was because the mechanical friction of the model was high.
The nct hydromcchanical torquc was the dilTerence between the driving torque and
~hc frictional torque. The torque to overcome friction was ver) high in percentage
terms, It was ,"cry hard to measure the additional torque due to the hydrodynam-
ical action of the blade accurately, which is one of the main values required in an
l'xpcrimcnt of this type, Therefore the lest results of the magnitude of the torque
expended on the hydrudynamical effect is open to question,
Later in the same year, Lai and Bose(1988b) did a second set of experimental
tests on the I'erformance of the cycloidal propeller. The results included an increase
in the overall cmcicncy values and in the thrust values at low speed. These differ-
l'!leeS were due lo impro\'cments in the mr.asuremcnt of the forces on the propeller,
I;)
in particular the torque values, and to the reduction of vibration of the mOth-I. 'I'll\'
driving torque to overcome the friction obtained from these experiments is approxi-
mately 35% less than that which was presented in the results of the first cxpcrillll'lIl.
This reduction of friction was mainly a result of the removal of a slllIPortiug hearing.
The propulsive efficiency estimated by using the thrust and tor(jlle coefficienls
data has an unrealistic high peak in the range of advance ratios hctw(.~11 [1.5 111111
6.0. This peak corresponds to the scatter of the torque cocfficienl lIata. In ordl'r
to eliminate the influellce of the torque coefficients on the eHiciency, rurvt:-tiUe(1
values of torque were used to estimate the efficiency. Although the frictional loss
was lowered by removing the supporting bearing, the larger part of the drivillg
torque was still spent to overcome the mechanical friction and this led to difficulty
in recording accurate hydrodynamic torque values.
Hydrodynamic propulsive efficiency at forward 'Jpced Wi\;; found to he abuut 0.1).
This is high compared to the normal range of propulsive efficiency of COllvelltiollll1
propellers which seldom exceed 0.6 to 0.7. The propulsive efficiency of the cycloiJal
propeller is much lower when the torque spent to overcome the mechanical friction
is included in the analysis. Therefore, effort should be concentrated on lowering the
mechanical friction between the moving parts in a. commercial (lcsign.
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2.1.4 Previous Tests at Memorial University of Newfound·
land
A lrochoidal propeller model was designed by Veitch and Bose (Veitch 1990)
~p(.'(ially to fit into the cavitation tunnel at the Institute for Marine Dynamics
(IMD • NRC). One of the objectives in the design of the propeller model was to
avoid measuring large mechanical Criction losses. The rcsulb of the friction tests
conduded by Veitch did indicate that frictional losses were low throughout the
operating range of the propeller compared with the !riction losses reported by Lai
and Bose (1988a, 1988b) in their experiments.
A preliminary set of tests was done with the model to evaluate its performance in
the cavitation tunnel in IMD. Steady state thrust, torque, and side force coefficients
were determined for a range of advance ratios for forward operation. A smaller
number of tests were done for reverse operations, and a single zero forward speed,
or hallard pull test was done. Most of the tests were done under approximately
atmospheric conditions, but the propeller was also tested in a cavitating environment
,\1 reduced pressure.
Several problems were encountered during these experiments. At the beginning
of a lest, the three strain gauge transducer channels were zeroed by using their
rClipedive bridge balancing potentiometers. It was found that the zero drift was
considerable in certain circumstances and the cause of this drift was not clear. It
was noticed that at a propeller speed of 215 rpm, the propeller rubbed the casing
at higher water speeds. A possible cause of this rubbing was due to the deviation
of the model from the center of the casing.
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Veitch(1990) also encountered noise in the signal~ from the trallsduccr~. The
wires from the transducers Il'ere not shiclde,1 within the propeller ca.~illg. ]mllll"
diately ouLside of the casifJg, the wifl'S were c01l1lccwd to a shicltbl fahle II'hic'h
connected to the analog to digital converter ami was ill)proximatcly 6 metcrs lou,;.
Regardless of the inBuenee or the external noise, there was a \'oltage drop acl"Olls
this cable.
Four cavitation tests were dt-ne by Veitch (1990), but air leakage iuto the tunnel
caused the pressure to slowly increase during the 20 seconds it took for data aCtIU!'
5itlon at a given propeller speed. The vacuum pump WIU llsed hrleny bctwt'cn SIM'(~(1
steps to reset the test section pressure to its original value. The Jcak<Jgc re:;llltccl ill
a change of test section pressure over the 20 seconds tesl period of apPTOximaldy
0.7,0.5 and 0.1 kPa respectively for the test Sl:!clion pressure of 7:l.1, 82.5, !.II.!) kl';\.
Another feature of these test results is that for the thrust cocfficit!llt, as the pro-
peller speed increases, the magnitude of the results shifl downwards. For CXil.IIII,lt\
for the tests at 100, 175, 250 RPM, the average thrust coemcieJlt.~arc approximatdy
0.265,0.164, and 0.126.
Also the two tests at each constant propeller speed were done in succession, anti
as is clear in a number of plots, the repeatability of the test results was not good.
The results of each of the two tests, when considered separately, arc smooth anti
show a similar form. However, the two tests are shifted apart by as much as .'",0%
of thrust coefficient at low advance ratio. A p05sible explanation givcn by Vdlr.ll
(1990) for these results is thallhey are due to drift in the signals from the strain
gauge amplifiers.
The results of torque measurement for the forward operation tests showed con·
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:l'idcrably more scatter than either the thrust or side force measurements. Also, the
difference bel~n the two lest sets at the same propeller speed were greater than
fOU;ld in either the thrust or side force measu~ments.
Vcilch(I990) indicated that the first 175 RPM test exhibits more scatter than the
scc:ond, and the two scLs of results are separated by large margins. Veitch considered
the main reason for the relatively poor torque measurement was due in large part
to the noise in the torque transducer signal.
Il.ceommendations for improving the experimental set up for future experiments
were given by Veitch. Tht'Sc recommendations arc concerned mainly with. the col-
leelion of data.
It was recommended that the 60 and 120 Hz noise in the torque measurements
be eliminated. This noise was caused by the manner in which the motor control
ullit maintained a. constan~ torque on the motor. In effect, the DC supply voltage
was interrupted at a rrcquency or 120 Hz. In order lo eliminde the noise, the motor
cannol be operated with the constant torque feature provided by the feedback loop
in the molor controller.
It Wi\S also recommended that in order to eliminate other noise in the transducer
signals, strain gauge transducer signal amplification should be done with amplifiers
located nearer to the propeller model and separate from the analog to digital con-
verter. Separate amplifiers would not be influenced by noise from the digital to
analog converter, and the signals transmitted from the propeller to the converter
would be at a higher voltage.
III
2.2 Theoretical Studies
2.2.1 Theoretical Study of Cycloidal Propellers
If one knows the blade hydrodynamical characteris~ics and ~hc !low Helli ;uullnd
1\ blade al any instan~. then lhe force experienced by a blade clln be obtained. Tlil'll
the thrust and torque of a cycloidal propeller can be oOlained through the slim uf
the blade forces.
Up till now what is known about hydrodynamic characteristic..~ of sec:tions is
confined to certain types of hydrofoil. Even for these only hydrodynamic dlar,u:ter·
isHcs in steady 1I0w is known; very little hydrodynamical data exists for hYllrofoils
in unsteady flow. As for lhe unsteady flow, especially such 1I0w that the hydrofoil
experiences large angles of attack, the so called dynamic stall phenomena is still n
problem that needs more understanding. The mOllt devclolMXI theory for the hydro-
dynamic characteristics of foils is steady linear theory for Il. thin foil wilh 1\ small
&Ogle of attack.
The ana.1yticall5tudy of the flow field around each blade of a cycloidal propeller is
complicated. FirsUy, the blade is in. 11 non.steady movement. St.'COndly, the uniform
incoming How from infinity is disturbed by the blade in the finland secone! llll1uter
of the blade trajectory. Blades on the third and fourth quarler of their trajectory
are immersed in a disturbed flow field. Analytical simula.lion of such a flow field is
not easily done.
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Some work bas been done in the analytical study of the cycloidal propeller.
Usually the experimental data of the hydrodynamical characteristics of the hydrofoil
arc used. As for the analytical simulation of the flow field, there are mainly two
types of rnl!thods. One islhe momentum method (Bose 1987). Another is the vortex
method (Mendenhall and Spangler 1975).
A brief review of theorclical study of cycloidal propellers is given below.
2.2.2 Taniguchi's Method
Taniguchi developed a method for numerically evaluating the performance char-
acleristics of cyc10idat propellers (Taniguchi 1962). This method is based on the
assumption that quasi-steady state motion exish at each instant of time at the
blade. The lotal thrust and torque of the propeller is evaluated by integrating the
quasi-steady lift and drag forces on each blade se<:tion. For this purpose numerical
valucs of urt and drag coefficients of the blade sections arc required, In addition.
an estimate of the magnitude and direction of the induced velocity at every blade
section must be made. Taniguchi assumed (1) that only the longitudinal velocities
induced by the trailing vortex system (i.e., those in the direction of propeller ad-
vance) contribute to the thrust and torque of the propeller; (2) that they are of
constant magnitude over the length of the blade; (3) that the induced velocity is not
it function of the orbital position of the blade. The value of the induced velocity is
obtained from momentum considerations with modifications based on experimental
performancc of a six-bladed cycloidal propeller.
Taniguchi (1962) used a momentum relation to obtain an estimate of the induced
:!I
velocity. After conducting experiments on a six-bladed propl'llcr, <llld uhtaining n
large discrepancy between computed and experimental \'ahlcs of advance coellicicnt
at lero thrust, Taniguchi modified the correction factor in his momcntum rcllltiull
(Taniguchi 1962).
As for the blade section lift force and drag force, Taniguchi used the rollowill~
values assuming that the angle of attack is small:
where a is in radians.
C/ =5.340' (2.1)
Good agreement was obtained between the computed and experimental valucs uf
propeller performance (Taniguchi 1962). Of particular interest is the goo(1 pn-'<.lictiull
of the effect of changing the number of blades on the propeller.
However the difference between Tanigichi's analytical results and experilll(~lItal
res1jlts is large k~ high pitch ratio cycloidal propellers (Tanignchi 1962).
Taniguchi's method is adequate for evaluating the performance characteristics of
cycloidal propellers with cycloidal blade motion and semi-elliptic blades. F'or this
type of propeller, the procedure gives satisfactory prediction of the effect of number
of blades on propeller performance. For each blade Inotion other than cycloitlal
motion, experimental results are required to obtain new values of the correction
factor for calculating induced velocity. In addition, large changes in a.~pect ratio of
the blade will affect the magnitude of the correction factor.
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The most serious limitation of this method lies in the way the induced velocities
are estimated; in the assumption that only the longitudinal components contribute
Lo propeller performance; in the as~umption that the induced velocity is COnstant
liver the entire length of the blade; and finally because the induced velocity can not
he computed without resorting to determination by experiment.
2.2.3 Zhu's Method
A theoretical computational method to evaluate the performance characteristics
of cycioitlal propellers was presented by Zhu (1981). Starting from Taniguchi's
method (Taniguchi 1962), improvements were made to make it applicable for various
pitch ratios in the whole advance ratio region.
Comparing the results calculated by Taniguchi's method with the results of the
experiments, some differences were found. In the high pitch ratio region these dif·
ferences are 'Illite large. Taniguchi's method is adequate only for medium advance
ratios (about 0.4 to 0.5).
In order to improve Taniguchi's method, Zhu modified the drag and lift coefficient
by considering effects of low Reynolds number and stalling of blades. Zhu considered
that it is important to include the effect of curved orbit and blade rotation. Zhu
argued that the relative now velocity on each point of the blade is not constant.
So he considered the effect of variation in speed over the blade and also the effect
of rotation. Zhu considered the effect of variation in speed over the blade and the
dfed of blade rot.ation as to add an induced camber to blade section. Zhu used
Taniguchi's relation to obtain the induced velocity factor.
Zhu obtained numerical results for the thrll."t coefficient, \,OTII\I" clwllici"lIl 1111,1
efficiency by using both his improved method and Taniguchi's IlIdho,1. C01llilarison
belween experimental results and computational results of thl'Oretkallllt·thods sholl'
that better agreement was obtained by using the impro\'ed method.
2.2.4 Bose's Multiple Stream Tube Method
A multiple stream tube theoretical model was developed hy Bast! (Bo..;j' l!/('l,)
for application to the rotary foil propeller.
The theory assumes that there arc two ~aduator cliscs~ in lalu!clIl ;It upstwam
and downstream of a stream tube. This theory is baseJ on lllOtlWlILlllll considcl'il·
tions. The lift and drag coefficient for the blade is lIsed to Gllculatc Lhe hladl! forcl·s.
The experimental data for the NACAOOl2 section in the range frolll 00 to ISOO \Vcrc
used in the calculation. Results \Vere obtained for a range of parfuncler variations
and for two types of blade motion: a pure sinusoidal variation of the bladc pitch
angle relative to the undisturbed flow and a trochoidalmotion. A three dimensioual
correction was added into the theory by assuming an elliptical variation of lift with
blade span.
The fe$ult. $howed that higher efficiency was obtained with a trochoidal bladl~
angle variation than with a sinusoidal blade variation. rinite span was found to
reduce efficiency and thrust coefficient. A drop of approximat.ely 7% in efficiency
and 9% in thrust was estimated for a propeller witli blades of aspcd ratio 10; 14.5%
in efficiency and 16% in thrust respectively for a propeller with blades of aspect ratio
5. The effect. of unsteady flow acting around the propeller bl<tdes was neglected.
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2.2.5 Mendenhall and Spangler's Vortex Model
Oeseription of Mende:nhalland Spangler's Model
Mendenhall and Sp4nglcr t1973) dev~\Qped an uMte.ady discrete vortex model to
cOllculale the performance chatacteristlcs of cycloida! propcller~. In their appro,u:h,
the propeller is consid~red to be ini~ially statiolJiuy in uniform onse~ Dow and is
hrought in~t1\ntaneously up to ~peed. The blade loading changes with time, vorticity
is shed, and a wll.ke dC\'etops for each blade. The wake is characterized by discrete
vortex filaments which approximale the real, continuous vorticity distributions shed
frotH the blades. Since the wake vortex 61amenh move with the local velocity, the
wi\ke rrom each blade can be rollowed and the wake distortion due to all the vorticity
in the now field can ~ oblain~. The calculation is done (or sufficient time such
thai the initially .hed wake vortices are (ar enough downstream not to affect the
flo" at the blades, and a pertodic solution i. obtained. The detailed variation o( the
blade loading around their orbit is obtained. With this method the Average propeller
thrust, side (orce and torque can be obtained (rom the time a\'eraged \'a1ue! over an
orbit.
Mendenhall and Spangler developed their method (or two-dimensional flow And
programmed it ror AdigitAl computer. They reported the results of cAlculations
made over Arange of propeller configurations and flow conditions. Systematic vari·
1\LiollS in configurations and flow conditions were investigated to establish trends in
performance and behaviour. Comparisons were mane with lhrce-tlim(,l1~ional dat<l
ohtained on model propellers at the David Taylor flcscarch Center (Dickl!riffill and
Dobay 1969). The comparisons indicate that lhe two-dimensional theory gt!nctl\lIy
predicts the correct trends and magnitudes of the averap;c pl"l" [Ier forct~s.
Blade stall, blade frictional drag and wake diffusion wcrc iuchuled in tIlt' mdhod.
Mendenhall and Spangler compared the predicted and measured t.hrust anQ tonpH'
coefficients for two-, three-, and six-bladed cyc10itlal propellers.
Some comparisons between theory and experimenl for a six·hlll.tlt'd cycloidll.l
propeller are shown in their resulls for two high pilch mtios 1A2911' and :1.:1:1:17...
For 1.42911" pitch, the thrust and torque are in reasonahle agrCf.'l1lelllwilh the data,
whereas the side force is not. At lhe higher pitch, both lhrust an(1 side force arc
considerably higher than the experimental data, while the lorqne agrL'I.'S rt'a.~ull;\bly
well.
Mendenhall and Spangler's method was used to calculate the performalll':c of ;\
three-bladed and a six-bladed cycloidal propeller. The results were cornpart!d by
]l,.lendenhall and Spangler with the corresponding experimental data, which shows
that Mendenhall and Spangler's method docs give resonabl!.' results in prL'tlictillg the
lrends and magnitude of the propeller performance. But the method consistcnlly
gives much higher predicted values for thrust coefficient.
In Mendenhall and Spangler's model, the distributed bound and wake vorticity
are replaced by discrete vortex filaments. The bound vorticity on the bla.de is
concentrated at. the quarter chord poinl of the blade. The wake vorticily consists
of a number of free vortices which are shed at different positions of the blade. The
strength of each wake vortex is given by the change in lhe bound vorticity occurring
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Limitations or Mendenhall and Spangler's Method
The KuLLa condition comes from the observation that when the blade allp;le
of attack is small, the flow does not separate from the trailing l'dge of the hladl'.
However, the blades of a. cycloidaJ propeller go through a large variation of anl-\lc
of attack in one revolution and usually the occurrence of blade stall is inevil.ahll'.
During the blade stall, the flow scparat.cs near the blade trailillgedge. SOlllCliml'll tIll'
separation can extended up to the leading edge. The KuLLa condition ill olJviollsly
irrelevant when stall occurs, 50 the use of the "utta condition call not give .1 go"..!
prediction of the flow field around the bladcs at some positions Oil their orhil.
Another limitation of the method used by Mendenhall and Spangler ill the neglec.
tion of dynamic stall phenomena. Dynamic stall is a complex series of t!VCllts lhat
results in the dynamic delay of the lltall, on airfoils and wings experiencing IIIl11teady
motion, to angles significantly beyond the static stall angle. in clcep clynal11ic stall,
the formation and shedding of a Udynamic stall vortex:" from the leRding edgc region
is believed to playa crucial role. Flow near the surface of an airfoil oscillaling in
pitch has been observed to remain Uattached" during the airroil upstroke to a point
well beyond the statk stall incidence angle. This delay in incipient separation is
followed by the formation of an energetic vortex structure near tile airfoil leading
edge which grows with time and cOllvcds downstream over the suction surface as
the airfoil motion proceeds. A strong suction peak in the instantaneolls rr(.'S.~ure clis-
tribution has been observed to remain approximately coincident wilh the chord wise
location of the vortex.
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over some time interval 6t. The strengths of th~ 5h~ vortices remain constant
and each moves with the flow.
A time stclJping approAch was used by Mcodenha.ll and Spangler to solve this
problem. At each time step, the flow field and the blade bound vorticities are
computed and the motion of all shed "orticity is calculated. Between sucCt'SSive
time steps, il shed vortex is generated al each blade trailing edge and is added to
the wake vortcll system. The calculation continues until steady-state propeller forces
arc 1\chieved.
The lotal bound vorticity on a blade is the sum of five components. The first
rom ;Ire due to the kinematics of the blade motion. The fifth component is an
inuucetl vorticity due to the presence of the other blades and the wake. Mendenhall
i\1\(.I Spangler used the method described by von Karman and Burgers (1935) to
calculate this induced vorticity by computing the circulation on a flat plate due to
the interference or an isolAted vortex. The total circulation induced on the blade is
the sum or the individual circulation components induced by each bound and sh~
vortex in the now field. The boundary condition used to determine the induced
vorticity on the blade is the specification that the KUllA condition be satisfied u
the blade trailing ~ge At each time step.
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Most dynamic stall research has focused on the flow over an airfoil oscillating in
pitch. When there are several blades in the f101V, interactions between the blades
are [ound to significantly affect the dynamic stall characteristics of each blade and
the ovcrallilow field (Sparlart 1D85). Studies on rotation stall in a compressor have
fOlilid that stall is not limited to within a restricted range of ang!p-s of aUack; the
wake vortices from one stalling blade can trigger separated flow over other blades
(Sparlil.ft 1985). Although the above mentioned flow phenomena has been observed
ill the flow throngh it compressor in an engine (Spaflart 1985), a similar mechanism
(:ould exist ill ~hc flow through a cyc10idal propeller.
Neglection of dYnilmic stall phenomena in Mendenhall and Spangler's method
alfeds its predictability of propeller performance in two respects. Firstly, dynamic
~tall can change the flow field around the blade. Secondly, the lift/drag coefficient
of the blil.de under dynamic stall is usually unavailable.
Mendenha~l and Spangler's method was developed for a two-dimension cycloidal
propeller. The errect of lip vortices are not modeled in their method. The effect of
tip vortices on the now over the blade is not dear under dynamic stall conditions.
Three dimensionality in unsteady flow about a finile wing was studied by use of
flow visualization by Alder and Lutlges (1985). Their results show that far inboard,
towar<!s the root of the wing, the flow field was dominated by a leading edge vortex
~imilar in phase of initiation, size, and convection velocity to vortices observed in
studies modeling a two-dimensional wing. Flow ncar the tip is dominated by the
imluccd velocity effect of the wing tip vortex and observation suggests that the wing
tip \'orticity is fed in part hy the increased circulation present in the leading edge
\"or1.ex. Visualization also showed a transition from Rows dominated by the wing lip
vortex to those clnrni;;.:l.t.e<I by the leading edge vortex.
Chapter 3
Theoretical Study
3.1 Description of the Theoretical Models
The thcorcticllJ models used in the present study of cycloidal propeller perfor-
mance were based on Mendenhall and Spangler's melhod (Mendenhall and Spangler
1973). They are described below.
3.1.1 Modification of Mendenhall and Spangler's Method
Modifications in Calculating Wake and Effects of Other Blades
~'lcl1denhall and Spangler's method (Mendenhall and Spangler 1973) and some
of its limitations have been introduced briefly in the previous chapter.
Mendenhall and Spangler used linear potential flow theory with the Kutta. con-
dition to evaluate additional forces induced by the wake and t.he other blades. Since
Iluring ellch propeller revolution. the blades experience large changes of angle of
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attack that far exceed the the small angle of altack limitatioll for pot.cntial How
theory, the Kutta. condition is no longer a \'alid descripLion of the n'al flow arolllHl
the blade trailing edge since lIow separation occurs and frit-tiOll becomes important.
In order to see how much the wake and other blade effects calcuillted by till'- po·
tentiaillow theory with the Kutta condition contributed to the total !low, Mend"n-
hall and Spangler's model was modified so that the wake and other blade dfeds
were totally cut off. Then the results from this modified model was COmllitrt~d wilh
Mendenhall and Spangler's model results and with the rorresponding expl'rilllcnLal
results. In another modified model, the potential flow theory ami the KuLta COil-
dition was not used to calculate the wake and the effects of other hlades. Instead,
the induced velocity due to the wake and the other bladC9 wa.s calcllln.te~llirst, This
induced velocity changed the angle of aUack of the blade uuder consideration, which
in turn changed the blade forces, This method is called the angle of alta~k I11clholl.
Garmont's Method for Dynamic Stall Calculation
Mendenhall and Spangler's model was also modified to include the dynamic stall
effect by using NACA-OOI2 section characteristic data and Garmonl's dynamic stall
correction method.
Gormont (1973) developed a method to calculate the dynamic stall clTt..'t:t !,a."I!(!
on steady airfoil section data in his study of unsteady Uow over helicopter rolor!S. The
idea or Gormont's was that a steady state flow needs lime to build up, so dynamic
stall can be modelled as ir there is a time lag ill the aerodynamic characteristics
of the blade at a certain angle rrom its steacly characteristics at tile saulI: 11ngle.
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lie proposed a. Cormula for calculation of lift and dra! of • general type of ~rfoil
OliCillaling about a mean angle n~ar iLs static stall angle based on tbe experimenlal
5tudy of fouf types of aidai!. As the s&Tte flow delay argument holds for the flow
through a cydoidal propeller, whe~ the blades oscillate about a zero mean angle
wilh very large amplitude at small advance ratios, Gormont', method was used with
Mendenhall and Spangler'. theory (I973) to a.::<:ount for dynamic stall. Since the
lifll;odicicnt of a foil is not a function of fluid density, Gormont's method can be
uscd for lhe calculation or forces experienced by hydrofoils during dynamic stall.
Method Cor Three Dimensional Correction
A thrc..-e dimensional corr«tion method valid fot wings in steady flow with an
elliptical distribution of 1m was used by Bose (1987) in the c.a1culation of lhe force
characteristics of a cycloidal propeller by multiple stream tube theory. In this
method, an estimation of the effect of finite blade span wu obtained by assuming
that the distribution of circulation along the blade varies elliptically. Bose found
thAt the effect of IlSpect ratio was to reduce the muimum peak efficiency of the
])ropeller by approximately 7% for propellers with blades aspect ra.tio 10 and 14.5%
for aspe<:t ratio 5 from the two dimensional results. Obviously this method cannot
f'Slimllle unsleady lhree dimensional effects.
All the theoretical models described above included the option of including three-
Ilimcnsional calculation of the blade force.
3.1.2 Formulation of the Theoretical Models
Propeller characteristics
The geome~rical charActeristics of a cydoidal propeller lire given in Figllr,~ l.l.
Tile origin of the coordinate system is chosen a~ the center of the propeller drull\.
The angle between the Y Axis and the radius connecting the pitching point of tim
blade under consideration and the center or the prollcller disc is 0, positive clockwise.
The angle between the y axis and the line connecting the pitching poiut of the blatle
and lhe steering center is ,p, meASured positive clockwise. The itllgle hctlVl.'C1l the
blade and the tangent to the blade orbit is 11, m' lSured positive coulItcrclockwise. A
uniform free stream velocity V is in the negative % direction. The colllltant allgul.lf
velocity of the propeller is w. The blade is replaced by a point vorlcx I' at the l
chord point from the leading edge in the calculation. The total flow velocity relative
to the blade at the ~ chord point due to the free stream and the rutatioll of tile
propeller drum is W. The angle between ~V and the blade chord line is Q, which is
called the angle of attack. The pitching point of a blade is at %0 from the !catlinI';
edge; the chord length of the billde is c; the radius of the propeller disk is It; t111~
distance between the center of the cycloidal propeller And tile stccrillg center i.~ r.
The pitch ra.tio of a cycloida.l propeller is defined as
p=~
n
('1.1)
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The blade angle is given by
lan/3 = jjs,inO
1 +/icosO
(3.2)
Fig 1.2 gives the different blade positions with pitch ratio greater than 11' and less
than 11".
Flow model
(a) Mendenhall and Spangler's Formulation
The formulation started from Mendenhall and Spangler's model (Mendenhall
ilnd spangler 1973). The propeller was initially stationary. It was brought up to
a (onstall1 speed abruptly. The lift and drag produced by each blade changed
with time. Vortices were shed from each blade into the flow and were convected
downstream. Circulation about each blade due to angle of attack and blade camber,
the rotation of the blade, the circulation induced by the wake and other blades
were calculated by vortex theory and linear potential thin wing theory. Drag was
calculated through experimental section data. Stall was modelled by cutting off the
Iirt coefficient at -1.5 and +1.5. Diffusion of the discrete vortices in the wake was
modeled approximately (Mendenhall and Spangler 1973).
The bound vortex r at each blade was placed at the quarter chord point. The
wake or each blade was discretised into a number of free vortices t. The strength of
the blade bound circulation induced by the wake and the other blades was obtained
by first mapping the blade into a circle and then calculating the bound vorticity
required to impose the Kulla condition on the circle.
The bound vorticity r on each blade consisted of 6 parIs.
r l =1rdVa
f 2 = 'fcWao
(:1.0)
(:1.7)
(:1.8)
where f 1 was the circulation on a flat-plate at an angle of attack of 0; and 1'2 wi\,~
due to the geometrical camber of the blade. This assumed that a nat-plate must
be put at an angle of attack 00 to produce the same lift as tile camherM hlade
section at zero degrees angle of attack. 1'3 and r~ were due Lo angular rotation of
the blade about its pivot point, located a distance Xo from the leading edg(!. 1'..
and fa were the circulation induced by wake vortices and other blaues re."pcctivcly.
The method used in calculating f wand f B was that of von Karrmin and BurgeD
(1935) in computing the circulation on a flat-plate induced by all isolat(~u vortex.
W was the relative velocity appcoaching the blade due to the free incoming flow aliI!
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rotation of the propeller (the induced velocity was not indudl:'d here), which wns
given by
(3.9)
This velocity WilS broken into {Iorlnal and axial components WN and WA.
~::::; (~$inoc> +8inO)co~,p - (~cosO'p +cosO)sin¢ (3.10)
51 = (~sjnQ'P tsillO)simp + (!nCOSQp tr:os8)coslj! (3.11)
The lm:a1 blade angle of attack was defined as
(3.12)
where 0, was th(> angle between the free stream and the z axis. In the models used
in lhill study 0, was zero.
The method of calculating the induced circulation f", altd rs WM as follows.
First lhe blade in its physical plane was mapped inlo a circle in ,the (-plane by the
lmnsrorll1ation
(3.13)
with the location of the vortex in the <-plane being r,¢. The KuLla. condition
satisfied at the blade trailing edge in the physical plane corresponds to the condition
ill the (.plane that the velocity be ever)'-Iyhcre tangential to the cirde on the circle
and zero at t.he mapped trailing cdt;e on the circle. The circulalirlll 011 the hladl'
induced by the isolated vortex r (\'on I\arman alld Burgei'll 1935) \\'alJ
(:1.1·\)
The induced circulation was I\l!~umed to act at the quarter chord or the hlntlc.
The circulation on the blade induced by all the ui5crele wake vorlict,'lI I'., i~ lI\('
sum or the induced circulation due to eacll vortex. The circulation on the hlade
induced by all the other blades fa was the sum of lhe circulation illduCl!d II)' I~ach
blade. The total force on a blade consi,.tcd of the hydrodynamic force (Illr. to lIlt~
blade circulation, a normal force on the blade due to the acceleration uf the blade
normal to itself (apparent. mass errei:t) and t.he viscous (!rag of the blade.
(b) Mendenhall and Spangler's Model without Wake and the Elrect~ uf Other
Blades
For some calculations, Mendenhall and Spangler's Model WA! lI\odifit:illlO thal
t.he terms r ... and r B were not included in t.he calculation of 1'.
(c) Mendenha.ll and Spangler's Model wit.h Wake and Other Blade's I-:lfc<:u Moo-
eled as a Change of Angle of Attack
In this model, r .. and rs Were not included in the calculation oC r. Uut velocity
induced by wake and other blades werc calculated at. cach blade cenler point. Thml
the angle of attack was calculated as~
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(3.15)
where WN and W" are the velocities vertical and parallel to the blade chord line
,Iue to the free incoming flow and the rotation of the propeller, WNin and WAin were
the vclocitic.~ vertical and parallel to the blade chord line due to the wake and other
hlades.
The influence of r located at the point (orr, yr) on another PQint (x",y,,) is
computed from the velocity induced by r. Thus,
(3.16)
(3.17)
where the influence rundiOlls were defined as
F - _ Yp-Yt
~- (y,,-YrP+(zp- xr)2
F _ Zp-zr
~- (y,,-YrP+(z,-zrF
(3.18)
(3.19)
As written, the above influence functions aTC for the velocities induced in the z and
y tlin:ctioIlS.
Assume v~ and Vv are the induced velocities at a blade center point. Then the
induced velocities vertical and .parallel to the blade chord line due to the pretlence
of a discrele vorlex localed in (Xfo, yr) are:
:m
(:1.10)
(:1.11)
DefiniLion of W is shown in Figure 1.1.
(d) Modification Lo Include Dynamic Stall 8ffect
Gormont (1973) used a method of approximating the ob~rvcJ hysLl.'rl.'~i~ loops ill
lirt and drag section data by using two·dimensional stalic wind tlilluc1 data ,LIlli aIL
empirically derived stall delay representation developed by Gross and Ilar;'is (]!)(i!J).
The accumulaLed section data for oscillating airfoil tests of rour Lyp(~s of <tirfoil
(V2301O·1.58,NACA·0012 MOD,V13006-.7 and NACA-OnOO) were ll!;(~d to oblain i~
generalized formula (or the dynamic stall delay angle:
(:1.11)
~" ,I-ZV I = 0.06 +1.5(0.06 - -)","oAk C
For~ < ~6rod'
(:1.2.'»)
'0
where the sign fundion is defined as follows:
if z > 0, then .sign(z) := +1;
if z < 0, thctl .sign(r) =-1.
CI=(~)Cr
l't••/-OCI"O
where ;1,7"1 are calculated as follows
12 = 1.4 +6(0.06 -;>
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
/\'1 is chosen as 1.0 in the calculalion. Definition o( break point is Aiven in Gormont's
l>i\pcr (1973).
Cormant's method wu obtained from experimental data for airfoil oscillatins
sinusoidally about a mean angle of attack ao (O· ..... 15<1) with a relatively low oscil·
latory pitch amplitude Aa (0' .... 5°)
(3.31)
The range of angle of allack of a blade on a cycloid/l.l propeller can vary from
-180· to 180· at certain advance ratios and the oscillating motion is not sinusoidal.
Strickland and Graham (1986) tested a NACA·OOI5 airfoil nndergoing a COllstant
pitching rate motion up to 82' of angle of attack, Their rt'Sults $how that Garmont's
correlation of dynamic stall delay angle can fit their test data reasollably well. Ilow
well Gormont's method can fit the experimental data of all airfoil 1lfulf'rgoing a
similar oscillating motion as that of a cydoidal propeller blade ill stilllo he l'xltlllilll'll.
(e) Modification to Include Three Dimensional Effects
Three dimensional effects on a blatle of finitc aspect ralio wcrc obtaincd by
assuming that the distribution of circulation along the blade varied elliptically (llose
1987), The finite aspect ratio effect based 011 this method was to reduce the lifl dUI~
to an assumed elliptical distribution of lift and to incrcasr.the tolal drag lIy adding
an induced drag.
The three dimellSional lift slope was
(:1.:121
1:1·:1:11
and the three dimensional drag coefficient was
(GDhei = (Gv)u + (~D}d
where the aspect ratio A = ~ { b is blade span; S is blade area}.
This method was based on steady flow theory and was not exactly tile same 1L~
that in unsteady flow over a blade on the cydoidal propener considered hen:. In lUI
unsteady flow, it takes time to build up the wake vortex system. Also, tIl is w..\kl~
vortex system changes with time due to the variation of blade forces after it h1L~
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Iwen h\lill up. This can lead to some difference in calculating of three dimensional
effects.
(f) Blade and propeller forces
Thc hlade axial and normal forces were
where x was along t.he blade chord line, positive towards the trailing edge, y was
normal lo lhe blade (hord line in the blade (oordinate system; b was blade span;
('~ was the ~eclion data of viscous drag coefficient; and p was the density of the
fluid. Arter conversion into the propeller (oordinate system, I<~,I<,I of ea(h blade
were summed for all the blades to obtain the total propeller thrust T, torque Q and
side forcc S.
The thrust, torque and side force coefficients were defined differently in order
tn compare the predicted results with the experimental results. Torque and thrust
codricicuL wcre defined as follows in Bose and LlI.i's (1989) experimental results
(3.36)
(3.37)
TV
'1= -;:;; (:I.:1.'i)
where b was blade span; D was the propeller diameter. III Dickc~1l anti D()bay'~
experiments, the thrust and torque coefficients wert defined i\S
'f
CT = pn2bIJ3 (:I.:I!I)
CS = pn2:D3 1'1.·1°1
C -_Q- 1'1.·11)Q - pn2bD4
CT J (:I ..I:!)
'1= cq'2;
J ~..'::. 1'1..1'1)
nD
Both sets of the force coefficients were included as options in the computer program!!
for the theoretical models above.
3.2 Implementation of the Theoretical Models
A computer program ror implementation of Mendenhall and Spangler's theoreli·
cal method was given by Mendenhall and Spangler illlheir report (Mendenhall and
Spangler 1973). The implementation or the modified theoretical models is based 011
·014
Mendenhall and Spangler\ program. In the programs for modified theoretical mod-
els, ~he logic o( calculation remains the same <LS tha~ in Mendenhall and Spangler's
program. nut the structure of the programs for modified theoretical models have
been changed $llbstencially from that of Mendenhall and Spangler's program.
For more detailed description o( the computer programs, see Appendix B.
Chapter 4
Experimental Study
4.1 Description of the Experimental Set Up
A cycloidal propeller model was designed by Bose am] Veitch(Veitch I!IOO) spe-
cially to fit into the cavitation tunnel in the Institute for l\larinc ;)ynalllics ilnd nlll-
structed by l\Iemorial Unh'ersily of Newfoundland Technica.l Services. The ddai\ell
assembly drawing of the model is given by Veitch (1990). The model is collll'riSl-"C1 of
a casing, a motor and molor seat, three propeller blades, ami propeller machinery
and transducers. The casing was connected La the lop window of the test sc.."CLioll.
The model propeller was hung inside the casing so that the surface of the propeller
drum was flush with the bottom of the top window of the lest section. A 1 hI', Ii!",
rpm, 180 volt DC eledric motor was scated on top of the model (S(''C Figure '1.1).
A motor controller wu used to provide variable speed and rc\'Crsillg capahilitie!l,
There were three blades mounted on the rotaling disc, The hladc sections wetl:
NACA 16 scries symmetrical sections tapered linearly rrom root to tip (Vdlch HmO
Figure 8). The foot section were NACA 16-021, and the lip SI:<:tiOIlS NACA 16-011
,16
hasic thickness forms. The rotation axis of the blades were at the quarter-chord
Imlgth of the sections. The maximum and minimum angles were ±20°, Detailed
(Jtoscription of the model propeller was given by Veitch (Veitch 1990).
The strain gauges for thrust measurement was attached on one of two plates on
1Ij(~ upper part of the model which were perpend;:ular to the flow in the test section
of the tunnel. The strain gauge for side force measurement was positioned similarly
to the thrust gauge, but on one of the two plates which were parallel to the Bow
ill the tunnel. The torque gauge was attached on the surface of a cylindrical part
which connected the cam box with the gear box.
The cavitation tunnel at IMD is of the dosed circuit type (Veitch and Bose
1989). An impeller circulates the water along a horizontal diffuser which is a 6:1
contraction nozzle. After the nozzle, the water flows through the test section which
i~ fiHed with Qbs('rvation windows. The impeller is driv('fJ by a51.5 kW, 1500 RPM
llIotor alld can produce water spe«ls between 0 and approximately 10.5 mls in the
test section.
A multi-channel 2100 system strain gauge conditioner, a 386 SX Unisys micro-
computer and a Keithley 570 analog to digital converter were used to transfer and
record the signal data from the thrust, side force, and torque transducers on the
model propeller.
The now speed in the tunnel test section was measured by a mercury manometer
which measured the pressure drop across the contraction nozzle of the tunnel. An
('xpressioll ror waler speed in the test section in terms or pressure was given by Veitch
ilnd llosc (1989). The rotation speed of the motor was measure" by a tachometer.
A \'aCUUIlI pump was used to lower the pressure in the cavitation tunnel.
Oc::~:·..
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Figure 4.1: General arrangement of trochoidal propeller model
4.2 Work Done to Improve the Experimental Tech-
nique
The present experimental study of the cycloid~1 propeller follOQ the previou5
work done by Veitch(1990) at Memorial Univenity. Some of the problems which
were encountered previously with the model propeller Alld the cavitation tunnel
wcrcallcvia'..Q.
(1\) The moue! was rccenlered inside the casing to avoid rubbing the casing when
the hydrodynamic forces were IMge during tests.
(il) Strain gauge wires were replaced by new ones and sealed by special rubber
tllpe.
(el Connedions between each part of the casing were redone to improve sealing
lo avoid water comin!\ oul of the tunnellllld air leakage into the tunnel during low
pressure tests.
(tI) Tunnel valves were replaced by new ones to avoid air lea.kages.
4.3 Problems and Their Treatment
(a) Signal Noise Redudion by Rearranging Experiment Set Up
Il was found in the previous experimental study (Veitch 1990) that the noise
Jc,..e1s on the strain gauge signals were high during the tests. To avoid electromag-
netic interference due lo the close arrangement of the equipment, a multi-channel
~ 100 syslem slrain gauge condilioner was used to amplify the signal from the slrain
·l!)
gauge5 in5tcad of u5ing the internal amplifier card inside the !\l'ithll'Y .'"170 :\/D
converter.
(b) Torque Tran5ducer
During preliminary tests, it IVas found that the torque gauge used ill till' previllu:I
experimental study was defective. New strain gauges to meiUlllre LDt(11W Wert' litlt'd
to the transducer element by Inter· technology Inc; heat ~etling atlhesiv<;,~Wt're lIs.~d.
(c) Choosing a Zero for Torque Measurement
When testing with the torque gauge, it was expected that every time Iwfl)rl~
turning on the motor and aftcr turning off the motor, the torquc reading s1l01l111111'
the same. In fact, the torque f('adillgs shifted randomly betwet:~n two considerahly
different values. In other words, there were two fJuite different rcadillg~ from t111~
torque transducer when the model was at rest. Thi5 caused a dirricHlty itl l:ho(J~iltg
a zero for torque mea.!>urement. An explanation for this is that each time when tlw
rnodelwas stopped after motion, there was 5till some residual torque applicil on L1le
transducer probably caused by friction in bearings aud thc calllS which cOlltrolletl
the blade motion.
To avoid the difficulty in measuring the torque caused hy this prohlcm, I~ach time
before the test began, the amplifiers were warmed up for approximately "l hours so
that the readings corresponding to the rest state became steady. A rriction test WilJt
then done. Then the torque channel :l:cro setting on the amplifier wa.~ not challgell
during the entire process or the tests that same day. The friction lorl[ue was u.';I:11
as the zero torque reading. All the torque readings collected durillg the tesls on tlll~
same day were obtained after subtraction or the friclion ton[ue reading, thus till!
torque caused by hydrodynamic forces was obtained. (Notice that in this way the
,,,,'''.''''
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real value of lhe friction torque is never known.)
The above procedure of measuring torque was justified by comparing two seLl
of dAta under similar flow conditions and propeller RPM. If the friction torque was
IISl.:d as the torque zero, then the torque coefficients obtained from these two sets of
IIi\la ralls on one curve (allowin!!: for experimental satter). (See Figure 4.2).
If the torque transducer readings before each of the two tests were used as the
wrrcsponding zero torque readings, then the hydrodynamic torque coefficients ob-
Laincd from those two sets of data were rar apart. An example is given in Figurt
(<I) Friction Torque Measurement
8ach day before .,Ie normal tests, the friction torque al different RPM was
measured. After the normal tests, before the end of that day's work, the friction
lorquc was mcasured again. It was noticed that the friction torque measured at the
lK.'Iilllling of the day's ",ork was usually higher than the friction torque measured at
the end of the day's work. It implied that a day's tests reduced the friction torque
JIOlllewhat. This change could also be an actual zero shift throull:hout the whole day.
So the mean of the two friction torques correspondinll: to different RPM was used
a~ the zero torque in order to gel a more reliable torque measurement.
(e) Zero's for Thrust and Side Force Meuurement
When comparinll: the thrust and side force coefficients from two sets of test data
uuder similar fiow conditions and propeller revolutions, there were some systematic
differences between the two coefficients, especially at lower advance ratios. It was
noliced that the zero's of the thrust and side force channels change before and after
each lest, so during each test, two zero thrust readings were recorded consecutively
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before and after each test. Then the zero used ill calculating the thrust codli..i,'nls
was the mean of the four recorded zero's. The sallie nlC'thod was applied tu sidt'
force measurement.
(f) Torque Gauge Calibration
When doing the torque gauge calibration, the model propt'11cr WM dampt'd so
that the shaft of the model could not turn when torque were al,plied to the ].Iad('s
of the model propeller. During the calibration. it was rOllnd tllat the torqlw g,l1Igc'
calibration results were related to the order of the calibralioll ll~stS. For l~x1tl1lplt~,
aftcr reverse the applied torque direction, a rclatiVl~ly smaller slope for th(~ to[(1'1C
gauge was obtained from the first test than that rrom thc sccond test. That means
that a relatively larger torque was needed in the first test to twist the shart to a
certain degree than that in the second test.
An explanation ror this phenomenon was that when reversing the ditlxtioll of th~~
applied torque on the model propeller, part of the applif...J tortille Ivas to rt~arr1ll\gc!
the relative position or cams inside the blade control mechanism. Arter a n!rtain
time with the applied torque on the model propeller, the cams which are bllthell in
oil slide slowly into place. Then all the applied torque was Ilsed to rotate the shaft
of the model propeller. That is why when torque was applied at the Imginnillg, only
a small slope was obtained from the calibration test. Arter a whilc~, a larger slopl:
was obtained although the applied torque remained the same.
During a normal test of the model propeller, the model propeller was rotating in
the water tunnel. The hydrodynamic torque on the model propeller oscillate ahollt
zero with tim~. So the torque measured during iI. normal test is not the same as the
torque applied to the model propeller when doing the calibration lflst, especially not
;J;'
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the same as the static torque after applying torque for a certain time until the cams
inside the blade control mechanism slide into place.
To justify the above explanation, two diITerent slopes for the same amplifier gain
rrorn torque calibration tests were used to calculate the torque coefficients from test
data. For a single test, when using the slope obtained from the first calibration
test after reversing the applied torque direction, the efficiency of the model varies
from ali to 0.8. When the slope obtained during the second calibration test after
reversing the applied torque direction is used, the efficiency of the model propeller
exceeds 1.0, which is not realistic (see Figure 4.'1).
(g) Effed of the Water Level in the Tunnel
In the early lests of this experimental study, in order to avoid the wires connect-
ing three gauges and the amplifier to be soaked by the water inside the casing, the
water level in the tunnel was only raised just above the top of the diffuser. During
the test, it was observed that a lot of air bubbles entrained from the top of the
diffuser came into the test section which made the flow in the test section very tur-
hulent. To avoid this problem, in the later tests, the water level in the tunnel was
raised approximately 0.2 meters above the top of the diffuser. The observed flow in
the test section became uniform and clear.
(h) Increase the Signal Resolution
As the mag:litude of the hydrodynamic forces on the propeJler model differ sig-
nificantly during tests at different revolution speeds, two sets of amplifier gains were
used to transfer and record the test. data. One for tests of propeller RPM less than
:WO, another for t.ests of RPM equal to or greater than 200. Still, the torque was so
[Mge ror a reverse test with propeller RPM equal to 150 that the set of the gain for
,')6
high RPM was 5till not appropriate and the signal was out of range at high advance
ratio,
(il Vertical Force on the ModeJ Propeller
Although the vertical force on the model propeller (force that is along the model
shaft) was not measured during tests, it was large enough to move the gear box
upward~ which caused the electric brushes to fall off the slip ring track and stopped
tlie torque signal transfer, The gear box was therdore reassembled to avoid 'iding
lip and down due to the vertical forces during tests.
(j) Reduce the Noise from Motor
The problem of noise (rom the motor was discussed by Veitch (1990). The motor
l'oillrol feed back feature was not used in this experimental study, The 'orque applied
hy the motor might change with time, so it was necessary to check and record motor
nrM from tillle to time during each test.
4.4 Test Procedure
Test procedure for this experimental study was as follows,
(I) Tlirn on the strain gauge conditioner. Wait for approxima.tely 2 hours for the
~ignal from the transducers to become steady. Set zero's for ea.ch channel. l'1ever
('hange the torque zero during the entire test that day.
(2) Do the friction tests at given propeller revolution speeds.
(:l) Rai5e the \\'ater level to approximately 0.2 meter above the diffuser.
(I) Record zero force readings for thrust and side force channels twice.
(5) Turn on the Illotor lind set the propeller at a given propeller RPM.
(6)
(a) Turn on the water spCt'(! slowly.
(b) Wail until the flow became steady and observe lhl' lIow cOllditiolls ilt llw
model propeller.
(el Record the man0meter TCi\ding (for calculating wall'T Spl'CII).
(d) Run SOFT500 program to record data.
(el Check and take the propeller RP~'I using the l,achol1lelcr.
(0 Restart from step (a)
(il At end of theuay. redo friction tests ns ill step (2).
4.5 Note about the Problems and Their Treat-
ment
Some problems and their treatment arc not self-explaining anti may I'i\USP <"(HI-
fusion. The following are some morc explanation about Lhosc probll!ll1S.
4.5.1 Choosing the Zero Point for Torque Measurement
In this specific experimental sct up and measurement, choosing a ;-'I:ro for tUrlllJe
measurement is only choosing a mark for 'l certain physical stalc of the strain gaugl:.
Then measuring the friction is to give anothl!r mark for the strain gilUge physkal
stale corresponding to the givcn friction torque. Then rnea.'iuring •'1f~ torque WIWll
thl! propeller is rotat.ing in ~hc wa~er is to give a third mark for tlll~ strain gallgf~
physical statc. Theil the difference bctl'ip.cn lhc third mark and thc Sl,:t:Oll,j mark
is the measure of the hydrodynamic torque on the propeller. The marks ,:an vary
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whell different ~eros are chosen. But the difference between the third and the second
mark dOl!S not vary with the chose:! zeros. That is the whole idea how I solve the
I.roblcm in measurement of torque when the no strain state of the propeller can not
Iw adlieved.
4.5.2 Friction Test Procedure
Detailed procedure for a single fri :tion test is as follws.
(a) Set lip all the Ctluipments, wait for them to become stable.
(Il) The tUllnel test section is empty. So the propeller will be rotating in the air.
(e) Sl'l a :lero when the propeller model is at rest.
(ell Turn on the propf>ller at a given rotation speed.
(cl Wait until the torque reading becomes stable. Take down the reading.
4.5.3 About the Torque Calibration
Theoretically, there is {liITercrce betwe..m static torque measurement and non-static
torque lIIea:;uremt'nt. Sillce the propeller model is rotating under water, the hydro·
IIYllalllic torque on the propeller model is changing with time periodically. With the
pr{'~'lltlJleanS of torque measurement" there is certainly a limit of how accurate one
('an lllt'1!sure the non-static torque on the propeller model. But by carefully examine
tile ubservation during the calibration test, one can choose a calibration factor that
gi ..·cs ueHer accuracy of the measureme::t than other fadors.
In the calibration test, it is observed that the static torque calibration factors
ill't' different from factors obtained otherwise. Using this static torque calibration
far tor in the test data processing lead to higher than 1.0 propeller efficiency, which is
not possible physically. Although the lonlu~ l'alihralion ("clors us1'11 illllw pn'st'ul
experimental study may not be the hesl OILe, it can gi\'c 11Iuch mon' r..ali"lir rl,>;uh"
than the static calibration fadors. Octter radun arc to bl' outaiul'd ill tl1<' (ulun'
ill order to get more accu:ate torque measurelllent.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Experimental Results and Discussion
5.1.1 Description of the EXJ..:~rimentalResults
Forward tests were conducted for propeller rotational speeds (RPM) equal to
IUD, 150 and 200. Reverse tests were conducted for 150 RPM. Dollard pull tests
wI'n' conducted oller the RPr.,,, range from 100 to 200. Tests for the same RPM were
rq)('atcd ill order Lo check the repeatability of the experiments.
Torque cocmcicnts, side force coefficients, thrust coefficients, and efficiency wefe
plotted again~t advance ratio for each lest and are shown in Appendix D.
5.1.2 Repeatability of the Experimental Results
Results for Tests at 100 RPM
Four \.t~sls were done at 100 RPr·.1. The torque coefficient, side force coefficient,
lhrllsl, cocllicicnt allil dliciency are plotted against advance ratio (see Figures 0·1
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lil
through D-·I).
ror the torque coefficient, there is ~Ol11e scatter in the a!lvanel' riltio rangl' (ruill
2.5 to 6.0. The biggest difference hctll"{'('n different lest data is about :20% uf lIlt'
averaged test data magnitude (sec Figure D-l).
ror the side force coefficient, the scalter of the data is l11or(~ ullif"rm fur till'
entire ad ....ance ratio range. The magnitude of the differl'nfc lwlw''l:lI thc ll-:;I..~ is
abOllt 18% of that of the averaged data magnitude (see Figure ]).:,1).
For the thrust coefficient, it is obvious that the first test H'Slllt is far aWllY fl'OlIltlw
rest. The scatler of the data hclwr.-cn the 2nd, :lnl. lIud ·Ilh Ll:st r,:slllt.'i aro' llllif"rm
in the entire advance ratio range. The magnitude of Lhat scaLter is ahout 20% th,ll
of the data magniturl.c. The first tests were done ill a slightly dilkTl'nt WilY ,lUll iu
different Aow conditions from that of the other three tests. WI1t~n <"Olltludillf!; tIlt'
first lest. due to lack of experience. the propeller HPr-,1 was not ("heckcll IUlll n~n)rd"d
constantly. The water level in the tunnel were only at the top of Lilt' tlilrUSI!r. Air
bubbles entrained from the lop of the diffuser changed the flow 1:OndiLimis in 1I1l'
test section. The differences between the firsl and laler tests is it rt~sult uf t11t'.... ~
changes in test procedure.
As the thrust coefficient of the first tlost is higher than lhat of tile other tests, it
is obvious that the c1ficiency for the propeller from the first tl'SL is aho higlll~r tli,lII
that of the olher tests. The efficiencies obtained frorn the other three tests (rall~c
from 0.2 to 0.6) are more realistic than from the first test (range fro11l 0.6 to O.8!i)
(see Figure 0-4).
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Results for Tests of 150 RPM
Three tc~l.s (or ISO RPi\I were conduded and lest repeatability is much better
1I1il.n for lest fl.'Sults at 100 ItPM (sec Figures 0-5 through D.S).
For the torque coefficient. the three test data almost all fall on one curve. For
llw sillc force rocHicicnt. there ill some seaner in the advance ratio range of 1.[; to
L'"J. For the thrust coefficient. the magnitude of scattcr in the [ow advance ratio
r<1llgc frolll 1.5 Lo -1.5 is about 18% that of the'lest data. The scatter magnitude in
lh(~ dlif:ictlcy is Dilly about 12% that of the test data.
Itesults for Tests at 200 RPM
Two tests were done at 200 RPM (see Figures 0-9 through 0-12).
For the torque coefficient. the magnitude of scatter is about 11% that of the test
data and the scatter is distributed O\'cr the ent.ire advance ratio range. For the side
fQfl:e cocfficient., the scaUer of the dat.a is 50 small that. it can be neglected. For the
t.hrllst. coefficient.. the scatter occurs mainly in the low advance ratio range from 1.0
1.0 :1.0. This scatler cau be as high as 17% that of the lest data. The scatter in the
c'lIicicncy is about t3% t.hat of the test data.
Comparison of Test Results for Different RPM
Test results for different RPM are plotted all in one plot for torque coefficient,
sille fOI'ce coefficient. thrust coefficient and efficiency respectively so that the differ-
cnec bcl\\'(.'t::11 them can bc eomparl'tl (sec Figure D-l:lthrllllj.\h Figurt, D-lli), :\lllrt'
disseusion of this difference will be given llItl'r,
Results for Reverse Tests at 150 RPM
Two reverse tests were done for 1.50 RP~'(llec Figure D-li through D-:.!Il), TIll'
test repeatability is good for torclue, thrust, side force, '111I1 dlieil.'ncy, Th.. s<'alt,'r
is l)() small that it can be discounted. AnotllN rev!'r!:K' test fur l'iO 111'111 Wil.~ dOI1l'
se\'cral days latcr after a signal translllission railnre au<l a "olllputer disk fait1ll'<' W,''''·
flxed. The results were ill good agrecm'mt with tl1at from tlw prl.'violls two 1l'stS.
In these reverse tests there W1l.5 no sign of thrust coeFficient droPllilll!; i<.~ tilt'
advance ratio increased.
Higher RPM Tests and Low Pressure Tests
During the forward tests at 200 RPt\'1 and tests at 1,')0 HPM under low IHl~Sllrl.',
a model failure occured due to the disconnection of the wiring of till.' slip rinK aflll
the torque transducer. It was observed that the 1101',' during these testi'! w<u IIIClH'
turbulent than that of other tests. A lot of bubhles wc-re observccllluring the luI','
pressure test.
Results for Bollard Pull Tests
6'
Two bollard puJ] tests were done rOf the RPM range from 100 to 200. The two
rr'~lIlls agrl'C well with each other except at 100 RPr...1 (See Figure D-21 through
f}.:!:!). The thrust codBdcnL changes liUle with RPM. The side force coefficient
{I{~crcascs as RPM increases. The torque coefficient increases as RPM increases.
Jjol1ard pull tests at higher RPr..I were not done to avoid the disconnedion of the
wires Lo the slip rings lhat was likely to happen at higher RPM.
5.1.3 Differences Between Test Results for Different RPM
Test rcsults for different RPM arc plotted all in olle plot for torque coefficient, side
force coefficient, thrust coefficient and efficiency respcdively so that the difference
hdwCCll them can be compared (see Figure 0-13 through Figure 0-16). It is noticed
til at i\S RPM increases, force coefficients decrease. Veitch also observed such trends
in his tests (Veitch 1990). Veitch's explanation of this phenomena is that it is due
tu Ileynolds number effects. The tests covered a range of Reynolds number. as
1!C'linc·d in Veitch's thesis (1990 equation 10), from 4.0 x 104 to 2.2 x IO~. For all .he
tests, at all ad\'ancc ratio of LO, the Reynolds number was less than lOS. At these
llcynolds llumbers, the boundary layer is in either a laminar regime, or making the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The change of the Reynolds number not
olLly changes the lift slope of the blade section. but also changes the maximum lift
coefficient.
Another explanation for this difference is be<:ause of the tunnel wall effed on the
Ilow arouud the propeller, When the propeller is rotating, it is an obstacle for the free
incoming flow. Without the wall, the free incoming flow would deflect and go around
the propeller. \Vith the wall. the incoming fiow hilS to Pil~~ till' propdk... without
much room to Adjust itsclL So the rt"SultAnt rclAth-e flow around thl' propdl"r Wtllll,1
not be the~ml" for the flow ""jth propdlcr rotAting under dilfl'rl'llt RI'M. Tht' hi!;lll'r
the rotation speed. the greater the WAil clfect all the prupt-ller 1>c.'rformAIl<"e" TIlt'
wall effect is discussed in Pankhurst and Holder's book ~Wil\d tunnel h·dllli'III.·~
(PAnkhurst and Holder 19M). The prt'SCnce of the wall changl'll two thillltS in !low
fidd in test section. F'irslly, since the ksl section hM rigill hOlLlIdaril':S till' \"C~lu("ily
componellt normal to the walls must hl: Zo.'ro. The im\lOsilioll of the rigilll)(Jlm,lari,,:,
in the lest s('(tion causes the !low around a body placed in lilt: kst :\I~di(jll ttl IliIf.'r
from that around the same body placcJ ill all unlimited ~trCi\tl1. St:fulully, sinc(' tile'
lateral expansion of the streamlines in the rebioll of the Illodel will he rc~trictcd, tlrl'
influence of the wall constraint implies that the modd is being tt'tll.ctl aL a higll('r
\·c1ocity than tile tunnel speed. Quantitatit'e correction methOlls arc Also giVllll hy
Pankhurst and Holder (1965). However, these correctiollli were not made to till'
results presented.
5.1.4 Comparison of the Cavitation Thnnel Test Results
with the Open Water Results
When comparing the tunnel test results with the open water lot results hy HOSt:
and Lai (Bose and Lai 1989), it was found that the trends for torque ami thru.~l
coefficient from both tests are similar (see figure D-201 through D-26). The tllHIIW
and thrust coefficient from open water tests arc lower than that from tunnel lesl
results.
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The thrust and torque coefficienls are both lower for the open water tests than
fOf the tunnel tests, so the efficiency of the both tests are close except near the
advance ratio of 6.0 where the open water lest result has a higher peak than that of
tbelunncl'estresult
Dose (lcvclopcd a multiple stream tube theoretical model [or application to cy-
cloidal propellers (Bose 1987). With this model he studied the eJTed of changing
propeller solidity {q;; NcIR) on thecaJculatcdthrusl coefficient, torque coefficient
and efficiency for a propeller with varied solidity {from 0.3 to 1.8) and for a max-
imum pitch angle of 20 degrees. lie found that variation in solidity causes only a
small variation in efficiency althe peak of the efficiency curve. However, his theoTet-
ic~i results show that the thmst and lOTlJue coefficient increase more or less linearly
with solidity a~ any given value of advance ratio (Bose 1987 Figure 9).
The above comparison of the test rcsults in the open water (11 "" 1.2) and in the
c;witaLion Lunnel (0' "" 1.6) showed a similar trend to that predicted by Bose (1987).
5.1.5 Conclusion
Problems encountered in a previous se~ of experiments with a trochoidal propeller
model were addressed here before a set of experiments on this model were done.
ltcliable resulLs for a propeller RPM range from 100 to 200 were obtained. At higher
ItPM's, it was found tha~ the transducer wires to the slip rings became disconnected.
and this stopped tests at these speeds. Replacement of these connections involved
~trip down of the model.
Iii
5.2 Theoretical Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Description of the Theoretical Results
There are two groups of computational models used ill the I'rc~clLL llll'tJTC'Linll
study. The first group included three computational modd~ which an' I\-!C'lllll'lIhall
and Spangler's model, the modified lo.'I&S's model withollt cotlNidcrillg wakl' anti
other blade effects, and the modified M&S's model using all angle of allat'k 111l'1.hml
to account for the wake and other blade effects. In thi~ lirst gron!' of IIllJ(ll'!s.
the method of modelling the induced now field was of lIlajor cOl\cern. TI1l' NC'ruull
group of computational models included three mndili,-.j M&.~S'~ moth·ls wlJ(~n~ till'
blacle force characll'ristics were calculated by using NAC,\.OOI:! ~1'I;tiOll data alI(I
Gormont's dynamic stall correction method. In this group of c:oll1pnt'lliollalmod-
ds, the modelling of hlade force characteristics was of major COIlCNIl. In all tlw
computational models the thrCf!·dimensional correction mctlloJ was incllldf~d ;IS illl
option.
The thrust coefficients, torque coefficients and the cfficicncy are plollcfl against
advance ratio {or data from each theoretical method (see Figure E·l though E·
33). The theoretical results are compared wilh experimental data hy Dickerson and
Dobay (1969, 1970) and by Bose and Lai (1989).
In the f.,!Iowing sections, theoretical fcsults are compared with cxperimcntal
results. In Part I, results from the two dimensional Mendenhall and Spangler's
model, results from the two dimensional model using the angle of aLlack method
and results from the two dimensional model without wake and other hlade crfech
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arc compared with experimental results by Dickerson and Dobay (1969, 1970) and
hy Bose and Lai (1989). In Part II, results from the three dimensional model using
the angle of attack method and results from the t.wo dimensional model using the
angle of aUack method are compared with experimental results by Dickerson and
Dobay (1969, 1970) and by Bose and Lai (l989). In part III, results from the two
dimensional Mendenhall and Spangler's model with dynamic stall correction, results
from the two dimensional model the using angle of attack method and dynamic stall
com~ction, and results from the two dimensional model with dynamic stall correction
but without wake and other blade effects are compared with experimental results
hy Dickerson and Dobay (1969,1970) and by Bose and Lai (1989).
5.2.2 Naming of the Data Files from Theoretical Models
Naming of the data files from Mendenhall and Spangler's model and its modified
models is explained in following examples.
m211a.dat is a data file containing data obtained from Mendenhall and Span-
gler's model. The potential flow theory and the Kutta condition was used to
calculate the wake effed and blade-blade interaction.
m21lb.dat is a data file containing data obtained from a modified M&S model.
Wake effed and the effect of other blades arc NOT included. Change of angle
of attack due to wake and effects of other blades is NOT included.
m21lcd.dat is a data file containing data obtained from a modified M&S model.
The potent-ial flow theory and the KuUa condition is NOT used to calculate
the wake and effects of other blade. Such "'feels arc calculated h~' the change
of the angle of attack raused by the indured velocity around the bllldc dill' 1.0
the presence uf the wake and other blades.
d211a.dat is a data file containing data obtaint.u from a modified M&S modt'!.
Dynamk stall effects arc included. The potential flow theory and the !\uUa
condition is used to calculate the wake eITect And blade-hlade intemctioll.
d211b.dat is a data file containiog data obtained from a modified M&S modd.
Dynamic stall effects are included. Wake effect and erfed.:! of other blades arc
NOT included. Change of angle of attack due to wake and c1fcds uf oUll'r
blades are NOT included.
d21lcd.dat is a data file ~ulllaining data obtained from a n1mlil1ccl M&S modd.
Dynamic stall effects are included. The potenLial flow theory and the Kulla
condition is NOT lIsed to calculate the wake and effects or otlll~r blades. Slich
effects are calculated by the change of tlie angle of aUack caused by Lhe ilJ(luccd
velocity around the blades due to the presence of Lhe wake and other hlades.
The first integer 2 in a filename indicate that this is a data file frolll a two-
dimensional model (3 ror a three dimensional mooel). The second integer 1 illdicatl'H~
that the geometry characteristics are that of the propeller used by Bose and Lai
(Bose and Lai 1989) in their tests (2 for that by Dickerson and Dobay, :1 for that
by Veitch). The third integer I indicates the pitch ratio of the propeller (SCI: tabll!
below).
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5.2.3 Comparison of the Theoretical Results with Experi-
mental Data ~ Part I
Tlw llworctiUl.1 results from the lwo dimensional Mendenhall and Spangler's
lllllltd, results from the two dimensional model using the angle of attack method
alld results frol1\ the two dimensional model without wake and other blade effects
i,n~ compared with experimental results by Dickerson and Dobay (1969, 1970) and
hy Ilo.'i(~ and Llti (1989).
lldorc comparing theoretical results with experimental results, it is helpful to
indicate the difference between the angle of attack method and the method used by
l\lcl1d4:111111.11 and Spangler to calculate wake and effects of other blades.
Difference Between the Angle of Attack Method and M&S's Method in
Calculating Wake and Effects of Other Blades
r-.h'udcnliall and Spangler llsed a linear potential flow theory to calculate effects
llf wake <lnd other blades. First the blade was mapped into a transformed plane
where the blade contour becol.1es a circle. The discrete \'ortices and other blades
lrelln.'SCllted by point vortices) were mapped into the transformed plane outside the
circle. It was a:mlllJed that the flow is not separated along the surface of the blade
ill the phy~icill plane. So in the transformed plane, the circle should be one of the
sl.rt~i\lnline~. In order to make the circle a streamline, for every point vortex, there is
n image vortex inside the circle at some point on the line connecting the origin of the
l'in:l(' iLnd Ihe point \"ortex outside the circle. Since a point vortex of any strength
can be added at the origin of the cirriI,' which doe~ 1101 \'itlla\(' lilt' nlllditiul\ lhal
the circle should be a streamline. the solutioll th"t ran 11l;\h' ,I\(' rirrll';\ stn'<ll1Iliw'
is not unique. In order 10 make the solution ulli11llt'. allot.lll'r asslllllplillll is Iltmll'
thal the trailing edge of the bla(le in the physkal plalH' is a sl.agnatiull puint (t.11l'
Kulla condition). So for C\'er)" point \'ortex in the tr"nsrol"l1wd pl;l1w 1I1ilsidp lilt'
circle, there is an image vortex in~idc the cin:l!,' allli a poillt. vorl"X ilt t.ll<' "ri.L\ill "r
the circle lo make the circle flat only a streallllinl!, hut als,) lIlt' IrllilillK ,'d,!!;!' ,)r Ilw
blade in the physical plane a stagnation poinl. These lWO ass\llllplion~ arl' sl.rid..
In many of lhe flows. the hlade coutour is not a slrl'amlillt'. Tlll~ How 1"<\1\ hl'I'OIlW
separated along some portion of the hlalle surface. 'I'll(' trailing l'llgl' i~ 1I0!. always
a stagnation poinl.
III order to a\'oid thc:;e strict assumptions. an auglc of ;\llilck nwl.hlld w;,s u~l'd. 111
lhis method there were no assumptions aboHt the flow conditioll. r\~ ill ~II'rl(ll'l1h;\l1
and Spangler's method, wake was represented by discrete vorticl's i\lld nUwr hlallPs
as point vortices. These vortices produce an illdllcal V(~locity ;\fnlllld tlw bl;ull' lIuder
consideration. This induced velocity changes lhe angle nf attack caklllakd I,y L1Il'
free incoming flow and I he propeller rolalion.
Comparison of Thrust Coefficient
For pitch ratios of 0.4'11', a.51r, 0.611", a.7;r, a.SIr, and O.!.lll", lIw Lhrusl I:oeflicimlts
ob'J.ined from the model using the angle of atlack method agrt~ nol (mly with
the treod of Dickerson and Dobay's experimenlal daLa, hut also l,rl~ d()Sl~ to tlr(~
experimental data in magnitude (see F'igurt E-12lhrough E-17).
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Thl~ thrust rodlicil..'flts obtaillct.l from \Icndcnllall and Spa.ngler"s model and the
lliollifir.d l\1.ti;S's model ~'ithollt ....·"kc and other blade effeds a.re far away from the
experimental data both in trends and in magnitude (see Figure E-12 through E-17).
For pitch ratios of 1...3... 1.667'1' and 2.1)00'1', the resulLs from the model IIsing
thl: angle of attack method are still in better agr<.>ement with the experimental data
tllan that from the other two models (sec Figure E-18 through E-20), but for a
pitch ratio of :J.:lJ311", the model with the angle of attack method and ;\'lendenhalJ
ilnd Spangler's method sive~ similar results while the model without wake and other
hlilde c·rrects gives a higher peak value ~!. an ad\'ance ratio or about.) than the other
two llloJds (sec Figure E-21). The angle of attack method has lost its advantage in
modelling the induced now field at high pitch ratio numbt'rs for six-bladed cycloidal
propellers.
When comparing the theoretical results with Bose llnd I.lli's 3-bladed cycloidlll
prol)dler test e1ata. it WM found that all three models give higher predicted thrust
C"odricient than the experimental data (see Figure £-22). The model without wake
and other blade effects pves higher peak valuC$ &l an advance ratio of about 5.0.
The clilferellce between the results from Mendenhall and Spangler' model and the
model Ilsing the angle of attack mdhod is small, especially at high ..Idvance ratios
aliovc ·1.5. The model using the angle of aU3ck method gives a little larger prec:liction
\If thrust coefficient than that from ~..lendenhalJ and Spangler's model at advance
ratios helow 4.5. This implies that for this pitch ratio, the difference between the
t\\'o methods of modelling the wake and other blade effech is not significant. That
iN Ilrobably b«ause flow remains attached for these high pitch ratio. high aspect
ri\tio propellers.
Comparison of Torque Coefficient
For pilch ratios of 0,·\;:" o..'};:' , O.ti;:,. 0.;', O.S1I", IIntl U.!J1i", IIll' t\lrqllC' l'uC'llidl'nls
ohlaincd from the l1Iotielusing the ilngle of altack 11lt'I!lod "gr,·c's more' dian tile'
othc~r two melhods hoth in trends and ill magllitu,!,' Wilh Di"k"rsoll ,lIlei Dubay's
experimental data, especially for low ad~'ance ratio rangc' (...... l'i!!:llfC' ]0;.1 through
E-6).
For pitt:h ratios of 1..l:)1I", l.u;1;". "'lid 2.001:". the angle of attack mdholl duo's nul
gi~'(' heUer pre(lictions in magnitude th",n thl' ot!lC'r t\\"o lllPlllods. bllt ,:oc's ~i\'c' a
better shape than the otll('T tll'O methmls when compare, I wit.h tIll' "xp"rillwIIL,,1
(lata. (see Figure e·/ through E·!l).
For a pitch ratio of :I.:I3:1;r. the Illodifk'd modd without II'lIk,' '\IlI1 otlH'r bla(l,'
effects gh'l"S worse predicted restllts cOlllllarl'll with tilt' other two nlO'thlJ,ls (so'!' E·
10). At this pitch ratio. the (Iilrcrcllce Iwtwccn the results from ~l"Il,I('llhllll ,Ind
Spangler's model and the model using the lingle of attack IIwlllod is very .stUILII.
When compared with the predicted torque resulls rrom Bose and Lai's ;l·hla(~·rl
cycloidal propcller test results (pilch ratio = 2.92·lJr). it wa.s also fOHnd lhat llll'
modified model withoul wake and other blade drccLs gave i\ larger Ilrcdidion of
torque in the advance ratio rllnge from ·1.5 to 6, while Mendenhall alld SJlangl(~r's
model and the model using the angle or aUack method gave b(~tter prC(Jicliull ill
this pitch ratio range (see Figure E-11). The difference belwocn M(~n,"~llltallillLd
Spangler's model and Lhe model using the angle or attack melhod was small. All
three models predicted lower torque cocfficients than lhe cXllerimclllal ,lata ill lire
luw iUIW1I1Cf! r.llio range from 0..') to ·1.0. The model using the i\ngleof altack method
I'rl!<licls higher tor1lue codficieltl than that of :\Iendcnhalland Spangler's method.
Thl! ahovl! compArison for II G-billded propeller of 3.333 ... pitch ralio and a 3·
1,la,],:!1 propeller of 2.92·1 ... pilch rlltio implies that the mcthod of calculating wake
and uthN IJI.ulcdfce:ts used in ~Ielldenhall and Spangler's method differs little from
tile i!.uglc of Ilttack melhod when torque c~fficip'll is considered for pitch ratios or
:!.!J:Nlr and :I.a;I:lIr.
Comparison of Efficiency
Vor pitch ralios of OAIf. O,.11f, O.6lr. O.iJr, O.SIr, and 0.9Jr. a higher prediction
uf thrust cOI,fficicnt And lowN lH'et.liction of torque coefficient from the mooel using
till' lingle or aLtack method ga\'c higher predicted efficiency when compued with
I.h., e:q>erimental datA (sec Pigure E-23 through £-28). The other two models ga\'e
Illlldl Ilighcr dlicicncy thAn the model usin:; the angle of Atlack method.
For pitch rAlios of lAW.. , l.66i.., 2.000.., and 3.333 .. and for the 3~bladed
l)rolM:'lIcr of pitch ratio 2.9'.H .. , the model using the angle of attack method still
gi\'l'll !Jetter predictlod efficiency than the other two. but the difference between the
prl't.lictoo efficiency from all three models was smaller than that at lower pitch ratios
(o<t. .~ Figure E-29 throcgh £.33).
Conclusion
From the above comparisons, it is secn thJ,t the angle of attack method gives
;:,
better prediction of blade forces ilHlufed by t.he lI'~kl'lInd ullll~r hl~tlt' l,tfl'd~ than
that oy lhe method us(.'(! ill Mt'ndenhall and Spallglt'r's nlt,tl,'l wlll'lI pildl rat ius ar,·
Icsslhan ro, :\t. higher pitch riltios (gn'ilter than ;:0), till' lIilft'H'I1(,(' 11t'1\\'I~'ll tIlt' 11m
methods is not signi~cllnt., At high pilch ratios, the noll' rOllltililln is mun' dn.~l· 1"
that of a linear potential now which allows tIl(' Kulla rll1Iditioll 11,1 dl'snilw Llw Ilull'
condit.ion ncar the blade trailillg edge more accuratt'ly.
The wake and olher blade effcrt5 alwaY5 decrease the predi"l"d thrust ;111(1 t"tlill"
eoefficienls no maU("r which Illct.hod is Ilsed.
5.2.4 Comparison of the Theoretical Results with ExperiM
mental Data - Part II
Itesults from the three dimensional model using the angle uf aUm'k lIwl1ltHI
and results from the two dimclIsiollal 1ll0<Icl IlSilig tllll IInglt· ur all.'l(·k 11l1'lhn,1 ar,'
compared with experiment.al resulls by Dickerson alld nullity (I!lri!/, HI70) ,\lui loy
B~e and Lai (1989).
Comparison of Thrust Coefficient
For pilch ratios of OAr., 0.5:11", 0,61". O. 7lf. 0,8'11" and O.~J'K. lhe llircl~ ,[illleflsi"nal
correction made the predicted results of thrust. coefficient move furllwr i~WilY frolll
the experimental data than the predich:tl results frflll1 the model wilhoul a Lllrr.~~
dimensional correction (see Figure 1'-12 through 1'-17).
For pilch ratios of 1.429lf and 1.66711", the discrepancies betweelL t.he pre~lict,~1
r(~~lllts and thc cxperimcntal rf:~ults ilrc of the same order for both thc models
witl. and without three dimcnsional corrcction, but thc predick'<l rcsults from the
model with three dimcnsional corrcction are in a better agreement with trends of
t.he {!xperimcntal rcsults (Scc figures f-IS and f-19).
For pitch ratios of 2.00011", 2.92411" and 3.33311", the predicted results from the
model with three dimensional correction arc not only in good agreement with trends,
IJlll also in magnitude with thc cxperimental results, while the predicted results
from tllc model without three dimensional correction are much higher than the
"xpcrill1clltal results throughollt most of the advancc ratio range (see Figure F-20
Ihrough P-:!:!).
Comparison of Torque Coefficient
For pitch ratios of 0.'111" and 0.5Jr, the three dimensional correction method made
the prcdictc,1 results movc further away from the experimental results than the
model without a three dimensional correctiOi. (see Figure F'-I Ind F-2).
For pitch ratios of 0.611",0.711", 0.8lf, 0.911", tA29l1", 1.6671', 2.0ooJ", 2.92411", an':!
:1.:1:1311". the rcsults from the models with <1nd without the three dimensional correc-
tion differ little from each other in predicting the magnitude of the experimental
d;\ta, but for large pitch ratios such as 2.00011", 2.92471" and 3.33311", the predicted
I"f'~ulh from the model with three dimen~ional corredion give beller trends than
lhat without the three dimen~ional correction (sec Figure F-3 through Foll).
Comparison of Efficiency
Since the model with the tllfCt' dimensional correctioll gil'eli much bighn lorqlll'
predictions and lower thrust IHcdictions for pitch ratios of 0..111", O..'"IT.'.Il.lill', 1l.7lf illl.1
0.811", the predicted ..fficiencics from the model with the thr('(' dillU'llsiollal ,·orn,.·tioll
arc much lower than the experimental (lata (see Figure F-~:l through F·~i).
For pitch ratios of 0.911".1..12911", 1.66711", ~.OOOr" 2.92;\r, and :l.:I:I:!lr, til<' mudd
with three dimensional correction gives much better pre<liction of tlt(· dlici('ucy than
the model without the three dimensional correction when compilrc(lwith til(' (',qJl'r'
imental (lata (see Pigure P-28 through F-:I3).
Conclusion
From the above comparisons, it is seen that the model with the tltrL'(~dil1l(~lIsiollal
correction gives better prediction of IHopellcr characteristics tlt'lll tlw lllodd without
a three dimensional correetioll for high pitch ratios (1.66711",2.00011", :.!.!li'lr., :I.:I:I;~,..).
Por low pitch ratios, the model without three dimensional mrr('dion gives Imtl(·r
prediction of the propeller characteristics. This implied thal ror low piteh ratios.
the elliptical assumption used in the lhree dimensional correction lllethod is nut
appropriate. For high pitch ra.tios, the flow is more steady (lower rf(!{llu:uci(~.. of
oscillation), 50 the three dimensional correction method based 011 a steady dliplkal
lift distribution is a good approximation of the blade lift force.
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5.2.5 Comparison of the Theoretical Results with Experi-
mental Data - Part III
The predicted results analyzed in this section are from three models which use
NACA-OOI2 sectional characteristics data and Garmant's method to include the
,Jynilmic stall eITect. They differ only in the way they model the change of the flow
licM around a blade caused by the wake and other blades.
Comparison or Thrust Coefficient
For pitch ratios or OAII", 0.511", and 0.6,.., the three models did not give good
prediction of the thrllst coefficient either in trend or in magnitude (see Figure 0-12
throngh a·j,\).
For pitch ratios of O.h, a.SlI", and 0.911'. the model using Mendenhall and Spall-
gIC'T'S original method to calculate the wake and the effect of other blades and th~
model without calculating the wake and the effects of other blades gave better pre-
(Iided thrust codficients compared with the model using the angle of attack method
(set! Figure G·15 through C-til.
For pitch ratios of 1.'12911", 1.667Jr, 2.00ihr, 2.924:11', and 3.333lf, the three models
(lid not. give good prediction or the trend of the thrust coefficient versus advance
rntio {see Figure C·lS through C·22}. All three models predicted too high thrust
codficil.":"IS at high advance r"ti05.
;!l
Comparison of Torque Coefficient
For pitch ratios of 0.411", O.all" and O.fill'. "he tlm~~ mOllds did llO~ gi\'l' ~o\J(1
prediction either in magnitude or in trend (SCI.' FigufI: G·I through (;.:1), 'I'll\'
prl'<lictcd values were too high compared wilh the experimt'lll.al f('su!t,s t"~lH't'ially ;11
low advance ratios,
For pitch ratios of 0.711", O.SlI" nd O.!hr. the models with i\lcndl.'nhall al1tl SIJ<lnglt:r·s
method to calculate wake and effect of other blades and the model withoul wake
and other blade effects ga.ve a better prediction both in trend and ill magnitlult'
compared with the results from lhe model using the angle of atL;\rk melhotl 'IUd
with the predicted reliults at other pitch ralios (sec Figure G..\ lhrough C·li).
For pitch ratios of lA291T. 1.66711', 2.000r., 2.924r. and :1.3:I:b,!.ILI' thrct· Illlllids
did not give good prediction of torque codficients. The model resliits are too low ill
the lolV advance ratio range (around l.0 to 3.0) and too high al high advatlct~ ratios
compared with the experimental data from Dobay and Dickersoll(I!J7:1). For till:
three-bladed propeller with pitch ratio Qf 2.921J1', the prl'(licLl'<l results art: in !;l)f)d
agreement with Bose and Lai's (1989) c;<perimental resulls al advallw riltios ,lhflVt'
5.0 (see Figure G-i through a-II).
Comparison of Efficiency
As the predictability of the '.hrusL and lor<lue cocfficil'nts is poor h,Y the lhrel~
models with dynamic stall correction, the predicted efficiencies are /Jol ill good
so
n~rt'Cnuml with the cxpcrimclltal rC5ults dther (sec Figure G-23 through 0-33).
5.2.6 Conclusion
[t is 5el~1l lilat the three models using Gormont's dynamic stall correction m~thod
\\I(~rc lIot sllccessful in predicting the propeller characteristics. The possihle reasons
fur this arc as follows.
(1) Gormont's method uses the steady force characteristics of a blade to predict
its unsteady force characteristics when the blade is in oscillating motion in and out
of the stall region. During the oscillation, vortices are generated on the blade and
arc carried away by the now. So the force characteristics predicted by Gormont's
mclhod already includes the blade's own wake effects. Therefore, it is no~ surprising
that the model with the angle of attack method gives the worst predicted results.
This compulational model adds an additional angle of attack by calculating the
wake and lhe cITed of other blades to lhe original Mgle of attack obtained from the
rotallonal speed of the blade and the free incoming flow. Then this resultant angle
of aUack is used in Gormont's method. This way of calculating the dynamic stall
effect is nol consistent with the requirement by Gormont's method.
Thccornputalional model using Mendenhall and Spangler's original method with
the dynamic stall correction included gave beUer prediction of all propeller charac-
teristic8 than the other two models with dynamic stall conection. This model uses
the rotation speed of lhe propeller and the free incoming flow to obtain the angle of
attack. then uses Gormont's method to obtain the blade charocteristks, and then
usc the Kutta conditi ...u to determine the wake and the effect of other blades. So
there is less inconsistency between the original method and Gormont's method ex-
~l
cept that the blade's own wake ('ffcds 5hollllll1ot he ca!culall'd aud i'U:hlllt'd in (Ill'
same way as the olher blades. since h is already incll1llcd in l:urlllllnt's IlIl'I,lulll.
The computational model wiLh dynamic stall rOI'rl:'Ction IJll~ withollt wakl' ,HId
other blade effects gives predicted results similar to r..lcndcnhall and Spi\ngll'r's
model with dynamic stall correction except that the formt'r gives largl'r prc,lit-I""I
forces as the wake and blade effect is always to re,luee the rorces 011 thl' bladl'. '1'111'
computational model with dynamic stall correction hut without wake and uthc'r
blade effects is not inconsistent with Gormont's dynamic stall correction IIldhod,
but it does not include the effect of the other blades alld the wake from til(' other
blades.
(2) Another possible reason for the poor prcdiclability or the three dYIli\mic stall
models lies in the lise of NACA-OOI2 section dala instead or the force ch;lri\ctc~ristic
data for this specific type of blade. The experimental data for the NACA I(i seril~rs
blades used in the propeller was not available.
5.2.7 Conclusion for Theoretical Study
In the above discussion, results from theoretical methods were compafl~d with
experimental results. These computational models were, the two dinwnsiOllalll1od-
cls, one without wake and other blade effects, aile with Mendenhall and Spllngler's
original method to calculate wake atId other blade effects. and one with an angle of
attack method to calculate the wake and other blade effects. Then the f1.:sults from
models using the angle of attack method with three dimensional corrections were
discussed. Finally, the results from 'lWO dimensional computational models using
~:l
5.2.8 Notes about the Stability of the Computational Method
InstAbility problem was not encountered by Mendenhall and Spangll'r. H was
not a problem when I was doing the computation. That is due to the nalure of this
simplified computational method. The vortices are shed from bladl~ at ('neh 11111l'
step. They are carried away from the blades by the incomming 110w at a f.Ollst~\llt
speed. The strength of each vortex decays with time due to turbulent (liffusion. The
interrnctions between vortices are neglected in thi~ methot!, The negledioll of this
interraction was justified by Mendenhall and Spangler through their cOlllplltaliOl,al
test (Mendenhall and Spangler [973). Their computalional test rf~sults showed that
the contribution of the interraction between the vortices to the prol~ller forces ~.re
small and can be neglected. So there is no deformation of the vortex shed or
combination of several vortices into a single vortex with a larger vorlex l\trellgth.
The induced velocity due to a single vortex ncar each blade is finite 1lllk'Ss the
distance betWeen the vortex and the blade becomes too small. This distmll:c is
checked at every ~ime step. If any vortex happens to be too close to 11 blade, the
induced velocity on the blade by the vo'rtex i~ :.et to zero. This is to say thal the
interraction between the blade and the ~'ortcx wnen they collk1c with each other is
neglected, Also the number of wake vortices behind each blade is limited to 200.
When a. vortex is too far behind the blade it shed from, its induced vlliocitic~ on
all the blades are so small that can be neglected. This was justified by Mendenhall
and Spangler's computational tests. When I was testing the programs ror modified
theoretical methods, I got the same conclusion as Mendenhall and Spangler got in
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Gorment's dynamic stall correction ffil:'thod were discussed.
The unsuccessful nature of the computational models with dynamic stall cor-
rt~ctions was mainly due to the inconsistency of using the method in conjunction
with the calculation for wake and other blade effects, Improvement of the predicted
results is expected if this inconsistency is removed.
The good predictability of the computational model using the angle of attack
lIlclhod with a three dimensional correction at high pitch ratios (greater than 11") and
of the two dimensional computational model with the angle of attack method at tow
pitcli ratios (smaller than 11') is very likely related to the geometrical characteristics
oCthe blade trajectory (see Figure 2). At high pitch ratios (greater than 11:), the blade
trajt"Ctory is of wavy shape. When the advance ratio is large, this wavy trajectory
becomes nat (see Figure 2), so the blade angle of attack does not change abruptly.
Linear potcntialllow theory is a good approximation of such a now. Since the three
(lilllCllsional method used here is also based on linear steady potential now theory,
it is lIot surprising that the model using the angle of attack method with a. three
dimensional correction gave good predicted results.
At low pitch ;alios (smaller than lI'), the blade trajectory is quite different from
that at high pitch ratios (see Figure 2). The blade angle of attack goes through
abrupt changes. especially at low advance ratios. So the Kulla condition and the
three dimen~iona[ correction method based on linear steady potential flow theory is
not a good approximation of the now around a blade anymore. That explains why
the two dimensional computational model with the angle of attack method gives
better preJiction than other models when pitch ratios are smaller than lI'.
their computCltional tests that after four Prollcllcr rotation cydt's, the forres on till'
propeller bccomes stable and cOllvergp to a Ilcriodicalsolutioll.
The now image at each time step is not given here beCilllSC in Lllis si1ll11lilil,d
computational method, the calculation of the propeller forcl'5 arc Hot direc.tly rdill.ed
to the flow field. Usually in a. numerical method, the now ncld i~ c:alculatcd first.
Then the pressure field is obt<,,:ned. Dy integrating the pressure field, Lhe total foTl'C'~
on the immerscd body is obtainct.l. But in this simplified method, a (Iuite dilrc,rt~HI
approach is used. This model is a comhination of a theoretical mOllel of I:akulalillg
velocity induced by a single vOl'tex and the lifting line theory of all airfoil scdioll or
experimental results of the section's dynamic characteristics. The velocity ill(lll(l~d
by the vortex sheet at each blade is calculate by the theoretical method. Then th,~
angle of attack or the induced blade vortex is calculated. From here, the hlade forl:l'~
are obtained. So there is no need to calculate the now field at every point. I\lso, till-'
blade is modeled as a point vortex, the physical houndary condition is not ilU]lo~ed
on the blade. So, the now field obtained from this simplified method can not giv(~ a
detailed and accurate descrlption of the flow field around the blade.
Pitch ratio number
10
11
Pi~.ch ratio
2.924ll'
3.333ll'
2.000ll'
1.667ll'
1.42911"
0.911'
0.811'
0.711'"
0.671'
0.571'
0,4)'f
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Table 5.1: Pitch Ratios Used in the Calculation
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Theoretical and experimental studies have been clone 011 cydoidal IHopdlcrs.
Conclusions from the theoretical and experimental studies arc as rallows.
6.1 Experimental Study of the Trochoidal Pro-
peller
A trochoidal "'~l>ellcr model \Vas tested in a cavitation hlllnd ill the Institute
for Marine Dynamics (NRC).
Some work was done to obtain more reliable results than obtained ill a rrcvj(Jll~
set of tests (Veitch 1990). A mal.functioning torque transducer Wi\.ll rClllaced on
the model propeller, and the zero drift problem was solved. A multi-cltannd strain
gauge conditioner was used La replace the internal amplifier insiue the Kcitliley .')70
AID converter in "rder to reduce electromagnetic interrcrcncc. This strain gauge
conditioner was placed near the model propeller to avoid voltage drops lhrough llw
wires before the signal was amplified. A new lesl procedure was developed in order
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to avoid the uncertainty oCthe zero torque reading due to the presenceoC the n'Sidue
torque when the model propeller was at rest. The friction tests '01 erc done before and
after each day's tests, and the hydrodynamic torque was obt,lined by subtracting
tIll! friction torque of lhat day from the measured lolal torque of the same day. The
LOTC'JlIC calibration results were analysed carefully to choose the proper calibration
data to be used in the lest data manipulation.
The model propeller parts were reconnected and the ciLvitation tunnel was re-
paired to avoid air and waler leakage.
Tests in forward motion under atmospheric pressure were conduded for 100,
150, and 200 RPM. Reverse tests for 150 RPM under atmospheric pressure and
llOllard pull tests were done. The test repeatability was good in most cases and the
reliability of the test results was \'ery much improved. The torque coefficients, side
force coefficients, Lhrust coefficients and efficiencies of all tests at the same propeller
RPM were compared with each other. The maximum scaLter of the test results
lIever exceeded 20% of the test data magnitude. In most cases, the scatter was
about 11·18%. This is a much better repeatability compared with more than 50%
~caLLer in the previous experimental results (Veitch 1990). The force coefficients
and cHiciencies of tests at different propeller RPM's were compared with each other.
It was found that all force coefficients decreased as propeller RPM increased. This
Lrcnd is simil"r to that obtained in the previous experimental study (Veitch 1990).
The Reynolds number effect and the blockage effect arc believed to be responsible
for the difference betwccn results at different propeller RPM's,
The test results were also compared with Bose and LaPs open water t.est results
on a trochoidal propeller model with a smaller solidity (Bose and Lai 1989). The
torque coefficients and the thrust coefficients from this Il'st~ 'ITt' hoth hi~ht'r that
that from Bose and Lai's tests, l'his difference is cOl1si~lcllt with the prediction by
Bose (1987) about the effect of propeller solidity on propeller force coclficil'nts b"scd
on a multiple stream tube theory,
6.2 Theoreticar Study
Men·d~~hall and Spangler dev~loped a discrete vortex theory for pfI?dicling \:y-
cloidal propel.l~r performance. The limitations of Mcndenhall and Spanglcr'~ mdliod
were analysed. Modified models were developed ba:;ct! Oil ~It'lldcnhilllal1l! Spangll?r's
method to improve thc calculation for the effects of wake and other l>ladt'S, to illdlldl~
three dimensional correction and to include dynamic stall correction.
The results from the modified models show the following.
(1) The angle of attack method used in modelling the wake and thfl clk'<:ts of
other blades improved the prediction from Mendenhall and Spanglcr's rncll!(){! for
low pitch ratio (smaller than :11') propeller performancc.
(2) For high pitch ratio (greater than 11") propellers, the Kulla condilion lIsflIl
in Mendenhall and Spangler's original method is still a good approximation of the
flow.
(3) The three dimensional method unproved the prediction from Mendenhall ami
Spangler's method for high pitch ratio (greater than 11") propeller performance, For
low pitch ratio (smaller than 11") propellers, this method is not a good approxirnaLioll
for the three dimensional effects or the blades in the flow,
(4) The modified models with a dynamic stall correction did not give improve-
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IlII:nls ill predicting the propeller performance. This is thought to be due to the in-
l;C1l1sistcllCY of the original method and Gormont's dynamic stall COrre1:tLon method.
(;ormcllt'~method were developed from the comparison of experimental results of
blade characteristics when the blade WiIs in steady motion and when in unsteady
f)~cillation. So the wake effect is already included in this method. The calculation of
the wake effect in the theoretical models using Gormont's dynamic stall correction
mdhod malic the effect of each blade's own wake to be considered twice.
6.3 Author's contribution to the study of cy-
cloidal propellers
6.3.1 Experimental Study
Prohlems ill the rrcvioils experimental work have been examined carefullr. Major
problems that affected the reliability and repeatibility of test results in equipments,
expcrimcntal sel up, and tClit procedures have bcen solved and the test results
lIre very much improvcd ill reliability and rcpeatibility compared with the previous
experimental work (Veitch 1990).
6.3.2 Theoretical Study
Limitations of r.,'lendenhall and Spangler's method have been examined. Modified
computational models were developed based on Mendenhall and Spangler's method.
Impro\'cd agreement between the experimental results and the results from the mod-
ified computational models has been achieved.
Chapter 7
Recommendations
7.1 Experimental Study of the Trochoidal Pro-
peller
rurther work to improve the experimental study of the model propeller dlilrac-
teristks is suggested as follolVs.
(1) r-.'lakc the cOllnection point inlhc torque signal transmissionlilicaL the slill
rings more flexible to avoid break down due to the model oscillation at high RPM
and during turbulent flow conditions.
(2) A wall effect or blockage correction method should be developed Lo g<:l more
accurate test data.
(3) A more accurate waler speed measurement method should be adopll:d in the
low speed range (O-2.0m/s) as the mercury manometer for measuring waler spC(~1
has it very low resolution when the water speed is below 2.0m/s.
(,j) Reverse tests of 150 RPM should be repeated to eliminate the prohlem ()f
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llllr~alistically high efficiency HI.IIlCS at high auvance ratios.
(.S} I~eltcr accuracy of torque measurement may be obtained if a new way of
tfJr1lllC calihration test is invented and more accurate torque calibratic ··...clors for
lIoll·stalic torque measurement is obtained.
7.2 Theoretical Study
More work could he done tQ improve the predictability of the mQdified models
witll a dynamic stall corrt'Ction mclhQd.
(I) In Qrder Lo eliminate the inconsistency discussed in Chapter 6, the effect
of the blade's own wake should not be calculated in models with a dynamic stall
I'Orrcetioll indu<led, since Gormont's method has already included the effect of the
hlade's own wake to some extent.
(2) Interractions between the vortices can be added into the computational meth-
ods to include the effect of deformation of the vortex sheets.
(3) Interraction between the wake and the blades when the blades cut through
the wake vortex sheets can be included into the computational methods.
(4) Reynolds number can be changed in the present computational methods to
examine its effect on the vortex diffusion and the effect on propeller forces.
(5) If the section data of the specific blade type used in experimental study can
be obtained" it can be used in the present computational methods to predict the
propeller performance.
(6) Variations of angle of attack along a blade chord line can be calculated
instead of only calculating the angle of attack at one point on the blade to improve
the accuracy or the blade rOr<'-l~ nkulalioll.
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Appendix A
FORTRAN Programs for
Theoretical Models
8 -----------------------------------------------------
8 TWD-DIMENuI2U~L~~~!8~~!l~~M~m~mfll~AU8uELS~m~~¥:;~i;;;;~;;;;i~~::-----·---·-·····-······-······· ..
character"3 jl
chancter"4 j2
character*4 ~Ob
integer lobnulD.ber
.... rite(6,*) 'restart? yes(l),no(O),
read(S,") krst ! O_th pUUleter
if(krst.eq.O) ilrite(6,*) 'nev start'
if(krst,eq.l) vr.ite(6,t) 'restart'
V'rite(6,"') '3-0(3) or 2-0(2)?'
read(S,*) k3 !:first parallleter
vrite(6.*) 'k3' ,k3
vrite(6 .... ) 'count for the 1/ue and blade effects?'
read(5,") kvake
vrite(6.*) 'k1/ake' .kllake
vrite(G,.) 'count for induced velocity effect:;?'
read(5,*) kinduce
llrite(6,*) 'kinduce' ,kinduce
....rih(6,.) 'Reduce the drag CfI!'!fficient?'
read(5,*) kdrag
....rih(6,.) 'kdrag' ,kdrag
.... rite(6,.) 'Enter the drag nduce coefficient?'
end if
if(kll~e.eq.O.and.kinduce. eq.O) then
open(17 ,file-jobnamelljobll 'b' ,status-'nell')
read(S,.) drageeef
IoIrite(S,.) 'drageeef' ,drageoef
.-rite(S,"') 'INPUT DATA---BOSE(1),
.-rite(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---OICKSON(2),
.-rite(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---VEITCH(3)'
READ(S,.) KINPUT
~rite(6,.) 'kinput-' ,kinput
IF(KINPUT.EQ.l) WRITE(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---BOSE'
IF(KINPUT.EQ.2) WRITE(S,.) 'INPUT DATA---DICKERSON'
IF(KINPUT.EQ.3) WRITE(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---VEITCH'
write(6,.) 'enter Piteh ratio number'
read(S,.) kpiteh
if(kpiteh.eq.l) pitch=2.924
if (kpitch. eq. 2) pi tch=3 .333
if(kpitch .eq.3) pitch-2. 000
if(kpitch.eq.4) pitch-l.6S7
if(kpitch.eq.S) pitch"1.429
if(kpitch.eq.S) pitch-O.9
if(kpiteh.eq.7) pitcha:O.8
if(kpitch.eq.8) piteh=O.7
if(kpitch.eq.9) pitch-O.6
if(kpitch.eq.l0) pitch"O.5
if(kpitch.eq.U) pitch.O.4
write(S,.) 'kpitch'" ,kpitch
write(S,.) 'pitch' ,pitch
if(kpitch.le.9) then
j 0 bnumber-k3.1OO+kinput.l0+kpitch
write(6,.) 'jebnulI.er-' ,jobnullber
write(jl, '(i3)') jobnumber
job=jl
write(6,.) 'jobnuller-' ,job
end if
ifj~b~~~~~~:k~~~O~~:~input.1OO+kpit ch
lldte(6,.) 'jobnuller-' ,jobnUllber
llrite(j2,'(i4)') jobnulIlber
job-j2
write(S,.) 'jobnulJer-' ,job
end if
jobname-'Jn'
IIrite(6,.) 'jobnarlle-' ,jobnaJlle
if (kllake .eq.l) then
open(17 ,file"'jebnamelljobll'a' ,status-'nell')
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IlIO
end if
if (kllake. eq.O.and .kinduee .eq.1) then
if(kdrag.eq.O) then
open( 17 ,file=jobnamelIjobl I 'c' ,statur 'nell')
end if
if(kdrag .eq.1) thr J
open(17 ,file;;jobnamelIjobl I 'cd' ,status;;'new')
end ~~d if
!calculte starting vortex
DO NI=l,4 !calculate 4 revolutionsCALL INIooAn).! I, NCYCl'
CALL NEWSTEP !calculate circulation at newatep
CALL BFORCE !calculate blade foreea
IF(NI.EQ.4) CALL AFORCE !caleulate averaged force
END DO
~~eL08UTAVGJ !output CTG,CQG,ETA---AOVJ
END 00
CLOSE!"!CLOSE 18CLOSE 19
CLOSE 22
CLOSE 23lCLOSE 24
close 21
mPEND
DO HI-l,50
write(6,"') 'ENTER AOV;'
read(S,.) advj
WRITE(6,.) 'ADVJ-',ADVJ
IF( .) GOTO 123
m
8 .
••••••~~2~~~H~~ •• CONST~NCLUDE 'HE.'lDENHALL. INC'
PI'3tjt,~9;~,
RAD-180./pI
MHAX:lo0 ! max nUl!!bef Qf wake vorticitiea.~M"6 . max number of b ad,es~~ .
* ~~2~2~;~~•• INPUT~NCLUDE 'HENDENHALL. INC'
tOl
! flov angle
!delta(thetll.)-----increlllll.nt of theta
!,~m~t~~~ta
!only for restart run---theta(initial)
------parameters for the fluid------~
gU~~tmR:go a~~~I{~~~
directory.' disk$user06: (grad. j inli. data] •
IF(KINPUT .EQ .1) INPUTFILE'" INPUT1'
IF(KINPUT .EQ. 2) INPUTFILE.. ' INPUT2'
IF(KINPUT .EQ .3) IUPUTFILEz'INPUT3'
~pen (20 ,filezdirectoryllINPUTFILE,
... status='old')
read(20,*) nbld
read(20,*) c
read(20 ,.) bbld
read(20,*) alpz
read(20,*) xzc
read(20,.) d
REAO(20,*) KCOEF !FLAG FOR CHOICE OF COEFFICIENT OF FORCES
;;~~:g~~*) ' '
write(21,.) 'INPUT DATA'
WRITE(21,.) ' '
IF(KINPUT.EQ.l) WRITE(21,.) 'BOSE'
IF(KINPUT.EQ.2) WRITE(21,.) 'DICKERSON'
IF(KINPUT.El;,.3) WRITE(21,*) 'VEITCH'
Ilrite(21,.) 'advj',advj
write(21,*) 'nbld' ,nbld
write(21,*) 'pitch' ,pitch
Ilrite(21,.) 'c' ,c
Ilrite(21,.) 'bbld',bbld
wdte(21,.) 'alpz' ,alpz
Ilrite(21,.) 'xzc' ,xzc
write(21,*') 'd' ,d
write(21,.) 'k3' ,k3
write(21,.) 'kcoef' ,kcoef
8 ------parameters for the blade-----
C
AC4-C/4.0
~!!k84~!\D
ASPT-2.0.aBLD/e! aspect ratio. (not used except for output)
AZTST-I0.0 ! (alpha)i-----induced camber lilllit(due to th~
! rotation of blade about their orbit)
~t~U:~:S------plrgStsJ~ti U!~p~~~He~!H~!iCLHAX-l. 5
R'-0/2.0
ALPHAP-O.O
OTIlP-IO.
f1f~fiT.Wg8o.
THPI-O.O
c
to:!
RENL-1.074E+05 ! Reynold's number
ENU=6.30£+04 ! effective eddy viscosity (for diffusion
! of wt·. .4 vortex)
C ------paraml.-ter5 for choic;:es-----
HBETAaO ! O---blade motion lS cycloidal
HDRAG-l ! IIdrag"l----including drag
MWAKE=O! 2--! A~-;:i~!:~!di~tt~UH~iU3JiJ~~0~~~~~ded
! interaction are only accounted if they are
! near(MINFL).
MINFL-O ! radius(in C)of a circle of influence
! centred at mid-chord(to get the influence
! effect of blade on wake)
~baAkE~ONFL I ~~~e~~~ ~~~tefr~: ~g~epi~~1~2~~~~e~i~~ve
! only \lith free stream
MRWAKE-O ! radius(in C) of a circle of influence centred
! at each wake vortex(to account for wake-wake
! interaction)
C ---SPECIFY BLADE HOTION---
BETAHX"O.
IF(HBETA.LE.l) GOTO 4
4 IF (MBETA . EQ.1) BETAHX"ATAN(PITCH/SQRT(l. -PITCH"2»
! comes from tan(BETA)"PITCH""sin(THETA)/(l.+PITCH""cos(THETA»
P=BET,\M~~~~ReCk the the type of interaction---
IF(HWAKE.GT.O .ANO.MINFL .EQ. 0) MINFL=l
IF(ENU.EQ.O.O) ENU"1.0
IF(HWAKE.EQ .1.AND.MRWAKE.LE. 0) HRWAKE=2
RWAKEaMRWAKE
RWAKE-(RWAKE""C)u2 !why do this?
C ---SPECIFY CLHAX,CLMIN---
RAO
06
C rameters-----
IF (AZTST .LE. 90. AZTST=SIN(AZTST IRAD) !why?
IF(MBETA.LE.l) GOTD 3 !cycloidal blade motion
3 RENL-RENL/ENU !effective Reynolds number
DRENL=RENL*PI/(4.0""R*C""ADVJ) !see eq(27) in MIS's paper
DELTH-360.0/RNBLD !OELTH is angle bet\leen two consecutive blades
CYCLE=360 ./OTHP + 0.05
NCYC~E"C!1brE"NCYCLE !NCYCLE is number of steps in a cycle.
NCY-O fNCY---counting number of steps
g!=U
m=HOELTA'"O.O !angle of the total force
~mg~IJ
5 CONTINUE
ALPZ"ALPZ!RAO
OTHP"OTHPIRAD
THPF-THPF
THOUT-TH
THPRT"TH
ALPHAR"A
CSALPH"C
SNALPH..SIN ALP
DXI"ADVJ/pI"R. !DXI-V.delta~T~/2g~g:-:g~3~~~:~: ~~:g ;g~g:~:~:ii:~f~:~i~~~t~~~~~~
C ------coefti n BFORCE and AFDRCE-------------------
IF(KCllEF .EQ.O) DICKSllN'S COEFfICIENT
g~~:~i:~~~~~: :~~tg:~~ 12.
CFFE"l./2. !coefficient to convert T,S.Q to
ELSE !Dickson's CT.CS,CQ
g~~:~: g~~~: :::~:~~ !CllEFF FOR BOSE'CASE
.&FW1.0~1l60iUi- --------------------------------------------- -------------
8 .
SUBROUTINE INITIAL
~ .NCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'o 11 J-l.NMAX
IBLADE(J)=O !number of the blade
X.O~Jl-O'O !axial force the blade
yaO J -0.0 !nond force of the blade
QBD J "0. (] !torque of the blade
XC4~J)-0.0 !POSITION OF THE BLADES
YC4 J)"O.O
UC4 J) ..O.O !total velocity approaching a blade made
VC4(J)-0.0 !up of II and induced velocities
GAMC4(J.l)=O,O !GAMA at c/4 at last tille step
GAMC4(J.2)-O,O !GAMA at c/4 at present
DO 11 K-l.HHAX
GAMS(J .K)"O, 0 !GAMA of the wake vortex
XGAHB(J.K)-O,O !position ot the wake vortex
YGAHB(J.K)=O,O
DXGAMB(J ,K)=O. 0 !displacellent of the \lake vortex during
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]1J.l
!position of centre of prropeller.
(T"'O) •••
XCNTR"O,O
YCNTR·O.O
THP(1)-O.O !theta'-O.O
DO 14 N=2.NBLO !starting angle position of each blade
14 THP(N)=THP(N-l)-tOELTH
DO 15 N-l.NBLD
IBLAOE(N)"N
THETAP=THP(N)/RAD !change into radians froll degrees
c ------calculate beta,d(beta)/dt ,d2(beh)/dt2-------
CALL BLAoE(THETAP, PITCH .1. 0,8, oBOT ,082oT)
PSIOT(N)-1.0-0BOT
15 BETA(N)"B
~ COMPUTE STRENTH AND LOCATION OF STARTING VORTIES
DO 16 N-l.NBLo
IBLAoE(N) ..N
TH'!Nl-THP(N)/RAO
XTE N -R'SIN(TH'(N»'C'('ZC-l. O).COSCTH'lNJ-BETACNJ)
YTE N '*R.CQS(THP(N) )-C.(XZC-1.0) .SIN(THP N)-BETA(N)
g ~~::~:~~~~~~:i:; ~~~:~ig~~:~~:~i: i~:i: ::~:i:~
XGAMB(N,M)"XTE(N) !starting vortex is at the trailing edge
YGAMB (N, M) -YTE(N)
C ---calculation of alpha(eq.5,6,7 in the paper)---
~~:~5~g:~~~~~~psr..THP (N) -BETA (N)
~~~~~:~5~~~~~~
WX=-(AoVJ/PI*CSALPH + CSTH)
WY-AOVJ/PI.SNALPH -t SNTH
U~:~QXl~m,' .·l;~!k~!,
TA-WN/WA
ALPHA(N)-ATAN(TA) !local blade angle of attack
W(N)-SQRT(WX"2+WY••2) !local vel approaching blade
DYGAMB (J ,K)"O. 0 ! a tilllEl step
FVTX(J ,K)-!. 0 ! FVTX-'"
~~AN CONTINUE
~UBROUJ!~~:~f~U::::::··
~NCLUOE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
C ••• SET UP STARTING CONDITIONS
C
Jr.i1
~~;~y~tifo:L~~EEl~1:~~i~~\~~~eEF~Er;!~~s~;A~~J~P~: the
IUS's paper.p.14----alphae is ef~ective blade I1l\gle at which
!effective blade angle
!starting vortex
!effective blade angle in
!degrees
!theta in degrees
C a flat·plate must be placed to have the 5aJlle circulation
C as the blade.)
e
DWn.. -WA*PS lOT (N) +CSTIl*CSPSI +SNlll*SNPSI
~~~D~N;~~f~)~~~ :~~~;r~~~f;5~~;;~~nWA"2)GAHC4~N ,2).PI'C' (W(N) _(N) - C/R_ (XZC-. 5)'PS!DT(N»
CL(N~"2'O'(Gi.l'iC4(~.~n5~~~~~~·Ar..PZ + C/R/4 ,O"PSIDT(N»
SF-t.O ! stall correct facter
IF1eL(» .GLeLMAX) ,F.eLMAX/eL(»
IF eL(N) .LT.CLHIN) SF"CLHIN/CL(N)
IF SF .CE. 1.0) GOTO 215
GAKC4(N, 2)-CAHC4(N, 2)'SF
215 CONTINUE
ALPHAE(N)-CAMC4 (N, 2) I (PI_C..W(N»
GAHB(N ,M). -GAHC4(N ,2)
ALPE(N) -ALPHAE(N)*RAD
eLCN) =CL (N) .SF
THPD(N) "THP(N) 'RAD
~irLA5~~~~~~:~~ DUM)
eD(N) IIIOUH*dragcoet
BETAD(N)·BETA (N) "RAD
I~n~OE(~6;;¥f~~~Sfer control in COrD statement
CTSAV(t)-cr
gg~~~~g:g~
~UOUR>
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! .u~~~~H~;.~~~!;~nNCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'devide NEWSTEP into 4 steps in order to calculate deformation8of wake vortices due to mutual interference
C ... CALCULATE CONDITIONS AT TIME-OT!4 ...
C CALCULATE LOCATION OF BOUND VORTICITY AT C!4
C 00 18 N-I,NBLo
F(N)-1.0
i~~f~~::rn~~:~+DTHP!4.0
CALL BLADdTHETAP ,PITCH,I. 0 .B,OBDT.oB20T)
BETA(N)-a
XC2 (N) -R*SINITHETloP) .. (XZC.C-C!2 .!*COS (THETAP-B)
YC2 (N) -R.COS THETAP)· (XZC*C-CI2. *SIN(THETAP-B)
~~ j~~~~~.EQ.O) GOTO 128 !vake moves at free stream velocity
327 IF(HWAKE.GT. 1) GOTO 319 !only blade-vortex interaction is
llUi
!counted
8-----calculate nev locations of shed vorticity------
127 CAL.L INTRVV !calculate displacement duo to
319 CAL.L 1NTRBV !calculH~t~~~vf~2:ti~~t~~:c~~ons
DO 322 N-l,NBLD ! ado-vortex J.nteractJ.onll
DO 322 1-1,M
XGAHB(N, I)-XGAMB(N, I) -t DXGAHB(N, I) -tDXG.FVTX(N ,I)
YGAHB(N ,I)-YGAHB(N, I) + OYGAHB(N, I) +DYG.FVTX(N ,I)
322 FVTX(N,I)"1.
C 'IR 88~mtlE
C CALCULATE CONDITIONS AT TIHE-OT/2 ...
~"M !number of vorticitiell already shed oft blades
~oH;B N=l,NBLO
THP(N)-THP(N) + DTHP/4.
6~ITA:i:I~~~~~ETAP ,PITCH,I.O ,B,DBDT ,OB2DT)
~i~~:~:~:~~~H~g~~~ ~ g:~~~g=~ :g~:~~~m~g~~=~~ 1~;:1~i~~il
XGAHB(N,H) ..XTE(N) !assullle that at t/2 the nev wake.vorticities
!have moved to the trai1J.ng edges of each
YGAHB(N,H)-YTE(N) !blade.
22 CONTINUE
8
C ..* CALCULATE CONDITIONS AT TIME-3*OT/4 *..
C
C COMPUTE LOCATIONS OF BOUND VORTICITY AT C/4
go 23 N-l,NBlD
~~f~~:~~~:~+DTHP/4.
CALL BLAOdTHETAP, PITC'I, 1.0 ,B,DBDT ,OB2DT)
BETA(N)-B
XC2(N)-a*SINjTHETAP) + (XZC.C-c/2 .0) -COS(THETAP-B)
YC2(N)=a*COs THETAP) - (XZC*C-C/2.0)*SIN(THETAP-B)
IHE::~ CONT NUE
IF(MWAKE) 327,29,327 ! calculate nev locations of shed
!voticity
8---calculate locations of shed vorticity assuming no
~ ------calculate displacellent ot v::u:~r~~:~~~::~:~~~--
29 XGAH--ADVJ/PI-R*CSALPH.DTHP ! XGAH-V*del ta(T) .cos (ALPHA)
YGAH=ADVJ /pI .a.SNALPH.DTHP !YGAH=V*delt a(T). is in (ALPHA)
C -----calculate position of the already-shed ll'ake vorticities------
DO 229 N=l,NBLO
DO 129 r-l,HH
XGAMB(N,I)-XGAMB(N,I) + XGAH
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YGAHB(N,n-YGAHB(N,O .. YGAM
C ~~~--c~~~!~¥ron of nev-born wake vorticity positions-----
C -----assume they only move during last half of delta(T)---
XGAHB(N,M)-XGAHB(N,M) .. XGAH/2.0
229 YGAMB(N.M)-YGAHB(N,H)" YGAH/2.0
C 24 IME-1
~ ... C~~~~~~\~~:~:~~:"O~TB~~:~'~~R~::ITY AT c/'
So 25 N"'1,NSLD
t~~~~::rn~~~~"DTHP/4 .
CALL SLAOECrHETAP ,PITCH,i.O,B,DSOT,OB20T)
BETA(N)-B
~g~~~:~:a~~H~~t~~~ ~ ~~~g:g:g~~:g~:~~~~rug~~::~
25 CONTINUEg-------cll.lculate angle of attack
DO N"i,NSLD
~g:~~~:g:g
END 00
IF(KINOUCE. EQ. 1) THEN
CALL VELCAL ! calculate induced velocity.
END IF
CALL ALPHACAL !calculate alpha(n) ,fk(n)
CALL STEAOYCL !MENDENHALL's method of calculating steady den)
C -------calcula.te drag coeffieient(no dynamic stall correction)--------
DO N"'l,NSLD
ALPO-ALPHA1(N).fU.O
CALL DRAG(N,ALPD,OiJH)
CO(N)-OUM.dragcoet
~NO DO
ALL FWCAL !ca.lculal:o~¥H¥;~c:siof~H§~ef~ ~~rc~~:~e wake positions
! in transformed plane.
CALL f~~~~d v~~tigYi~:~s~nfkx§g~etgo~iH~i:~~ t~e positions
! in transformed plane.
CALL COEFCAL !calculate coefficient matrix Q
53 CALL INV(Q,QA,QC,NBLD,NBLD) !solve for unknovn circulation
DO N-1,NSLD
GAMC4(N,2)-QC(N) ! new blade bound vortex strength
E~~HgdN,M)-CAHC4 (N, 2) -GAMC4(N ,1)
8~~~O~~A~L.CR lac eu d for taU cor ec ionArbla~e ~nduced <:1:a!.cuYate vJe lnducea <:1 and o'ther
~ CALL CPCALC !calculate CPU,CPL for c.avitition.
CALL OUTRAN !tranlJforlD. radians into degrees for
C !output
~&OURN
c
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SUBROUTINE BLADE (THETAP ,RRAT ,OMEGA,FBETA,FOBDr ,FOB20T)8 .
bNCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
C CALCULATION OF BLADE ANGLE(FBETA) ,ANGULAR VELOCITY(FDBDT).
C AND ANGULAR ACCELERATION(FDB2DT)
c
2~~:~5~~~~f~~~
IF(HBETA.GT.O) GOTD 10
~ CYCLOIDAL BLADE MOTION
C COMPUTE BETA(RADIANS)
SI:~R!IpjmCSTP
FBETA*ATAN2{CB. DB)
8 COMPUTE DBDT
8EN=RRAT**2+2. *aRAT*CSTP+l. 0
FDBDT"OHEGA*RRAT* (RRAT+CSTP) /OEN8 COMPUTE 0820T
FOB20T=(OMEGA**2) .RRAT" (RRAT"'.2-1 .) .SNTP/ (DEN"2)
RETURN
10 IF(HBETA.GT.1) GOTO 20
I SINUSOIDAL BLADE MOTION~~!~:::~~::::FICATION Of BLADE HOTION
20 T",ATAN2(SNTP,CSTP)
Bb H·~~i?H~JAT+6.28318531
JJ.J
IF(T-TniT(J» 25,26,21
21 CONTINUE
25 DELTA-(TTtrr(JJ) -T) /CTIHT(JJ) -TTtrr(J J-1»
~g~6~~~iM~~~ :~iti~: H~~g3~ :f:6~g3:B~
111$
FDB2DT"T8D2(JJ)-OELTA. (TBD2(JJ) -1802(JJ-l»
RE~~N F8ETA"TBTA(JJ)
F08DT-T8TD(JJ)
FDB2DT-T802(JJ)
rEUM
c·.··························su~~~~;~~~ ••~~~~~~~~;~~~~;~~ ..~ CALCULATE UNCAMBEREI) AIRFOIL DRAG COEFFICIENT
~~~~g~~ :~~: ~~g: ~ ~g:~E~HAALPHA
ALP-ABS(ALP)
11 IF(ALP.LE.14.0) GOTO 20
~~~~t~:~ri::g:~:g:~t~:tf:~tg~ ggf~ ~gIF~ALP.GE.30.0.AND_ALP.LE.1S0.0) GOTO 50I&to,!!·-ALP
20 CD"(ALP••2)/17071.4" 0.006
~~~~o:~ cO-O.oa.ALP - 1.1
40 CO=(ALP**2)/1406.2
GOTO 60CD-~~ oa.~i:(~gi~~~29~~~~ 15.6Rn CONTINUE~~~ .
subroutine outavgJg .
r:~:::t'IQ~::~~~~~~:~~AVG-ADVJ for plotting
gIQ~c~~ci&~c8EE~c~G
IIrite(17, '(4£12.5)') AOVJ ,CTG,CQG,ETAG
~~aurn
C··········..····..r~;~~H~:.~~;~~: ••
r:~:;:t ';::~:~:~l ~;n:~l the wake vortices
open( 14,file:'wake' ,sta.tus" 'nell')
vrite(14, '(i3)') III
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do i-1,m
vrite(l4.'(4E12.S) ,)
• XGAMB(l, I), yeAMB(1, I) ,XGAMB(2, I), VGAMB(2 ,I)
end do
~~~urn
~ ...............••
~u2~2~n~;.~'!!~~~ ••
c (1) CONSIDER VORTEX-VORTEX n.jERACTIONS (HWAKE=!)
INmOE DaE~jElrnt7!l;rnc'
DO 21 I-l,M
XP=XGAHB (N ,I)
IF(XP.LT,OWAKE) GOTD 21
YP"'YGAHI!(N,I)
!gJl~;8~G".NBLD
DO 19IC"1,HH
IF{NG.EQ.N.AND.IG.EQ,I) GOTO 19 !no interaction on itself
XGAM..XGAMB(NG,IG)
YGAH-YGAMB(NG,IG)
~;-f~~~~~~~:K~) +G6i~·rgAM)"fno intercation if too far apart
~~:H~:ig~~1~~
DIF
IF .0) GOTO 219
DUM
DUM '.OTHP
IF( UM:DUM-OTHP/2, ! ime=2-----t=dt*3/4
DUM=-R2*ORENL/DUM
DIFF-I,-EXP(OUH)
219 SUMU-SUMU+FX!TPI*GAHB(NG,IG).OIFF
SUHY=SUHY+FYITPI -GAKB (NG •IG) *01 FF
DXcl~B(N:~~!~~U.R.DTHP/2.
DYGAMB(N,I)= SUHV*R*DTHP/2.
~liilOlN CONTINUE
~ "'•.............*.U2~2~n~~.;~~2~"'.NCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
C (2) CONSIDER BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTIONS
C 00 20 n-l,NBLO
~~:~g~~~
PSI-THP(N) -BETA(N)
Illl
~~~i:~~~~~g
DO 320 He-l,NSW
00 320 IG"l,M
IGAH-IGAKB(Ne.IG)
YGAH-YCAHB(NG.IC)
~g:~~~~~~~:~~~i : Hg:=:~~~:~~i
RC..SQRT(XGu2 ... YC"2)/C
PHI-ATAH2(YG ,XC)
IF(RG.CT.RINFL) COTO 320
IC-Iefe
ve-YG/C
CALL TRAiiSF(XG,YG,SR,TH)
N, 2)+GAMB(NG. Ie» 15R-GAMB(HG, IG) I (SR-A2/SR)
P!*DTIlP·O.S/SR
IC) .tT.l, 0) GOTO 321
+BETA(N)-THP(N)
)2.;O;i¥:mbS(ALPV) -A2/ (SR.SR) .COS~AH'n)
) ... DXI*(SIN(ALPV)-A2/(Sa*SR)*SIN(AMT»
SRP"SQRT XI'" ETA.ETA)
IF (SRP,GT.AC4) sa-sap
TH-ATAN2(ETA,Xn
FVTX(NG.IG):O.O
YG~~§R+A~~;~~~;~~~~~-cos (TH)
XGAHB(NG,IG).XC2(H) XC*CSPSI YG*SNPSI
YGAMB(NG.IG).YC2(H) lC*SliPSI YC.CSPSI
~!L 8811Hi!ll~
~ui~~~iiai:i«€g::
C COHPUTt VELOCITY INDUCED AT BLADE C/4 BY SHED VORTICITY
lNCLUDE 'MENDENHALL.INC'
DO 31 N-t,NBLD
~~:~g~:~
!H~~:8:8
PSI-THP(N)-BETA(N)
CSPSI~COS(PSI~
SNPSI-SIN(PSI
DO 32 NG=l,NB 0
DO 32 IC.. t,HM
XGAH-XGAHB(NC .IC)
YGAH-YGAMB(NC,IO)
R2=(XP-1GAM)n2. (YP-YGAM)""2
III
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~~: ~i~=ig:~ ~~~
011'1'·1.0
FDIFF(NG, 10)=1. 0
IF(RENL.LE.O.O) GOTo 232
ggR:7jj~ THP
DUH·-R2*
011'1'-1.0
FDIFF(NG
2~~ *OIFF~~:Hm I; tm~m
SUHV"SUHV + FN*GAMB(NG,IG)!TPI
SUMU-SUMU + FMGAMB(NG,IG)/TPI
C 32 CONTINUE
C UC4 AND VC4 ARE VELOCITIES INDUCED AT BLADE Cf4 BY SHED8 VORTICITY
~g:m~:~~~ : ~g:m~
31 CONTINUE
Eo 30 N=l,NBLD
XP'XC2m
}-BETA{N)
(PSI~SNPSI=SIN(PSI
DO 33 kN-1.NB 0
IF(kN.EQ.N) GOTO 33
~g~~:~g~~ig
R2:(XP-XGAM)"2 + (YP-YGAM)'.2
FX'IYP-VGAM)/R2
FY.. XP-XGAM)/R2H:mml; tm~m
SUHV=SUMV + FN*GAMC4(kN,2)/TPI
SUHU=SUKU + FA*GAMC4(kN,2)/TPI
33 CONTINUEg
~g:m~:~~~ : ~g:m~
c 30 CONTINUE
C UC4 AND VC4 ARE VELOCITIES INDUCED AT BLADE Cf4 BY SHEDg VORTICITY AND BLADE BOUND VORTICITY
mURN
~ .
cu~~2~n~;.~~~~~~~;••
C calculate angle of attack
C calculate leadi edge and trailing edge positions
hHC~8DIi" .INC·
THP(N)-r DTHP/4. 0
THPD(N)= RAD
~~t[A~~r~~hHETAP ,PITCH, 1. 0 ,B. DBDT ,08201)
DBDT
.0-080T
-OB20T
-----ca culate angle of attack due to free stream and rotation
C of the propeller(alpha)
~~m:~~~~~~:~~
pSr-THP(N) -BETA(N)
~~~~~:~~~~~~g
WX--(ADVJ)PI*CSALPH + CSTH)
WY"'ADVJ!PI*SNALPH + SNIH
WN=WX*SNPSI .. WY.CSPS! + VC4(N)
WA=-i/X*CSPSI + WY.SN?SI + UC4(N)
WN1=WX*SNPSI + WY*CSPSI + u.c*c*psidt(n)/r + VC4(N)
TA..WN/WA
W(N)"SQRT(WAU2 + IIN·*2)
~t~~~i~lN~r:~~~~
~~~~t~~:~~:~:~j ~t~~~t~~~::t~~+2.•3.14159265
C ----calculate L. E and T. E positions-----
C
~~:~:~~~g~g~~~
~+~:~~~H~:~:g~
XtE N)-RS+XZC*C*CTB
YLE N1.Rc-xzc*caSTB~+~ =:~~ ~~g:g:g~:~:
XC4 N -RS+ XZC.C-C/4.0l.CTB
YC4 N -RC- XZC.C-C/4.0 .STB
XC2 N -RS+ XZC.C-c/2. 0 .eTBYC' N.RcJXZC.C-C/'.O).STB
30 CONTINUE
a~~urn
~ ..U2~2~n~;.~~s~~ ••COMPUTE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SHED VORTICITYNCLUDE 1 MENDENHALL. INC'
1I3
!for the completion of calculation of
!induced velocity at blade cf4 after
!solve for unknown vorticity
A-C!4.
DO 33 n'"l,NBtD
~~:~g~:~
PSI"THP(N)-BETA(N)
CSPSI"COS(P5I~
SNPSr.SIN(PSI
DO 34 NC-l,NS 0
DO 34 IG.l,M
XGAH-XGAHB (NG, IG)
YGAH-YGAHB (NG JIG)
~g: ~~~~~~~:~~~~~:Hg~::~~~:~~~~~
RC-SQRT(XC**2+YC••2) Ie
PHI",ATAN2(YG,XG)
XG=XC/C
.4.0) CALL TRANSF(XG,YG,SR,TH)
~~.(2.*RC*MCSP-2 .•Ad) / (RC*RG-2. *R.C*A*CSP+A.A)
:~!~:~~~~~~~~~~~i~:~i~;i~i~n
~ .u~~22n~~.~~s~~••COMPUTE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR BOUND VORTICITYNeLUOE •MENDENHALL. INC'
Ac e!4..
DO 35 N-l,NBLD
XP"XC2 N
)-SETA(N)
(P5I~
(PS1t'.o
IF (NG. EQ.~) N~OTO 45
38 XGAM-XC4(NC)
YGAM-YC4(NG)
40 R2-(XP-XGAH)**2 + (YP-YGAH)**2
~~:n~:rg~~~:~
FN..FY*CSPSI-FX*SNPSI
FA=FX*CSPSl+FY*SNPSI
FBN(N,NG)=FN
FBA(N,NG)=FA
~g: ~~~~~~~:~~~~~:~ig~~=~~~ :~~~~~
RC-SQRT(XOu2 + YC••2)/C
PHI-ATAN2(YC ,XO)
xc",xG/eyo-yole
CALL TRANSF(XG, YO ,SR,TH)
.•RG.A.CSP-2 .•A.A) I (RG.RC-2 .•RC.A.CSP+A.A)
FB(N,NG):o-l.
FBN(N .NG)"O.O
FBA(N.NO):oO.O
~~L 881jm8~
~ .u~~2~n~;.;~;~2i~;••MCk~~~N;~!NDENHALL. INC'
AXTST-PSIDT (N) .cl (4 ••R.W(N» I AZTST ! AZTST" (ALPHA) i ---put
!limit on rotation effect. (see p.IO in H&:S'spaper 2)
IF(AXTST .OT .1.) PSIDT(N)-PSIDT(N)/AXTST
BETADT(N)o;l.O-PSIDT(N) !used in BFORCE
GAHI..PI.C.W(N).ALPHA(N) !angle of attack effect
CAH4"PI.C.C.(XZC-.5).PSIDT(N)/R !ro·tation effect (translation)
GAH2-PI.C.W(N).ALPZ !ell.Jllber effect. (ALPZ-(ALPHA)O.)
GAH3--PI.C"C.PSIOT(N)/4'/R ! rotation effeet(rotation)
cell (N) -2. "gaml/v(n) Ie
eeI2(N) =2 ••gaJll2!v(n) Ie
cel3 (N) -2 .•gam3/v(n) Ic
eel4(N)"2 .•gam4/w(n)/c
~C~~(g6.2. '(g~l+g..2+g~3+g~4)/.(n) /,URN..................UBROUTINE COEFCAL...................
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX Q(H,I) AND
C THE CORRESPONDING RIOHT HAND SIDE RHS(N)
~MCS~D".iH"~E!""ALL. INC'
OAHC4(N. d"GAHC4(N,2)
R2 CONTINUENO=~O DO 60 N=I,NBLD
GAMC4(N.2),,0. !this is to be solved unknown
80 57 I=t,NBLD
Q(N.I)-O.O
IF(N.EQ.I) Q(N.n-1.0
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llti
C 57 CONTINUE
if(kvake.eq.O) goto 58
80 S5 l=i,NBLD
Q(N, O-FW(N ,I ,M)-F8(N, I)
C 55 CONTINUE
58 RHS(N) =CLi (N) .C*W eN) /2. ! RHS(N) -GAMi-tGAM2-tGAM3+GAM4
if(kvake.eq.O) goto 59 ! don't count for the vake and other
80 5~ ~:i~ftBfDeffect
RHS(N)-RHS(N)+GAMC4(I, O·fiI(N, I,M) !other blade's effect
DO 56 J"i,MM
RHS(N)"RHS(N)+FW(N, I, J) tGAMB(I, J).FDIFF(I, J) !wake effect
~~ QA~g~~gZN)
60 CONTINUE
~NOURN
C ****.*.***.*•••••*
SUBROUTINE STALLCR
8••..~~~ic~~y;U~9~IgITMfA~tJi~fi~!COfOM8 ~b~9!c\9~OING
~MGkgDIi.;~N«~NHALL. lNG'
IBLADE(N)"N
F(N)-l. !F(N) is a scale factor
CL(N)=2. *GAHC4(N ,2)/ (C*W(N»
SF=1.0~~ gt~~~ :r+:gt:~~ ~~:gt~~Mgt~~~
.1.) GOTO 63
)"IBLAOE(N)+10
li~lm8'
GAMC4(N,2)"GAHC4(N,2)*F(N) !new blade bound vortex
!strength
CL(N) ..CL(N)*F(N)
ALPHAE(N)"GAHC4(N, 2) I (PI*C*W (N»
263 GAHB(N,H)"'GAMC4(N.l)-GAHC4(N,2) !new shed wake vortex strength
I~~:****·****·**U~~~~H~~.~~~~2..calculate vorticity induced by vake and other bladu
oMCh~~~NB~!NO'NHALL.INC'
! calculate induced voticity due to old wakes
~~:~¢,"1 ,HBLO
DO JG"l,H-l
Sl=Sl+GAHB(IG,JG)*FW(N,IG,JG)*FOIFF(IG,JG) !due to wakes
ENDI~~IG.EQ.N) FB(N,IG) ..O.O !no effect on it's self
52=S2+GAMC4 (IG, 2) *FB(N, IG)
~~Rw2g1 .lnduced vortlvlty due to wakes
GAHBB-52 llnduced vortIcIty due to other blades
gt~~~~:~::~~~~~~~~g
END DO
IF(NLEQ.4) THEN
END IF ,tEr:::~~rI:~8~ !r'ktFSRE SOLVE THE LINEAR EQN.
~noURN im:::8r 88E f8 M+~ER BLADES
i*************.***U!~2~r!~!.~~~~~~**BCh~£~NB~NDENHALL. INC'
CZ-GAHC4(N, 2)*2. o/(c*PI)
DUM-l . 2*U)N) *COS (ALPHAD (N» !WHY?
H~:BH~:j: g~:8z
g~~~~~:~ :=~UU/W N ~::~
DUM=(W(N)*P **2
CPU(N)--CPU !only calculate CPU,CP at one point for
CPL(N)--CPL !test of cavitition.
i~~:~ .
SUBROUTINE TRANSF(XQ. YQ,RB, TK)
C ******* .
1nteger ndeg
parameter (ndeg-2)
~~:~l~:'th~~~fHndeg+l).zero(ndeg)
external zpocc
coeff(l)-(O .0625 ,0.0)
coeff(2)-cmplx( -xq,-yq)
c.oeff(3)-(1.0,0.0)
call zpocc (ndeg ,coeff ,zero)
do i-l,ndeg
rr-(real (zero( i») "2+(aimag(zero (i») ••2
rr-rr·*0.5
if(rr.lt.O.25) goto 1
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rx-real (zero (i»
ry-aimag(zero(i) )
tn-atan2(ry,rx)
rb-rr
th-tn
1 end do
reaurn
gn.....•••...•••....•••..
SUBROUTINE INVCA,B,X,LDA,N)8 •••••••••••••••••••••••
REAL A(LOA, LOA) ,B(N) ,X(N)
IPATH·l
CALL LSLRG(N,A,LDA,B,IPATH,X)
~iiOURN
~ .U~~2~1~;.;~IU~~~••L DE 'MENDE L.INC'~!ii=H VJJM---counting number of steps
~a:8:8
m:8:8
8i\1:8:88
8i\B8:8:8
8i5ll8:8:8
~~m~h
8i\l:m:88
8i\Bm:88
8i\llm:88
~~i\URN
t
·..········..····U~~2~1~;.~~2~~; ..
COMPUTE FORCES ON INDIVIDUAL BLADES
;r~E 'MENDENHALL. INC'
CTL"O,O
lIS
CQL"O.O
10B:8:8
8011:88
E-----3-d correction or not------
IF(K3.EQ.3) THEN
DO N=l.NBLD
GAMC4(N ,3) ,.GAHC4 (N. 2}.PI!4.
En~~~~~6"CD(N)+CL (N) ",,,,2/PI!BBLO"'C
if (k3. eq. 2) then
DO N-l,NBLD
GAHC4(N ,3}=GAKC4(N,2)
!"YFOO~ 70 N"l.NBLD
g~~:~~~f~t~~~~ f:~~
2~f::~~~m:~ f~~ ::g~ ~:~ ~
~~:f~:~~~f:g~~:~~
C ----(l}.calcalate force due to circulation-----
C ! lift is pependicular to the coming flow
XBC4(N}=-GAMC4(N.3).W(N}.SNA"'BBLD !along the blade chord
YBC4(N)- GAHC4(N.3).W(N).CSA"'BBLD lperpendicular to chord
C
C -----(2). calculate force due to apparent mass effect------
C ----- (see eq.30,31,32 in HtS's paper)
SUH"8fTADT~~§:~~~;~;~~jJ!F! '" (BT~~~~~~ :~:~ ~~~:~~7~~"'SNTB
~:~: ~ :z~~=r:~:~UKI (t~~~!3~5~ ~:~~~~:;~;~~~~N~:~~Z;ff;~{(4.•R"'R)
C -----(3} . calculate force due to viscous drag----
C (along the coming flow)
IF(HDRAG.LE.O} GOTO 69
XBO(N}-.S.C.SBLO.(W(N}u2).CD(N).CSA !along the bbde chord
YBD(N)",S"'C.SBLDt(W(N}."'2).CD(N).SNA !perpendicular to chord
TB(g~-«~~lZ~~~YBO(N}+ZB(N))*SNTB -
• (XBC4(N}+XBD(N»tCSTB}.CFFT
!along x-dir in
!propeller co-ordinate
SB(N)=«YBC4(N)+YBD(N)+ZB(N) }"'CSTB +
'" (XBC4(N)+XBD(N) )tSNTB).CFFT
!along y-dir in
!propeller co-ordinate
QB (N) .. «XBC4 (N) +XBD (N) ).CSBTA+
'" (YBC4(N)+YBO(N)+ZB(N) }.SNBTA)tCFFQ
n,,, (YBC4 (N). SNTB-XBC4(N) "'CSTB) *CFFT
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TO- YB B-XBD(N)*CSTB)·CFFT
TM.. ZB *CFFT
QL: TA+YBC4(N)*SNBTA)*CFFQ
QO- A-tYBD(N)*SNBTA).CFFQ
QM=ZB(N) *SNBTA*CFFQ
C ---CALCULATE FORCE ON THE PROPELLER
CT:CT.TB1NlCS"CS.SB N
CQ"CQ.QB N
8Q1::8Q1::Q~
8QB:8QB:QB
8Qll:rnt:Qll
70 CONTINUE
ETA-CT/CQ*ADVJ/PI·CFFE !efficiency
mURN
~Ui~22I!~i:~f~~~~::8 COMPUTE AVERAGE THRUST. SIDEFORCE. TORQUE. EFFICIENCY
C (definition of AVERAGE---see part2 of the paper.p ,15)
INCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
IF(NCYCLE,GT,91) GOTO 73 !ncycle is nUlllber of steps in a cycle.
~!t~~~8n~8:8I !t~A¥gi;-~Y~ly~ the force calculated before
QAVC.CQ
W8:@~
Bm:@B
~8:~
C
IF(NCY ,tT . NCYCLE) GOTD 73
CTC-CTAVG/CYCLE ! calculate average force coefficient after
CSC-CSAVG/CYCLE ! complete a cycle(ncy=ncycle).
CQC=CQAVC/CYCLE
ETAG=CTG/CQG*ADVJIPI *CFFE
CTLG-CTLAVG/CYCLE
CQLG=CQLAVC/CYCLE
CTDG-CTDAVG/CYCLE
CQDG=-CQDAVC/CYCLE
CTMG..CTMAVC/CYCLE
C1HG-CQHAVC/CYCLE
Bn:8Q8:m8:@B8:rnt8
CRG·SQRT(CTC....2.CSC....2) !average resultant force coefficient
~"O~~N CONTINUE
1'20
write(6,*) 'enter Pitch ratio number'
read(S,*) kpitch
if(kpitch.eq.l) pitch"'2.924
if(kpitch.eq.2) pitch"'3.333
if(kpitch.eq.3) pitch-2.000
if (kpitch. eq .4) pitch-t. 667
if(kpitch.eq.6) pitch-l.429
if (kpitch. eq. 6) pitch"'O. 9
if(kpitch.eq.7) pitch-O.a
if(kpitch.eq.8) pitch-O.7
if(kpitch.eq.9) pitch"O.6
if(kpitch.eq.l0) pitch=O.5
if(kpitch.eq.l1) pitch-O.4
write(6,.) 'kpitCh-' ,kpitch
write(6,.) 'pitch' ,pitCh
~ :::::::~~~;;~~~~~~~!~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~::::::~NCLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
character-1 jobname
chllracter-3 j 1
character-4 j2
character-4 ~ob
integar Jobnumber
write(S,-) 'restart? yes(1),no(O)'
read(S,.) krst
if(krst.eq.l) write(6,.) 'restart'
if(krst.eq.O) write(S,-) 'nell start'
IIrite(S,.) '3-0(3) or 2-0(2)1'
read(S,.) k3
write(6,*) 'k3' ,k3
write(S,.) 'include vake effect? M(O),yes(1)'
read(S •• ) kllake
write(S,.) 'include induced velocity effect? no(O),yeS(l),
read(S •• ) kinduce
write(s •• ) 'INPUT DATA---BOSE(l)'
write(s,.) 'INPUT DATA---DICKSON(2)'
write(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---HENDENHALL(3) ,
READ(S, *) KINPUT
IIrite(S.*) 'kinput=' ,kinput
IF(KINPULEQ.1) WRITE(6.*) 'INPUT DATA---BOSE'
IF(KINPUT.EQ.2) WRITE(6 •• ) 'INPUT DATA---OICKERSON'
IF(KINPUT.EQ.3) WRITE(6,.) 'INPUT DATA---HENDENHALL'
C
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if~kpitch.le.9) then
J obnUlllber"k3'1 00'"kinput'1O+kpi tch
write(6,') 'jobnuDler*',jobnUllber
write(jl,'(i3)') jobnumber
job"j1
write(6,') 'jobnumer*',job
ii?~pHch.ge.10) then
j obnumber-k3'1 000'"kinput _1 OO"'kpitch
write(6,.) 'jobnumer.' ,jobnullber
write(j2,'(i4)') jobnulllber
job"j2
write(6,.) 'jobnumer*',job
end if
j obname='d'
write(6,_) 'jobname*',jobname
if (kwake .eq.1) then
open(17, file-jobnamelljobll'a' ,status-' nev')
end if
if(kvake. eq.O. and .kinduce. eq.O) then
open(17 ,file-jobnamelljob/ I 'b' ,status.'nev')
end if
if(k....ake. eq.O . and . kinduce. eq.1) then
open(17 ,file=jobnamelljobll'c' ,status·'neY')
end if
80 MI"I,50
write(6,.) 'ENTER ADVJ'
read(S,*) advj
WRITE(6,') 'ADVJ.. ' ,ADVJ
IF(ADVJ.LT.O.) GOTD 123
~i~~ fijf~AL !calculte starting vortex
CALL OUTDATA !output data of t ..O
~~C~~~:~~HEtkCT !calculate 4 reVolutions
CALL NEWSTEP !calculate circulation at ne....step
CALL BFDRCE !calculate blade forces
IF(NI.EQ.4) CALL AFORCE !calculate averaged force
END DO~ELD8UTAVGJ !output CTG,CQG,ETA---ADVJ
END 00
C
CLOSE(17)
STOP
l:n
HRWAKE=O
C
MBETA"O
C
AC4-C/4.0
~~!k84~I~D
ASPT=2.0.BBLD/C! aspect ratio. (not used except for output)
AZTST-10.0 ! (alpha)i-----induced camber limit(due to the
! rotation of blade about their orbit)
gLHAX-l. S------pirii.:~~r;ofo; i~~op~~~ne~~:!~!l
R=D/2.0
C ADVJ=2.0 !advance ratio. if PITCH>1. J then ADVJ>I.
! if PITCH<1. ,then ADVJ<1.
ALPHAP-O. a ! floll angle
DTHP=10. !delta(theta)-----increll.ent of theta
tlIb~T~YS8o. i~~m~~t~g~tll
THPI-O.O !only for restart run---theta(initial)
C ------parUleters for the fluid-------
RENL=1.074E+OS ! Reynold's number
ENU-6.30E+04 ! effective eddy viscosity (for diffusion
! of lIake vortex)
------parameters for choices-----
! O---blade motion is cycloidal
! 2__!tlb~i~~a?~p~~tM~d~s mgng~oidal
MORAG-1 ! mdrag-l----including drag
MWAKE-O! 2--! A~-;:i~!:~~df~t~~~i~~~H~~J!J~~ot~~~~ded
! interaction are only accounted if they are
! near(MINFL),
MINFL=O ! radius (in C) of a circle of influence
! centred at mid-chord(to get the influence
! effect of blade on vake)
~OU~kE~ONFL ! ~~~e~~: ~gijelr~: ~g~ep~~~l~~~~~~e~i~~ve
! only with free streillll
! radius(in C) of a circle of influence centred
! at each wake vortex(to account for vake-wake
! interaction)
C ---SPECIFY BLADE MOTION---
BETAHX·O.
IF(HBETA.LE.I) GOTO 4
4 IF (HBETA, EQ, I) BETAHX=ATAN(PITCH/SQRT(l. -PITCH••2»
! comes from tan(BETA) ..PITCH.sin(THETA)/(I.+PITCH.cos(THETA»
8T.BETAM~~~~Reck the the type of interaction---
IF(HWAKE.GT.O. AND .HINFL. EQ.O) MINFE.=!
IF(ENU,EQ,O,O) ENU"'1.0
IF(KWAKE,EQ .1. AND .KRWAKE, LE.O) HRWAKE"'2
~~:~i:'m~:~~.C) ••2
C ---SPECIFY CLHAX,CLHIN---
status.' old')
82:.~:~ .
......~~~~~~H~~•• CONST~NCLUOE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
PI'3tMl~9l~I
RAO-lBO./PI
t91AX-200 ! mjlX nl1lJber of vake vorticities.
~n~nA~.6 ! max number or b ades
8••••••••••••••••••
......~~~~~~!!~~•• :;:NPUTeNY'l~ ·~~D'W'&b,!~f~DAftAM~~.~o directory
directory.' disk$user06: [grad. j inB. data) ,
IF(KINPUT .EQ.l) INPUTFILE'" INPUn'
If (KINPUT . EQ. 2) INPUTFILE-' INPUT2'
IF(KINPUT .EQ.3) INPUTFILE'" INPUT3'
C
open(:O, file:directoryIIINPUTFItE J
read(20 •• ) nbld
read(20 •• ) c
read(20 •• ) bbld
rnd(20 •• ) alpz
read(20,.) xzc
read(20,.) d
READ(20,*) KCDEF !FLAG FOR CHOICE OF COEFFICIENT OF FORCES
;~i~:g~~.) ' .
ilRITE(21,.) 'INPUT DATA'
",rite(21,.) ' •••••••••••
if(KINPUT .eq.l) vrite(21,*) 'INPUT DATA BOSE'
if(KINPUT.eq.2) vrite(21,*) 'INPUT DATA Oickerson'
if(KINPUT.eq.3) IIrite(21,*) 'INPUT DATA VEITCH'
IIrite(21,*) 'advj',advj
IIrite(21,*) 'nbld' ,nbld
vrite(21,*) 'pitch' ,pitch
IIrite(21,*) 'c' ,c
vrite(21,*) 'bbld' ,bbld
vrite(21,*) 'alpz' ,alpz
Ilrite(21,*) 'Jtzc' ,xze
vrite(21,*) 'd' ,d
vrite(21,*) 'k3' ,k3
IIrite(21,*) 'keoef' ,kcoef
123
CLCAH=2. *PI*ALPz/RAO
~t~iA:~MH;bF~~IF~OUH.GT.O.i GOTO Ii
8~!!:!!gONTINUE
C ------output pll.raaleters-----
~~~~5nr:t~:~~·~o~5'1T.SIN(AZTSf~~~~idalblade motion
3 RENL=RFRL!ENU !effective Reynolds number
DRENL=RENL*PI/(4.0*R*C*AOVJ) !see eq(27) in the paper
DELTH"360.0/RNBLD !OELTH is angle between tvo consecutive blades
CYCLE-360 ./omp + O. C5
NCYC&E"'C~¥brE=NCYCLE ! NCYCLE is number of steps in a cycle.
NCY.O !NCY---counting nUlllber of steps
~a:H
8S~:88
OELTA=O.O !angh of the total force
~m!~~:!
5 CONTINUE
ALPZ-ALPZ!RAD
OTHP=OTHP/RAD !chage into radians
THPF-THPF/RAD + OTHP/4.0
THQUT..mOUT/RJ,o + DTHP/4.0
THPRT"THOUT
ALPHAR"ALPHAP/RAO
~~~t~~:~~~~:t~~~~
OXI-AOVJ/PI-.R*OTHP/2.0 lDXI.V*delta(T~/2
g~g:-:g~1~~i:~:~~~t~::g~~g:g ig~g:~:~:ii:H):~i~at~::~~~
C ------coefficient used in BFORCE and AFORCE-------------------
IF(KCOEF,EQ.O) THEN !FOR DICKSON'S COEFFICIENT
g~~~:~~:.~~~g::::tg:~~/2. !coefficient to convert T,S.Q to
CFF£"1./2. !coefficient to convert T,S,Q to
ELSE !Dickson's CT.CS,CQ
g~~~:~ :g~~~: ::~tg:~~ ;~~;~~i~~~n~O~;'~~~~ert T.S ,Q to
CFFE-l.0 !coefficient to convert T.S,Q to
~ND IF
~IiOOMl-----------------------------------------------------------
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!:!(i
c·.....••••••••••••••
.......~~~~~~I!~;••lNITIAL
SNCLUDE 'MENDENHALL, INC'
eo 11 J·l,NMAX
IBLAD£(J).O !number of the blade
XBDlJ;"'O.o !axial for<:e the blade
YBD J "0,0 !normal force of the blade
QBD J =0.0 !torque of the blade
UC4(J)"0.0 !total velocity approaching a blade made
VC4(J)-0.O !up of 14 and induced velodties
GAMC4(J,t)-O,O !GAMA at <:/4 at last tillle step
GAMC4(J.2)=0.0 !GAHA at c/4 at present
DO 11 K=l,HMAX
GAMB(J,K)-O.O lGAHA of the wake vortex
XGAMB(J ,K)zO.O !position of the wake vortex
YGAMB(J,K)-O,O
DXGAMB(J,K)",O.O !displacement of the wake vortex during
DYGAHB(J ,K)=O.O la time step
FVTX(J ,K)=l.O !FVTX-?
~NOO~N CONTINUE
~ .
~UBROUIl~;.~l~~I••••••
lNCLUDE 'HENDE1'i1IALL, INC'C... SET UP STARTING CONDITIONS (T=O) •••
C
n~i' XCNTR..O.O !position of centre of i:rropeller.
YCNTR-a,a
DO 14 N_~&M.6"O'O !startin~t~it~"~~~itionof each blade
14 THP(N)-THP(N-t)+OELTH
DO 15 N-l,NBLD
IBLAOE(N)-N
THETAP"THP(N)/RAO !change into radians from degrees
c ------<:alculate beta,d(beta)/dt ,d2(beta) /dt2-------
CALL BLADE(THETAP ,PITCH, 1.0 ,B,OBOT ,OB2D1)
PSIDT(N)"'1.0-DBDT
15 BETA(N)=B8 COMPUTE STRENTH AND LOCATION OF STARTING VORTIES
DO 16 N-l,NBLD
IBLADE(N) ..N
THP~N~.THP(N)/RADm~:):::~m111~~:ll:g:~m::.~l:~1mJ:~m::mmll
!effective blade angle
!starting vortex
!effective blade angle in
!degrees
!theta. in degrees
127
g ~~::~:~~~~~~:~:: ~~~: ~~g~~: ~ ~:~i~~i~:i: ::~:::~
XCAHB(N,H)-XTE(N) !starting vortex is at the trailing edge
YGAHB(N ,H)-YTE(N)
C ---calculation of alpha(eq.5,6,7 in the paper)---
~~~~:~5~~~~~~~~
PSI-THP(N) -BETA(N)
g~~~i:g5~~~~B
SALPH + CSTH)
"I
ALPHA(N)=ATAN2(WN,WA) !local blade angle of attack
W(N)-SQRT(WX**2+WY**2) !local vel approaching bladG
~ CALCULATE BLADE ALPHA*DOT AND EFFECTIVE BLADE ALPHA
C (definition of effective blade angle---see part2 of H1S's
g a flat~~l:~~P~~:~-b;a~r~~:di~oe~~:~t~~: ~;;~\~~~~a~1o:hich
C as the blade.)
C
D\IN--WA_PS I DT (N) +CSTH*CSPS I +SNnt-SNPSI
DWA=WN_ PSI DT ~N) +CSTH* SNPSI - SNTH*CSPSI
~i~g~m~;t;'~I~C:I~(:n(~~A~D~'R~(~ib~~~;:~§IOT~N»lDS no use
1 .. PI-C*(W(N)-ALPZ + C/R/4.0*PSIOT(N»
C The above eq should be compared vith eq(20) in HkS's paper.
CL(N) -2. O. (GAHC4(N, 2» IC/W(N)
SF"1.~ ! stall correct f,cter
1F1CL N) .GT.CLMAX) SF"CLKAX CL(N)
IF CL H) .LT SF-CLMIN/CL(N)
IF SF.GE.1. 215
GAHC4(N, ,2)*SF
215
ALPHAE ,2) I (PI_C*W(N»
GAHB(N,H)= -GAHC4(N,2)
ALPE(N) -ALPHAE(N) *RAD
CL(N)"'CL(N)*SF
THPD (N) -THP(N) .RAD
~irLA~~~~~:~:~~DUM) !dlll\ is output
CD(N)=DUH
BETAD (H)-BETA(N) .RAD
I~k~~DE(~ON~f~~~Sfer control in GaTa statement
CTSAV(l)"CT !no use
gij~~~~g:~~
~h6"RN
I··················u~~2~Il~;.~;~~U~ ••NeLUDE 'MENDENHALL. INC'devide NEWST£? into 4 steps in order to calculate deformationg of wake vortices due to llIutual interference
C ... CALCULATE CONDITIONS AT TIHE-OT/4 •••
C CALCULATE LOCATION OF BOUND VORTICITY AT Cf4
C DO 18 N=l,NBLO
F(N)·1.0
THP(N)'"THP(N)+DTHP!4.0
IF(MWAKE.EQ.O) GOTD 18 !wake moves at free stream velocity
6~ITA~L:m~~~ETAP,PITCH, 1. 0, B, DBDT, 08201)
BET
~g ~~~~~g:g:g~~: ~:~~~H~~+~~::~
EQ.O) GOtD 128 iwake llIoves at free stream velocity
327 IF(MWAKE .GT.1) GOtO 319 !only blade-vortex interaction is
!counted
8 -----calculate nell locations of shed vorticity------
127 CALL INTRVV !calculate displacement due to
319 CALL IUTRBV !calculii~t~;~Vf~~:~j.~~t~~~Ci~ons
DO 322 N:l,NBLO . ade-vortex InteractIOns
DO 322 I"'l,M
XGAMB(N,I) ..XGAMB{N,I) + DXGAHB(N,I) +DXG*FVTX{N,I)
YGAHB(N,I)-YGAMB(N,I) + DYGAHB(N,I) ":>YG"'FVTX(N,I)
322 FVTX(N,I)-1.
128 GOTO (28,24) ,IME
28 CONTINUE
C
C *** CALCULATE I,;ONDITIDNS AT TIHE:DT/2 ***
~-H !number of vorticities already shed off blades
MOHi~ N-l,NBLD
:ru~~~:+~~~~~ + DTHP/4.
CALL BLADE~THETAP ,PITCH, 1.0, B,DBDT ,DB2DT)
~~~~~~:::g6~H~g~~~ : g:~~~g:~ :g~:~~~m~g~~=:~ ;~~:1~i~~il
XGAHB(N,H) ..XTE{N) !assume that at t/2 the nev vake vorticities
!have 1D0ved to the trailing edges of each
YGAHB(N, H) -YTE{N) !blade.
C 22 CONTINUE
129
g ... CALCULATE CONDITIONS AT TIHE-3.0T!4 ...
g COMPUTE LOCATIONS OF BOUND VORTICITY AT C/4
SO 23 N:l,NBLO
THP(N) -THP(N)+DTHP/4.
IF(HIIAKE.EQ.O) GOTO 23 !lIake moves with free stream velocity
~ffA~Lr~~~~~ETAP,PITCH, 1.0 ,B,OBOr ,OB201)
~g~~~ ~ ~iig:g:g~~:g~:~~~~f~~~:~~
NOE
327,29,327 !calculate new locations of shed
!voticity
8 ---calculate locations of shed vorticity ll.ssuuling no
8------calculate displacement of v::U:~r~~:;~~::~~~:=--
29 XGAH"-ADVJ!p!.a*CSALPH*OTHP ! XGAH=V.del ta(T).cos(ALPHA)
YGAH-ADVJ IP! *R"SNALPH*OnIP !YGAH=V.delta(T) '" II in (ALPHA)
C -----cll.lculate position of the already-shed wake vorticities------
DO 229 n-1,NBLD
DO 129 r-l,MH
XGAMB(N,I)=XGAHB(N.I) .. XOAM
YGAHB(N ,I)"YGAHB(N, X) .. YGAM
C !~~--c~~~l~~ron of new-born wake vorticity positions-----
C -----assume they only Klove during last half of delta(T)---
XGAMB(N,H)=XGAHB(N,M) .. XGAH/2.0
229 YGAHB(N,H)-YGAHB(N,M)" YGAM/2.0
24 1ME=1
~ "'''''' CALCULATE CONDITION AT TIME-OT ***g-------calcubte angh of attack and reduced frequency
00 N"l,NBLO
~g:~~~:~:~
END DO
IF(KINDUGE.EQ.1) THEN
~~5L1~ELCAL ! calculate induced velocity
CALL ALPHACAL !calculate a1pha(n),fk(n)
CALL ALPHAREF Icalculate alpha(ref)---for dynamic stall
DO'§;f~&A1Bn
gt~~F:2~(ALPREF(N) ,GLO) !alpref in degrees
CLL"'CLREF* (ALPHAN (N) *RAD) / (ALPREF (N) -0 . 0)
CL1(N)"CLL
C -------calculate drag coefficient(vith dynamic stall correction)--------
IF(KCD.EQ.l) ALPO..ALPREF(N) !REMEHBER:ALPREF IS IN DEGREE!
IF(KCD.EQ.O) ALPD:oALPHA{N)*RAD
CALL DRAG (N I ALPD, DUM)
CD(N)-OUH
~O 00
78 CALL FWCAL !CNg~l~i~y~n~;~e¥~iNs~e{~ig~I~~l;~~ ~~~ positions
! in transformed plane.
CALL 1~g~~d vb~Hg~i~7~s~n.ijx~g~etgo~lH~i:~~ ~~e positions
lin transformed plane.
CALL COEFCAL !calculate coefficient matrix Q
53 CALL INV(Q,QA,QC,NBLD,NBLD) !solve for unknovn circulation
DO N:1,NBLD
GAHC4(N,2)-QC(N) ! nev blade bound vortex strength
GAMS (N .M) IOGAMC4(N. 2)-GAMC4(N ,1)
~~~L8~~ALI,.CR llaccound for stall correction
!blaae mduced c .
~liiUR'
~ .
SUBROUTINE BLADE (THETAP ,RRAT ,OMEGA, FBETA, FOBDT ,FOB2DT)
C ••••••••• • •••••••••..••••••••••••••.. ••........••..•••••••~NCLUOE 'MENDENHALL. INC J
C CALCULATION OF BLADE ANGLE(FBETA) ,ANGUL...l VELOCITY(FOBDT),
C AND ANGULAR ACCELERATION(FOB20T)
~I-3. 14159265~~i~:~6~~i{ig:~~
IF(MBETA.GT.O) GCTO 10
~ CYCLOIDAL BLADE MOTION
C COMPUTE BETA (RADIANS)
~H:FommcsTP
FBETA-ATAN2(CB,DB)
IF(FBETA.LT. O. ,and. rrat .It .1.) FBETA"'FBETA+2 .•PI
8 COMPUTE OBOT
8EN-RRATu2+2 .•RR.o\T*CSTP+l. 0
FOBOT"OMEGA"RRAT* (RRAT..CST?) /OEN
8 COMPUTE DB2DT
¥OB20T"'COMEGAU2) _RRAT* (RRAT.*2-1 ,)*SNTP! (OEN**2)
RE~~ IF(MBETA,GT.1) GOTO 20
I SINUSOIDAL BLADE MOTION~ft!~:::~;~::FICATION OF BLADE MOTION
20 r-A.TAN2(SNTP,CSTP)
IF (T.Ll.0.) 1=1+6.28318531
DO 21 J-1,HBETA
JJ.J
IF(T-TTHT(J» 25,26,21
21 CONTINUE
25 DELTA.;(TTtIT(JJ) -r) / (TIHT(JJ) -TTHT(JJ-l»
FBETA=TBTA (J J) -DELTA- (TBTA(JJ) -TBTA(JJ-1)
FDBDT..TBTD(J J) -DELTA- (1B02(JJ) -TB02(JJ-1»
FDB20r-TBD2 (JJ)-OELU* (TB02 (JJ) -1B02 (JJ-1)
RETURN
26 FBETA..TBTA(JJ)
FDBDT..TBTD(JJ)
FDB2DT-TB02(JJ)
~"O"RN
8 .
su~~~~~~;.;;~r~~;~~:.;;~.•8calculate c1 for NACA0012 airfo~l
~Hf=~~~:~IpH80.AND.ALPHA.LE.360.) THEN
CALL NACA0012tSETA,CLA)
iNo-rr'
IF (ALPHA .LE.IBO .. AND.ALPHA.GT .0.0) THEN
CALL NACA0012(ALPHA,CLA)
iNoCH
~kf~=~~tp~! .0.0. AND. ALPHA. GT. -180.) THEN
CALL NACA0012(BETA,CLA)
8lD-rrA
§kf~~:r~HU366~0 .. AND. ALPHA .GT . -360.) THEN
CALL NACA0012(BETA,CLA)
I~: .
13\
SU~~~~;~~;.~~;~~~;;i~;~~~~;H••8approximate formular for 0:::1 data of naca0012
IF(ALPHA.LE.13.) THEN
CL-l.35/13.*ALPHA
END IF
IF(ALPHA.GT .13 .. AND. ALPHA .LE. 20.) THEN
CL-O. 7+(1.35-0.7)/(13.-20. )*(ALPHA-20.)
END IF
IF(ALPHA.GT. 20 .• AND. ALPHA .LE. 70.) THEN
.4*(1. -(ALPHA-45. )"2/(25*25»
'~;(I~5:~~~p~i~~~:~E.l1S.)THEN
.GT.115 .. AND.ALPHA.LE.160.} THEN
. O.4.(1.-(ALPHA-137.5)"2/(22.5*22.5»
END IF
IF(ALPHA.GT .160 •. AND. ALPHA .LE.173 ,) THEN
Ct..-Q .8+(0.8-0.7)/(160.-173. ).(ALPHA-i73.)
END IF
g~~t~~'(ri3~:i86~~~(:t~~:~i~6~~O.) THEN
~ND IF
~fiO"RN
8••••••••••••••••••••"'•••••••
su~~~~;~~; ••~~~~i~.~;~~~.~l •.~ CALCULATE URCAMBERED AIRFOIL DRAG COEFFICIENT
ALPHA1=ABS(ALPHA)
1 IF(ALPHA1.GT,360.) GOTO 2
~~~2~ALPHAi-ALPHAi-360.
5 IF(ALPHA.1.GT .1BO.) A.LP-360. -ALPHAl
IF(ALPHA1.LE.1BO.) ALP-ALPHAl
! ALP-ABS(ALP)
11 IF(ALP.LE.14.0) GOTO 20
IF~ALP.GT.14.0.AND.ALP.LE.16.0) GOTO 30
IF ALP.GT.16.0.AND.ALP.LT.30.0) GOTO 40
~h ~ir~~~Ar~·O.AND.ALP.LE.150.0)GOTO 50
20 CD-(ALP**2)/17071.4. 0.006
~~~~o:~ CD-O.OS*ALP - 1.1
40 CD=(ALP**2)/1406. 25
GOTO 60
CD.~~08.~~(~t~i~~~29~~:~15.
RETBRN CONtINUE
I:J2
iN,.................u~~2~H~~.~;~;~~ ..
C COMPUTE VELOCITY INDUCED AT BLADE Cf4 BY SHED VORTICITY
fNCLUOE 'MENDENHALL. INC'
6031 N-l,NBLD
XP"XC4 N)
)
N)-BETA(N)
(PSI~(PS!
I,NS 0
DO 32 =1,M
XGAM-XGAHB(NG,IG)
YGAM..YGAHB(NG,IG)
R2-(XP-XGAM) ••2 -t (YP-YGAM) ••2
:~:~j~=ig~~~~~
~5~~F~Ng ,IG)-1.0
6~~~YGLE.O.O) GOTD 232
DUM-~OUM+O. 5).OTHP
DUH--R2*ORENL!DUH
DIFF-l.0-EXP(DUM)
FOIFF "'DIFY
'YA!:~? "DIFF
tN H ; fmU~1I
IF(Ia GOTD 132
StrMV..SUMV "'" FN*GAHB(NG,IG)/TPI
SUHIJ-SUMU + FA.GAHB(NG,IG)/TPI
GOTO 32
132 UC4(N) -FA_GAMaCHG,H)/T?I
VC4(N) "FN_GAMBCHG ,M) ITPI
32 CONTINUE !vorticity.
C
C UC4 AND VC4 ARE VELOCITIES INDUCED AT BLADE C/4 BY SHED8 VORTICITY AND BLADE INDUCED VELOCITY
~g:~:~:~~ : ~g~~~~
Ilk~k. C'IITI.UE
8 ..
~U!~2~!1~~ ..~1~f2~t ..
C CALCULATE DIFFUSION CQEFFICIEIIT FDIFF(N ,M)
133
i!(pitcb.gt.l) then
IF(AL. LT .0.OOOOOOOl.AND.ADVJ .LT.PI) AL-AL+2. *PI
1:J.1
8~C~~D~G:~~~~ALL. INC'
DO 32 IG"l,H
~5i~F~Ng,IG) "1.0
IF(RENL.LE.O.O) GOTO 32
DUM-H-IG
DUMII(DUH~O .S)*DTHP
DUH--R2"'ORENL/DUH
DIFF-l.0-EXP(DUH)
FDIFF(NG,IG)-DIFF
~*:....::::::::***....U~~~~;~;_~;~~~~~"'*calculate angle of attack and reduced frequency
~~ZtgDilate I . ~1~~, and trailing edge positions
THP(N)=
THPO(N)
THETAP"
CALL BLADE THETAP,PITCH,1.0,B,DBDT,DB20T)
BETA(N)-B
BETADT(N)-OBDT
PSIOT(N)-1.0-DBOT
PSIOT2(N)--OB20T
C -----calculate angle of attack due to free streM and rotat:'on
C of the propeller(o.lpha)
~~:~~~ml~m~~
PSr"THP(N)-BETA (N)
~~~~i~~~~>~~g
WX--(ADVJ)PI*CSALPH + CSTH)
WY"'ADVJ/PI*SNALPH + SNIH
wn-WX*sNPSI + WV*CSPSI + VC4(N)
WA--WX"'CSPSI + WY",SNPSI + UC4(N)
WNI-WX.SNPSI + WY*CSPSI + xzc*c*psidt(n)!r
TA-WN!WA
W(N) ..SQRT(WA....2 + Wn**2)
AL-ATAN2(WN,WA) !a.tan can give angle only in (-90,90)
!atan2 can give angle in (-180,180)
if(pitch.gt .1) then
;~~ArlT.O.O.AND.ADVJ .LT.PI) AL-AL+2.*PI
ALPHA(N)"AL
tal-wnl/wa
al-ata.n2(wnl,va) ! nose angle of attack(including
! pithing effect of blade at nose)
end it
ALPHAN(N)-AL
C
OWN- -WA*PSlOT (N) +CSTH*CSPSI+SIITH*SNPS I
~~~D¥~;);f~} ~~~ :f~;~;~~~~l ;5~:g;~~1) I (IIA"2)
C
PSIDS (In-( 1. +PITCH*CSTH) I (1 .+2. *PITCH*CSTH+PITCH··2)
OIlN"'-1/A" PSIDS (N) +CSTH*CSPSI +SN!H*SNPSI
OWA-WN*PSIDSlN)+CSTH*SNPSI-SNTH*CSPSI
ALPDS(N)-t.1 1. +TA"2)*(IIA*OWN-WN*OWA)/(WA••2)
ALPDS2-ALPDS II) ! d(alpha)/d(theta)
FK (N) -ALPDS2*C/ (II (N) *R-.2.) ! [d (alpht) Idt] _c/ (2. _W)
! reduced frequency
C ----calculate L. E and T.E positions-----
C
RS"R*SIN THETAP)
Re"R-COS )
~~ ~~
XLe _CTB
VLE XZC*C.STB
~~ N .Rc-l~~g:g:g~:~~
XC4 N >IRS. XZC.C-C/4.0 .eTB
YC4 N cRC- XZC.C-C/4.0!*STB
XC2 N =RS+ XZC*C-c/2. 0 .eTB
YC2 N ..RC- XZC.C-C/2. 0 *51B
C 30 CONTINUE
~~~urn
~ .u~~2~I;:~.~~~~~••COMPUTE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR SHED VORTICITYA~g7~~E J MENDENHALL. INC J
DO 33 N-1 ,NBLD
XP..XC2 N
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................
U2~2~H~;.~~~~~ ••
COMPUTE INFLUENCE CDEFFICIEtIT FOR BOUND VORTICITY
NeLUeE 'MENDENHALL. INC J
A=c/4.
DO 35 n*l,NBLD
~~:~gm~
PSI=THP(N) -BETA (N)
~~~~~:~~~~~~g
~~(i~,~ti)N~~~O 45 !no effect on itself
38 XGAH*XC4(NG)
YGAH..YC4(NG)
40 R2*(XP-XGAH)**2 + (YP-'{GAM)**2
~~:li~:ig~~~~~
FH- Y.CSPSI-FX.SNPSI !for the completion of calculation of
FA*FX*CSPSl+FY.SNPSI ! induced velocity At blade <:/4 after
FBN(N,NG)=FN !solve for unknown vorticity
FBA(N,NG)=FA
~~: ~~~~~~~ :g~~~~: ~~g~=:~~~ :~~~~ ~
RG=SQRT(XG"2 + YG"2)/C
PHI*ATAN2(YG,XG)
XG..-XG/C
YG=YG/C
CALL TRANSF(XG. vO,sa, TH)
RG*SR*C
esp-CaS(TH)
FB(N ,NG)" (2. *RG*A*CSP-2. *A"A) I (RG*RG-2. *RG*A*CSP+A*A)
GOTO 36
4S FB(N,NG)=-1. !no effect on itself'
FBN(N,NG)-O.O
FBA(N,NG)-O,O
RET~L g8m"H~
l:.Iti
END
s••••••••••••••••••
Su2~~~Il~~.~~;~~~~ ••
C CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX Q(N,I) AND
C THE CORRESPONDING RIGHT HAND SIDE RaSCN)
jHck~DII.;MNHE~ALL. INC'
GAMC4(N, d=GAMC4(N, 2)
NG=82 CONTINUE
50 DO 60 N-t,USLD
GAHC4(N,2)-O. !this is to be solved unknown
do 57 I;;l.nbld
Q(N5P~~(~.eq.I) Q{N,O=1.
if(kwake.eq.O) goto 58
DO 55 I"'l,NBLD
Q(N, I)"FiI(N, I ,H)-FB(N, I)
55 CONTINUE
58 RHS(N).CL1(JO*C*W(N)/2. ! for dynamic stall case
if(kwake.eq.O) geto 59
DO 56 I-t,NBLD
RHS(N)IIRHS(N)+GAHC4(I,O*YW(N,I.M) ! other b1:J.de eff"ect
DO 56 J·t,MH
RHS(N)-RHS(N)+FW(N. I ,J)*GAMB(I, J)*FDIFF(I ,J) !vake effect
~~ QA~g~!~ZN)
~~:..::::::::..U~~~~n~~.~~~~~ ••calculate vorticity induced by 'lake and other blades
!HCk~~7N;~NDENH'LL.INC'
! calculate induced voticity due to old vakos
~~:~~21,NBLD
DO JO-l,M
Sl"'Sl+GAMB(IG,JG).F\I(N,IG,JG).FOIFF(IG,JG) !due to vakes
END DO
IF(IG.EQ.N) FB(N,IG)·O.O !no effect on it's soH
S2-S2-+GAMC4(IG. 2) .FB(N ,IG)
GAHW-Sl !induced vortivity due to vakes
GAHBS"S2 ! induced vorticity duo to other blades
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STALL CORRECT LIFT WITH WAKE EFFECT AND OTHER
I~ SQAb~ CORRECT LIFT WITHOUT OTHER EFFECT
t8 otRb 'LAOES
I··················UBROUTINE STALLeR····~~~i~~P;~~~MA'e~TtA!fA~cJi~n~!CUOM8 ijb~YfclrY~DINC~CggolI.i~n~~~NHALL. INC'
IBLADE(N)"N
~i~&);2.•GAMb~f:~ 2~i(t.~(Nt) factor
~F:~.:.~_ no such limit here--.------
! IF~CL(N) .GT .CLMI\X) SF=CLMAX/CL(N)
! IF eL(N) .tT .eLKIN) SF-eLKIN/CL(N)
! IF SF.GE.l.) GOTO 63
c ---------------------------------
IBLADE(N)-IBLADE(N) +10
b~~~6~·~ll
00 ~~3 N,,~lf8'
GAMC4(N,2)-CAMC4(N.2)*F(N) !nelf blade bound vortex
!strength
CL(N).CL(N)*F(N)
ALPHAE(N)"'CAMC4(N. 2) / (PI*C.W(N»
GAHBS-GAMC4(N,l)-GAHC4(N,2) !new shed wake vortex strength
263 GAHB(N,M) ..CAMBB !new shed wake vor'tex strength
In~~:: ..
SUBROUTINE TRANSF(XQ. YQ,RB, 1H)C·······..·················..Integer ndeg
parameter (ndes"'2)
~~:~l::'th~~~fnndeg+l).zero(ndeg)
external zpocc:
coeff(l)·(O. 0625 ,0. 0)
coeff (2)-anplx(-xq, -yq)
coeff(3)=(1.0,O.O)
call zpocc(ndeg,coeff .zero)
do i-l,ndeg
rr" (real (zero(i») "'*2+(aimag{zero (i») ••2
rro·rronD.S
if(rr.lt.O.25) ~oto 1
rx:real{zero(i)
ry"'ailllag(zero(i )
tn-atan2(ry .rx)
{~:g
1 end do
~~durn
g•••••••••••••••••••••••
SUBROUTINE INV(A,B,X,LDA,N)g•••••••••••••••"'•••••••
REAL A(LOA,LDA) ,BeN) ,XeN)
IPATH·l
CALL LSLRG(N,A,LDA,B,IPATH,X)
In~~:: .U2~2~n~~.~~~~~~~••for dynamic stall correction
fNCLUFK_~~~~~a~~~Lii~~~ency
ALPO"O. ! alpha(cl=O.)
TOC-O.12 !for naca0012 foil (tIc)
QO-O,06+1.S"'(O.06-TOC)
GA2=1.4-6 .• (a.C6-raC)
~~1:~~~::~~
QQ=FK(N)*RAD ! [d(alpht)/dt] .c/(2 ,.W)
IF(QQ.GE.O.) SING=1.
IF(OQ.LT.O.) SING·-1.
QQ"SQRT(ABS(QQ»
IF(QQ.GT.QD) THEN
DTALP-GAl*QD+GA2* (QQ-QD) .SING
~Htp'GA1""SING
END IF
ALPREF (N) -ALPHAN (N) "'RAD-DTALP
NO DO
WURN
....................
U~~2~!~~.I~UH;~ ••
~V~HDE JHENDE~~1~.:!~~~ting number of steps
L39
E"' "''''..**'''.'''**.
subroutine outl1vgJ8*** ** **.
t:nclude 'mendenhall. inc'
! output CTAVG,CSAVG,CQAVG-ADVJ for plotting
C
write( 17 , '(5e12 .5)') ADVJ ,CTG,CQG ,ETAG
r~aurn
••••*••••••"'•••••
U~~2~n~~.~~~~~~••
COMPUTE FORCES ON INDIVIDUAL BLADES
~~r~E 'MENDENHALL. INC'
8~1.::8:8
~B:8:8
8~~88
g -----3-d correction or not------
IF(K3.EQ.3) THEN
DO N-1,NBLD
GAMC4(N, 3)=GAMC4(N, 2) .PI/4.
CD (N) -CD (N) +CL (N) .*2/PI!BBLO.C
ELnON~~,NBLD
l·lll
GAMC4(N ,3) ..GAMC4(N, 2)
'N!"!F
DD
~O 70 N-l,N8LO
C~~::~5~ ~ALPHAN m~ ~
~~::~5~ ~::g:m~ ~
~~:i:"SIN BETA~=~~
C ----(l).calculate force due to circulation-~--­
C ! lift is pependicular to the cOllling flow
IF{ALPHAN(N) .LT.PI!2.) THEN
XBC4(N).- GAMC4(N,3).W(N).SNA*BBLD !along the blade chord
YBC4(N)-GAHC4(N,3).W(N)*CS'*SBLD !perpendicular to chord
END IF
IF(ALPHAN(N) ,Gi.PI/2.AND,ALPHAN(N) .L1 ,PI) THEN
X8C4(N)"- GAHC4(N.3).W(N).SNMBBLO !along the blade chord
YBC4(N)",,-GAMC4(N,3).W(N).CSA*BBLD !perpendicular to chord
END IF
IF(ALPHAN(N) .GE.PI .AND.ALPHAN(N) .LT .a .•PI/2.) THEN
XBC4(N)" GAHC4(N,3)*W(N).SNA.BBU> !along the blade chord
YBC4(N)--GAHC4(N ,3).W(N)*CSA*BBLO ! perpendicular to chord
END IF
IF(ALPHAN(N) .LT. 2. -PI. AND.ALPHA(N). GT .3.-PI/2.) THEN
XBC4(N)·- GAHC4(N,3).W(N).SNA*BBLD !along the blade chord
YBC4(N)-GAHC4(N ,3).WOl) .CSA*BBLD !perpendicular to chord
eND IF
C -----(2).calculate force due to apparent mass effect------
C ----- (see eq.3D,31,32 in paper)
SUM=BfTAOTi~g:2~~;~;~g~ JIPI. (BT;~~~3~~ ::.:~~~~:~~7~~*SNTB
~:~:~:z~~N5:~;~HI(te~~~3~~: ~~:::~::;i~~iN~:~~Z;ff ;~~ (4 .•R·R)
C -----(3) .calculate force due to viscous drag----
C (along the coming floll)
IF(HDRA<LLE,O) GCTO 69
XBD(N)-.S.C.BBLO.(W(N) ••2)*CO(N)*CSA !along the blade chord
YBD(N)-.S*C*BBLO*(W(N)**2).CO(N).SNA !perpendicular to chord
TB(~5.«~~~~=~;YBD(N)-tZB(N)*SNTB -
• (XBC4(N}-tXBO(N».CSTB).CFFT
!along x-dir in
! propeller co-ordinate
SB(N)-( (YBC4(N)+YBD(N)-tZB(N) )*CSTB -t
• (XBC4(N)-tXBD(N»-SNTB)*CFFT
! along y-dir in
!propeller co-ordinate
QB(N)· «XaC4(N)-tXBD(N» -CSBTA-t
• (YBC4(N)+YBD(N)-t2B(N) ).SNBTA).CFFQ
TL'" (YBC4 (N) .SNTB-XBC4 (N) .CSTB) .CFFT
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TO- ~YBO (N) 'SNTB- XBO eN) 'CSTB) *CFFT
TM- ZB(N)*SNTB)'CFFT
QL= XBC4(N)'CSBTA-tYBC4(N) 'SNBTA)'CFFQ
QO- (XBO( N) 'CSBTA-tYBO (N) .SNBTA) .CFFQ
QM=ZB(N) *SNBTA.CFFQ
C ---CALCULATE FORCE ON THE PROPELLER
CT=CHTB~N)
CS=CS-tSB N)
CQ=CQ-tQB N)
8~(:m:~(
8~B:~8:~B
8Q1l:i<XlI:QIl
70"'CONTINUE
ETA=CT/CQ'flOVJ/PI.CFFE ! efficiency
mU'N
~ .U2~H!~~.~~2~~~••COMPUTE AVERAGE THRUST ,SIOEFORCE. TORQUE,EFFICIENCY
C (definition of AVERAGE---see part2 of the paper.p.1S)
!~~~g~aL~~~~~~Aff5t6N~~ !ncycle is number of steps in a cycle.
~Il~~:8ib8:8I igA~~i;-~y~ly~ the force calculated before
CQAVG*CQAVG'+CQ
~W8:~(m:m
~B~18:8~B~18:m
8Q1lll8:80018:8Qjl
C IF(NCY .LT .NCYCLE) GOTO 73
CTG*CTAVG/CYCLE !calculate average force coefficient after
CSG=cSAVG/CYCLE ! complete a cycle(ncy*ncycle).
CQG*CQAVG/CYCLE
ETAG=CTG/CQG.ADVJ IPI .CFFE
CTLG=CTLAVG/CYCLE
CQLG=CQLAVG/CYCLE
CTDG=CTDAVG/evCLE
CQDG=CQDAVG/CYCLE
CTHG..CTMAVG/CYCLE
CQHG"'CQHAVG/CYCLE
Bm:8~g:m8:m8:8Qjlg
C
CRG*SQRT(CTG**2+CSG**2) !average resultant force coefficient
REJ~N CONTINUE
I-I:!
END 143
Appendix B
Note About the FORTRAN
Programs
B.l Program Organization
The original Mendenhall and Spangler's program(Menflcnhall and Spangler 197:1)
:p~c~fi~t;~~~i::d T~~~d1f;n~le~1:~hillO~:d~~~~~~~'::~1~)JI~C~~ ~~ 1:~1~~~~~~gl;~
modify some of those subroutines or Lo add some new ones.
In the main programs, there arc several choices 10 make before starting lll(~
calculation which decide what models to usc. After making these choices, Ull:ro~
are several call statements which access the required subroutines to perform lIu:
calcfh~t;~~~e two programs given in Appendix A.
The first program in ApFcndix A perlorms the calculation for Mendenhall 0'11111
Spangler's model, the modified M&S's model without wake and other blade dfccls,
and the modified M&S's model with wake and other blade effects accoulltl"<l for hy
the angle of attack method.
ifiel~,i&S~~~!c{cl~r~~;ntC'/S;~~~i~ sl:rt~r,fu~tt~~cl:~~~tjrl~c rr{rs\h~r~~r~~~l~I~~
Kutta condition to ca~ulat& ~he wa~ and fffccts 1!~hcr bladc. Jht second olle~~sw~~~~~~ue~J~~~ror~r\'~3eeu:i~: ~heo~~nc~le~f ~t~rAc~~[ho?J~c'fl~~C~I;;};;~
~~~~nrr~~;lfh~SJY~:~~~~~IFe~~~t~onalcharacteristics and Garmont's lIlc~hod to
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Appendix C
Use of AID Converter and
SOFT500
C.l Programs Used in Data Aquisition
Pl'ogralOs used in the data aquisition were written in BASIC. SOFT500 subroutines
were used in those programs. It was necessary to write these programs to activate
til" micro computer based data acquisition system at the cavitation tunnel. The
SOFT 500 subroutines were provided with the Keithley 570 AID system.
C.l.l Program I
This program was used in each lest to record torque, side force and thrust data.
l~ cl8ALLo~~~T"datal.dat" for output as '1
22 cls
30 VAl=O:va2"O:va3=O:statX=O
40 call IONAKE'("thru",6.0,12,1)
50 call ioname'("side".6.1.12.1)
60 call ioname'("torq",6,2,12,l)
70 'enter parllllloters
U~ ~f~;~~:410,1:Print"pressany key to start data aquisition"
131 R$-INKEY$:IF R$""" THEN 130
135 cls
140 call ANIN' ("arrayZ" ,sn! ,"thru side torq" , 1, "done")
160 rem
170 call INTON'(20,"HIL")
180 call status' ("done" ,staty.)
210 call grlabel'("thrust",l,3,"top","left U )
212 call grlabel'("sforce l ,2,3,"top","left")
'"
\·Ili
214 call grlabel'("torque" ,3,3,"top" ,"left")
215 screen 2
220 call hgraphrt' ("done","1 2 3"."fast","0.000","4095.",
"-1",-1. ,3, "grid")
240 if staty'<>O then 180
280 call intof!
290 call arsave' ("arrayX" ."arr .dat")
378 mean!zO:lIlean1 !:O :mean2!'"0: stdev!"O: stdevl !=O :stdev2! =0
379 callmeandev'("arrayy'",1,mean!,stdev!,1 .• snl,-t)
380 call meandev' ("arrayX" .2,meanl! ,stdev1! ,1 .• sn! .-1)
381 call meandev' ("arrayy'" ,3,mean2! ,stdev2! ,1 .• sn! ,-1)
~~~ ~~ t~lE~o"~ATA.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS '1
391 call argetval'("arrayy''',t.l,val,-l)
392 call argetval'("arrayy''',t.2.va2,-1)
393 call argetval'("arrayy''',t,3.va3.-1)
430 print '1,va1.va2,va3
460 next
470 call ardel' ("arrayy.")
480 locate 20,5 :print"mean thrust = ";mean!
490 locate 10,5 :print"mean sideforce"''' jmeanl!
500 locate 3,5:print"mean torque = "; mean2!
510 locate 22.5:print"std -"; stdev!
520 locate 12,5 :print"std - "; stdevl!
530 locate 5,5:print"std" "; stdev2!
550 rem
560 RS"INKEY$:if R$-"" then 550
m CeBSE'1g~8 ~~aeen
C.1.2 Program II
This program WM u~ed to monitor the propeller load~ on the scrt'cn ill ordcr to
check ir lhe model transducers and the aquisition ~ystcm was working propt'rly.
l~ cliem
15 namel$-"thrust": na..me2$-"side"; name3$:"torque"
20 ave-a: val"O: va2=0; va3=O: ~TAn-o; speed-a: wspeed-O: total-O:
count-O: n"O: std"O: hleft-O: hnght:O ;propn"'O: deO: advjeO
30 call INIT
~g ~:n ~~::::~::;~~:::~:~:g:g
60 call ioname·("torq".6,2,12,1)
m11:"1024
140 call ANIN'("arrayy'''.sn! ."thru side torq",l,"done")
160 rem
170 call INTON'(20."I1IL")
180 call status' ("done" ,staty.)
210 call grlabel' ("thrust", 1,3, "top", "left")
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212 call grlabel' ("sforce", 2 ,3, "top", "left")
214 call grlabel' ("torque" ,3,3, "top", "left")
215 screen 2
220 call hgraphrt'(Udone","l 2 3","fast","0.000","4095.",
"-1",-1. ,3,"grid")
240 if statX<>O then 180
280 call intoff
290 call araave' ("arrayx.", "arr,dat")
~j~ c:~r~:~~:~~,\:~~:;~~i7~~~1~~~d~~~'~i~:~;!?~ndeV2!-0
380 call meandev' ("array1.", 2 ,meanl! ,stdev1! ,1. ,8n! ,-1)
381 call meandev' ("arrayY." ,3,lIee.n2! ,stdev2! ,1. ,an! ,-0
~n ~:rl ardel'("arrayx.")
480 locate 20,5:print"lIIean thrust = ";mean!
490 locate 10,5 :print"lIlean sideforcec " ;meanl!
500 locate 3,5:print"mean torque - "; mean2!
510 locate 22,5:print"std -"; stdev!
520 locate 12,S:print"std = "; stdev1!
530 locate S,5:print"std = "i stdev2!
ilB i~~""
C.2 Improvement of Signal Resolution
Illo;~~ribg:~JC~r~ :g~:I'~.'~~I~t:;fif:;r\;~nn~~~i~t~e~dj~~~~~et~hl~t~~:h~~t~~~~igllill magllitu~e for maximum forces durmg a test match the digital range of the
A/Il converter. When changing the Kethley 570 mother board gain, fint turn the
board off, then cha(Je the hardware settings to the required ~ain. Turn on the
~:I~1.:!~~lIr~ ~~~~ ~u~~~G on the PC to change the configuratIon table to match
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Theoretical Results - Part II
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Figure 0-13: COnJl"ari!Wlll or lllL'Ordical rL'SulLo; willI test rL"Sulls - thrust roeffi·
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Figure G-15: Comparison of tl1('ordical n:Sll!ls with test results - thrust coeffi·
cicnl(pildl ralio=O.1Jr)
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Figure G-16: ('flmpllri~oll (,r 11I1'orl'Ciri,1 no;;nlu with tcst results - thrust (oem·
ri~·IlI(Jlit.:h flllio=O.S;:-)
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Figure G.18: Comllllrisoll elf lhcor('lir;,] tcsults with test rcslllls - thrust cocffi·
ci"nt(pilch ratio::l ..I:2!l:r)
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Figure G-19: ComplHi~on or lheoretical rcsult.s wilh t.csl results - thrusl cocffi-
cienl{pilch ralio=I.661... )
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Figure G-20: Comparison of llloorclic.l! results with ~cst results - thrusl cocffi·
d<:'nl(pit"h riltio=2.000r.)
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Figure C-21: COl11l';U;WII or lhcoro·tirlllll~llils with lesl rr.slllts - thruRt cocffi-
dClll{pilch ri\lio=:U3:11f)
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Figure G-26: COll1pari~OIl or Ulcorclical rc~ull~ with lesl results - eHicicncy(pilch
ralio==O.17r)
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Figure G-30: Comparison of theoretical results with test remits - cflicicncy(pitch
ratio=1.667w)
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